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Foreword

There is a climate of change around social policy, and its link to and role in 
the development process.  In the 1980s and 1990s, the economic crisis in the 
south and the ideological shifts in the countries of the north undermined 
many social policy initiatives in both the rich and poor countries. Social policy 
was given a residual role of coping with the social consequences of socially 
blind macroeconomics. The elements of social policy that were grudgingly 
sanctioned were designed to provide ‘safety nets’ to targeted groups or ‘the 
deserving poor’, to mitigate the worst effects of structural adjustment – short-
term measures to cope with supposedly short-term poverty.

Though there have been country differences, there are common features in this 
approach: the withdrawal of the state’s commitment to social provision, the 
privatisation of some services, the introduction of fee paying in others. In this 
approach only the narrowly protective aspects of social policy were retained, 
while the transformative (developmental) and redistributive aspects were 
downplayed or erased from the policy agenda. 

Social policy is now taking on a more prominent role in development debates 
than previously. The palpable failure of the structure adjustment programme 
and the new realisation that poverty eradication can only be achieved in 
the context of economic development and structural transformation have 
revived interest in its transformative role. In addition, democratisation in the 
developing countries has brought social policies to the forefront as issues of 
equity and citizenship receive greater attention. 

Changing Social Policy deals with this broad subject matter. It concerns South 
Africa in transition – a middle-income country located somewhere between 
the north and the south. The new government had to deal with racialised 
patterns of extreme poverty and  inequality which determined in profound 
ways people’s life chances. In the pre-apartheid and apartheid eras, there had 
developed a system of state social assistance in the form of cash transfers that 
performed its limited social objectives relatively well. This book is about a case 
study of the reform of one part of that system. It led to the introduction of 
an unconditional cash transfer, aimed at young children in poor households, 
reached through the child’s main caregiver, for a limited number of years.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

vii

F O R E WO R D

The book deals with themes that are at the heart of social policy and policy 
reform. Some of them are: 
•	 Universalism	 and	 selectivity:	 under	 universalism,	 an	 entire	 population	

receives a benefit as a basic right; while under selectivity or targeting, a 
procedure such as means testing is applied to determine only the very 
poor.  This choice is often couched in the language of efficient allocation 
of resources, or budget constraints. What is actually at stake is the 
fundamental question about a polity’s values and its responsibilities to all 
its members.

•	 Social	policies	in	the	south	are	typically	imbued	with	traces	of	policy	ideas	
from the north. Social policies cannot be ‘one size fits all’, and need to take 
into account diverse family forms, and changes to household structures 
and caring patterns, especially in the face of HIV/ AIDS. This book shows 
that this difficult policy challenge was taken on, and indeed formed the 
rationale for basic policy shifts that were made. 

•	 It	is	a	truism	that	social	development	should	be	comprehensive	and	multi-
sectoral. The cash transfer was one component of a more comprehensive set 
of measures. The author shows, in the consideration of policy alternatives 
to and in the design of the cash transfer, that the hoped-for synergy was 
difficult to achieve.

•	 Policy	reform	in	democracies	presents	opportunities	for	public	participation	
in policy development. In a society in fundamental transition, such as in 
South Africa’s shift from apartheid to a democratic order, the book shows 
the difficulty involved in reconciling the need to introduce reforms rapidly, 
with the commitment to inclusive and participatory consultative processes 
that were espoused by the new government, and expected by the non-
governmental organisations. 

•	 There	is	always	an	interval	of	time	between	policy	and	implementation,	and	
in that space, the intent of reforms can be strengthened or eroded. Here we 
can see how in the public domain, protests by welfare organisations led to 
the increase in the level of the grant, while at the same time bureaucratic 
decisions were developing that would make the grant more difficult to 
access.

This is a case study of building policy reform on available evidence, and 
about trying to deal with inadequate data as the basis for evidence. It appears 
a decade after the reforms were accepted, and as such it is able to include a 
summary of research on early evidence of the coverage and impacts. Many 
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themes are yet to be explored: what it means for political stability and for 
contributing to a sense of national solidarity and citizenship; whether the 
size of the grant is sufficient to make a difference to poverty; progress made 
with other simultaneous recommendations of the Lund Committee, such as 
the reform of the private parental maintenance system; the extent to which 
the grant can and does interact with other programmes aimed at children; 
gendered dynamics within the household surrounding the choice of primary 
caregiver and how and by whom the grant is spent.

This is a story of forging a social policy that is at the same time fiscally 
redistributive, compatible with economic growth and development, and with 
the primary goal of the enhancement of children’s well-being. It speaks to 
social justice arguments, and also economic arguments. It makes a strong case 
for such state action as a low-cost measure of transferring resources to the 
poor. It is an important contribution to the growing body of knowledge on 
and interest in global social policy. 

Thandika Mkandawire
Director 
United Nations Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD)
Geneva, September 2007
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Preface and acknowledgements

In 1995, shortly after South Africa’s transition to democracy, I was asked to chair 
a national investigation into aspects of social welfare, the Lund Committee for 
Child and Family Support. The Committee recommended the introduction of 
a new cash transfer or grant designed to reach poor children, and to replace 
a broader family benefit for mothers and children. It also recommended the 
reform of the private parental maintenance system.

This was an early piece of policy work under the new political dispensation. 
The main activities took place during 1996 when the government was 
tempering some of its redistributive electoral promises, withdrawing from 
aspects of the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP), and 
introducing a much more evidently conservative macroeconomic policy. The 
work of the Committee came to be a site of contestation about values and 
expectations in the ‘new’ South Africa, and feelings ran high. The Committee 
agreed to work within a time constraint which forced a choice between 
seeing a reform through rapidly (the route which was chosen), and the 
slower processes of participation and consultation both within and outside of 
Parliament. Its policy recommendations were hailed by some for their sound 
logic and redistributive potential, and condemned by others for redistributing 
between the poor themselves, and for taking existing state support away from 
some poor women. Some saw the new grant as an optimistic sign that the 
government would continue commitments to public spending. Others saw it 
as a betrayal of the RDP commitment to redistributive policies.

The Report of the Lund Committee (RSA 1996; from now on simply 
‘the Report’ and ‘the Committee’) summarised the Committee’s work and 
presented the rationale for recommendations made. It was a research-based 
vehicle which had to travel a political road and was written accordingly, 
foregrounding some issues while masking others. In this narrative, I provide a 
fuller picture of the policy context and of the discussions around the different 
options for change, free of some of the guarded choice of words in the  
official document.

What are my purposes in writing this down? The most straightforward is 
simply to document the experience. The Committee’s work was important 
as an early case study in the post-election transition period. It has interest 
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across disciplines: for political science, economics, sociology, anthropology 
and administrative law, for example. It confronts intriguing technical and 
administrative issues, and shows what happens when policy intent has to be 
matched by capacity to implement the reform. It has relevance for those in 
South Africa and in other countries who are interested in other social policy 
sectors such as health, housing, education and social services. 

The cash transfer was initially planned to be a universal benefit for all children 
up to a certain age. These fundamental policy decisions were not decided on 
lightly, and they were taken in consultation with exceptionally good national 
and international scholars and practitioners. Fiscal constraints as well as a 
general resistance to a universal grant led to the cash transfer being means- 
tested and being called a ‘grant’ rather than a ‘benefit’, which is significant in 
itself. For the new mechanism of support to be understood properly, it will be 
useful to have a clear account of the rationale for the decisions made. At the 
time of the Committee I believed in the specific need for and effectiveness of 
state commitments to welfare in certain areas. This becomes increasingly the 
case in the face of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, with the challenges it is presenting 
for the care and support of children. 

The privilege of serving on the Committee was accompanied by the pain of 
making the decision to withdraw the State Maintenance Grant (SMG) from 
some 400 000 poor women and children, in order to reach millions more 
who were even poorer. As the Report made clear, many SMG beneficiaries 
would not be able to withstand or compensate for the financial shock of the 
phased withdrawal, and would fall into deeper poverty. Here, I explain how the 
decision to withdraw the SMG was not simply based on fiscal constraints, nor 
was this simply the ‘first case study of neo-liberal reform’ as it has simplistically 
been called. There are deep-level problems of indigenous family structures 
and changes in family structures, some of which reflect global trends but all 
of which are also an outcome of specific pre-apartheid and then apartheid 
policies, which made the SMG difficult to reform. The Committee’s work 
brought to the surface these serious conceptual difficulties. 

This narrative has been written in three short but intensive sessions. In 1999, 
a year after the new Child Support Grant was implemented, I was given  
an opportunity to start writing through a grant from the John D and 
Catherine T MacArthur Foundation’s Network on Poverty and Inequality 
in Broader Perspective. In that first round I revisited a body of international 
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xi

literature about different forms of intervention, compiled the Committee 
documentation and embarked on a close reading of the Lund Committee 
Report. It had been written in great haste in 1996, and I now approached 
it again, asking: ‘Would you come up with the same proposals again?’ I am 
indebted to my hosts Anne Case and Angus Deaton at Princeton University, 
where the writing took place, for brokering the grant, for providing the 
space and other support to do the writing and for the enduring and valued 
friendship. I am also grateful to them and to the MacArthur Foundation  
for their patience. 

The second and third sessions of writing took place at Oxford University in 
the summers of 2005 and 2006, made possible by the Centre for the Analysis 
of South African Social Policy in the Department of Social Policy and Social 
Work at Oxford University. Gavin Williams alerted me to possible sponsorship 
from the Rhodes Trust and connected me to the university department. It was 
a stimulating environment in which to work, and I am especially appreciative 
of the interest and attention given to this writing by Anne Buchanan, Michael 
Noble, Phakama Ntshongwana, George Smith, Theresa Smith, Robert van 
Niekerk and Gemma Wright, among other colleagues there. Others in Oxford 
and elsewhere in England supported the writing in different ways: Liz and Dave 
Auger, Jo Beall, Judith and Terence English, Mary Prior, and Sonja and Harold 
Roffey. In South Africa, students in the Social Policy masters course in the 
School of Development Studies at the University of Natal (now the University 
of KwaZulu-Natal) read the draft and debated the issues in seminars. As an 
informed outsider with a passionate interest in social and political change, 
Jillian Nicholson assisted greatly with her critical comments. 

I first tried to write the account in chronological form, but it soon became 
evident that this could not work as policy development is not linear and 
chronological. It is now structured as follows. Chapter 1 lays out the policy 
context of transition in which were embedded the particular problems of 
child and family support the Committee was to address. There is a range of 
instruments and processes for the development of policy and policy reform, 
and Chapter 2 describes this particular mode of intervention, a committee of 
enquiry. It deals with the Committee’s status, mandate, composition, orientation 
to the tasks and ways of working. The chapter then moves forward rapidly to 
the adoption by Cabinet of the Committee’s main recommendations, and this 
provides the chronological context in which to place the rest of the book.
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The Committee had to consider a broad range of forms of intervention and 
Chapter 3 describes the possible policy alternatives to a cash transfer for 
children, and why they were accepted, accepted in part, or rejected. Among 
these were the reform of the private maintenance system, support for early 
childhood development, nutrition programmes, and increased support to 
existing welfare services. It then gives the rationale for and step-by-step 
account of the decision for a cash transfer. 

Chapter 4 discusses the design and operationalisation of the new cash 
transfer and how decisions were made on such issues as age eligibility, level 
of the benefit, date of introduction, means testing and synergy with other 
departments. These issues may appear to be ‘technical’, but they contain within 
them the very kernel of who gets access to or is excluded from particular 
resources. The chapter shows how the Committee and then the task team 
appointed to deal with implementation of the reforms did their work. It 
concludes with a brief account of the performance of the new grant over its 
first nine years, from 1998 to 2007.

Some of the Committee’s decisions were very controversial, and making the 
decisions – confronting the so-called ‘trade-offs’ – was deeply difficult for 
many involved. Chapter 5 pays attention to four of the most contested issues. 
First, the Committee recommended the phasing out of the SMG, for reasons 
explained in Chapter 2 and elsewhere, knowing that this would bring severe 
hardship to many of its recipient women and children. Second, the Committee 
wanted a universal grant, a benefit that would go to all South African children 
– ‘First Call for ALL South African Children’. At precisely the time the key 
decisions were being made, the government introduced a fiscally conservative 
macroeconomic policy, and the South African rand started its rapid descent. 
We compromised and accepted the idea of having a means test. The acceptance 
of this move from a universal to a means-tested benefit represented, for me, 
a real defeat. Third, and related, we worked ‘within the fiscal constraint’ 
imposed by the government. The Committee was divided as to what the size 
of that constraint was; the implementation task team experienced pressure 
from Treasury to target even more tightly; and at that time we were mindful 
of competing demands on the fiscus for services that would also benefit young 
children, for example primary healthcare and housing. Fourth, the Committee 
agreed to do its work in a very limited period of time. We thought that the 
urgency for reform was paramount; the costs of hurtling along at a hectic 
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xiii

pace, however, were high. Inevitably, casualties were incurred, a serious one 
of which was the process of consultation with welfare and other civil society 
organisations, and with officials in national and provincial departments who 
were to implement the reforms. 

Chapter 6, the final chapter, deals with some of the issues of implementation 
and identifies what in my view were key factors contributing to the rapid 
acceptance and implementation of the Lund Committee proposals. It concludes 
with some personal reflections.

What appears here is clearly only my version of the events that took place, 
the decisions reached, and some of what has happened in the process of 
implementation. It is, quite simply, my story, which I have consciously not 
cleared with any of the Committee members or other key players mentioned 
here. I have tried to be even-handed in reflecting the positions of different 
individuals and interest groups; there will be many other versions of events. 
I have identified where I think the Committee had easy consensus or divided 
views, and where I simply had an opinion of my own. I describe the challenges 
we were faced with, the debates we had, and the decisions that we made, then 
reflect on that process with the benefit of some years of both implementation 
and hindsight. Once the Committee was dissolved, I joined the implementation 
task team on a part-time basis. I am especially aware of how my account of this 
later phase in the task team is limited, and the work of that phase of the new 
policy needs to be further documented. 

It would be a great contribution to the development of South African social 
policy if others were to write additional accounts, with different interpretations. 
Complementary narratives, especially conflicting ones, would help to deepen 
understanding for the continuing and continuous process of policy reform.

Francie Lund 
Durban 
2007
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xvi

A note on terms

South Africa under apartheid used race as a primary classification of the 
population into African, coloured, Indian and white groups. In this book I use 
the term ‘black’ to signify African, coloured and Indian people, in the context 
where black signifies all formerly disenfranchised groups. I use the separate 
terms ‘African’, ‘coloured’, ‘Indian’ and ‘white’ in the context of racially 
separated welfare provision.

The transition from apartheid to democracy brought with it new and newly 
named institutions. I use the contemporary term ‘parliamentary portfolio 
committee’ for what used to be called ‘parliamentary standing committee’. For 
the sake of simplicity, I use the term ‘welfare department’ for the department 
which has variously been called Department of Welfare and Population 
Development, the Department of Developmental Social Welfare and, at the 
time of writing, the Department of Social Development. 

These changes in the name of the welfare department mirror changes in  
the world of welfare theory and practice, where there has been a shift 
from ‘developmental social welfare’ to ‘social development’. In this book, 
‘developmental social welfare’ is more commonly used as it is referring to 
debates current at the time of the policy intervention.
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T e a c h i n g  l a r g e  c l a s s e s  i n  h i g h e r  e d u c aT i o n

1

The context

The period of transition in south africa from an apartheid government to 
a democratically elected government was one of intense policy-oriented 
activity. The ‘new’ south africa faced two fundamental challenges, ‘the race 
issue’ and ‘the equity issue’: how to address the racial discrimination, which 
was intrinsic to apartheid, and how to address the accompanying political, 
economic and social inequalities within the population. The ‘new’ south 
africa did not, of course, start in 1994. The constitution enshrined the 
principles of non-racialism and of equity, but before the 1994 elections and 
before the constitution was finalised, the vision for the social and economic 
programmes for addressing the legacy of apartheid found expression in the 
reconstruction and development Programme (rdP).

The rdP had its roots in the Freedom charter of the 1950s. it had a strongly 
redistributive intent, committing itself to the delivery of basic infrastructure 
to previously excluded groups as an intrinsic part of economic policy in 
post-apartheid south africa. alongside a programme of land redistribution 
were policies for free primary healthcare, free education, a commitment to 
early childhood development (ecd) and adult basic education and training, 
and a housing subsidy for the poor. These were alongside commitments to 
provide affordable water, electricity and telecommunications to rural and 
urban areas. 

The welfare field in south africa has traditionally been categorised into 
direct welfare services, and a system of state social assistance in the form of 
cash transfers, or ‘pensions and grants’, to poor people with disabilities and 
poor elderly people, as well as to a limited number of women and children. 
The welfare sector’s commitment to the rdP was to a reorientation to 
‘developmental social welfare’, which aimed to provide people with pathways 
out of poverty, while the cash transfers would remain in place as support of 
last resort. By the early 1990s, the positive social and economic impact of these 
cash transfers had come to be widely accepted, and by 1993 most aspects of 
racial discrimination in the grant system had been removed. 

1
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c h a n g i n g  s o c i a l  P o l i c y:  T h e  c h i l d  s u P P o rT  g r a n T  i n  s o u T h  a F r i c a

2

Welfare support for the poorest south african children, and especially for 
those in rural areas, was almost non-existent. in 1995 the welfare ministry 
established the lund committee for child and Family support, which was 
to consider an array of measures for the support of children and families. 
The work was a significant policy intervention at a time of great change. The 
high political expectations generated through the struggle for freedom were 
colliding with the general realisation that reforms across all sectors would be 
costly. Those working in policy reform were working precisely where the battle 
between equity and the specific choice of macroeconomic policy – the growth, 
employment and redistribution (gear) strategy – was contested.

Poverty, inequality and the situation of children and families in 
South Africa

Patterns of poverty and inequality were and are largely racially determined. 
Political disenfranchisement of black people was accompanied by an array 
of policies forcing residential dispossession and segregation, as well as 
differentiated access to the labour market, which combined to impact 
negatively on family life. anthropologist Monica Wilson (1975: 18) wrote that, 
‘south africa has lived on the capital of a very strong african family system, 
and that capital has been squandered’ (cited in Jones 1992: 247). 

First colonial and then apartheid policies confronted and tore up stable 
families and settlements: first through the migrant labour system, whereby 
men went to work on the mines and in cities while families were forced to stay 
behind, and second in the resettlement of millions of people in the pursuit of 
‘separate development’. The responsibility for sustaining the rural population 
was borne almost entirely by family members in these rural areas, while men 
in their economically active years left their rural homes to work. in the urban 
areas, and particularly in the mines and harbours, they were denied the right 
to live a family life. generations of children were without continuous father 
figures, and without access to decent education. some indication of the effects 
of this ‘squandering’ of african family life can be seen in the fact that, in 1995, 
less than half of all african children under seven years old lived with both 
parents (Budlender 1996a).

The impact of migrant labour and urban restriction policies effectively 
ensured that families were broken up, and that the families of origin had 
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to absorb the disruptive costs to workers and their families. Families in the 
fragmented homelands bore the health costs of workers who contracted 
tuberculosis on the mines, and were then sent back to rural areas with no 
industrial compensation. employment contracts were designed to prevent 
access to contributory retirement schemes. education for children in rural 
areas was either lacking or, where it existed, the curriculum was expressly 
designed for african children’s career options to be limited to being ‘hewers 
of wood and drawers of water’.

The white population was protected by political franchise, economic power 
and a range of educational, housing and family policies which assisted the 
poor. in-between the white and the african population were indian and 
coloured people. strong traditional and cultural welfare and education 
systems in the indian and coloured communities were intentionally destroyed 
by the apartheid government. The family and social lives of indian and 
coloured people were likewise severely disrupted through the destruction of 
old, established – though poor – urban settlements, and the creation of new 
townships on the periphery of urban centres for those whose homes and 
communities were destroyed and dismantled.  

in common with other countries, women have been especially disadvantaged 
in the patterns of poverty and inequality. households headed by young women 
in rural areas are among the poorest of all households; households headed by 
younger women in urban areas, on the other hand, perform well relative to 
all other households (ardington & lund 1995: 569). a high proportion of 
children live in poor households, with a strong provincial variation – from 
three out of five in the eastern cape, to one out of five in gauteng. child 
poverty has a spatial dimension, with higher rates in rural areas.

This history thus created a fertile environment for the spread of hiV/aids.  
By 1990 it was known that the epidemic would spread to catastrophic 
proportions over the next at least 30 years, adding to the crisis in childcare in 
south africa and affecting both those who get ill and die and those millions 
whose parents die. a 1999 survey (doh 1999) showed that before the early 
1990s, child mortality had been declining and then started increasing, mainly 
attributable to the transmission of aids from mothers to children during 
pregnancy and childbirth. The overall life expectancy rate has decreased, and 
increasing numbers of children experience the death of a parent or parents. 
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The children of aids orphans will not have grandparents to care for them, 
and this has severe implications given the already high rates of ‘granny care’.

in the midst of this stressed society, however, including the high levels of 
crime and violence, people continue to produce and reproduce household life, 
there are high levels of participation in religious life, and the vast majority of 
children do attend school fairly regularly. The majority of children who are 
not with either or both parents are in the care of an extended family member 
such as a grandmother or an aunt. a key policy issue is how to shore up and 
reinforce existing patterns of caring so that they can be for the lasting benefit 
of children.

Engaging in policy reform at the time of transition

The politics of opposition up until the end of the 1980s had been the politics 
of protest and of contestation of the old regime. Then towards the end of 
the 1980s the health, land reform and housing sectors were early starters in 
translating the values of equity and redress into policies with concrete goals 
for delivery. in education and in welfare a later start was made, and more time 
was spent forging consensus between interest groups about broad principles. 
This energy to create the new, rather than destroy the old, was liberated by 
the political settlement and then fuelled by the international expertise and 
goodwill which became available to those involved in policy development. 
People in all sectors were working in the certainty that the african national 
congress (anc) would win the election by a large majority. Thus, although 
compromises with the ‘old guard’ in the bureaucracy had been made in the 
political negotiations (in particular, there was to be no widespread or rapid 
retrenchment of civil servants), policy directions and alternatives were forged 
with a level of confidence that they would be broadly discussed and adopted. 

The position of women and children had been advanced on the political 
agenda, and this created a defendable platform from which to counter the 
general lack of awareness among politicians about specific measures of social 
support for women and children. Through the process of struggle against 
apartheid repression, interest groups within south africa forged a strong 
lobby for human and political rights, including the rights of women and 
children. south africa had been excluded formally from being a stakeholder 
or signatory to many of the international platforms and conventions on 
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human rights. The process of moving towards democracy included becoming 
integrated in these international platforms, and setting up the necessary 
machinery within the country to advocate for these rights. The constitution 
made provision for a commission on gender equality. The office on the 
status of Women was charged with coordinating national policy on women, 
and with monitoring progress on the implementation of the convention 
for the elimination of all forms of discrimination against Women, and the 
Beijing Platform for action.

With regard to children, south africa became a signatory to the united 
nations convention on the rights of the child. President Mandela’s personal 
commitment to the welfare of children translated, early in his term of office, 
into raising the profile of children on policy and poverty agendas. The 
slogan ‘First call for children’ was used to publicise what was planned as an 
interdepartmental national Programme of action for children, where each 
ministry was to declare its specific goals with respect to impacting on the 
well-being of children. Thus women and children had relatively high salience, 
though the committee did not directly engage with the ‘gender machinery’ 
such as the gender commission and the office on the status of Women.

There were, however, also central challenges in the transformative policy 
work which preceded the election. The apartheid government controlled 
and manipulated the collection of statistics, held on to the data tightly and 
secretively, and there was little reliable information available about, for 
example, the extent and patterns of poverty, access to education, health and 
welfare services, and the extent of unemployment. The academic boycott, 
initiated in the 1960s but taking force particularly in the 1980s, meant that 
many academics had limited access to international experience of policy 
transformation. The sporting, cultural and academic boycotts were one  
small part of the comprehensive strategy to bring the racist apartheid regime 
to an end. The academic boycott, supported from within the country by 
many progressive academics, had served to isolate individuals and institutions  
from scholarly exchange at an international level.1 The isolation was not 
uniform, of course, and the struggle itself threw up alternative models of 
delivery. in primary healthcare, for example, many very innovative and 
progressive projects, on a par with the best in the world, were implemented. 
however, few activists or intellectuals within the country had been involved  
in looking at macro-level, practical system building or reform; there was 
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certainly little appreciation or experience of matching policy goals and 
objectives with available resources. 

i had been drawn into policy work in welfare (as a social worker and 
community activist), in health (because of some involvement in primary 
healthcare and the mobilisation of community health workers), and lightly in 
education (through having been an organiser in the early childhood education 
field). in a signal week in durban in 1989, i attended three separate meetings 
of progressive researchers and activists in health, education and welfare. all 
three meetings grappled with bridging the gap between vision and provision –  
how to translate the visions of the Freedom charter into practical policies. 
There was growing awareness of the cost of programmes. each meeting came 
up with the identical solution: ‘We will use the defence budget.’ 

For years the defence budget had been the single largest item of government 
expenditure, much bigger than the spending on health, social and education 
services. however, there were substantial shifts in sectoral allocations of 
government expenditure in the last years of the former regime. 

Figure 1.1 Change in general government expenditure on selected functions, fiscal years 

1990/91 and 1996/97 (1990 rands)

source: rsa (1996: 13), based on figures supplied by servaas van der Berg
note: * ‘etc.’ refers to housing-related infrastructural costs such as water provision.
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Figure 1.1 shows how the seriously inadequate schooling system for black 
people had begun to be addressed through diverting expenditure away 
from defence towards education. in housing, the state embarked on a major 
scheme of state-assisted housing expansion. The defence allocation was 
nearly halved between 1990/91 and 1996/97; the allocation to education  
grew further, advancing the extent of its lead over other budget allocations; 
the housing budget grew, but from a very small base relative to other 
sectors in the social cluster. The social welfare budget reflects the greatest  
increase over these years. in the 1980s the former government had started the  
long process of equalising pension amounts for all ‘racial groups’. The  
120 per cent increase shown in Figure 1.1 was largely driven by the move to 
this equalisation process. 

in that week of meetings in 1989 i realised how hopelessly ill-prepared the 
welfare sector was for engagement in macro-level, big systems reform:

By the third meeting the penny dropped for me – we didn’t have 
the remotest idea of what we were talking about. not only did 
we not know about the cost of universal provision; we also didn’t 
know about what services were being delivered in the fragmented 
bits of states which had been created over the past forty years. 
(lund 1996: 122)

i raised a small amount of money to go to all of the 17 welfare administrations 
to do a baseline study, as it were, a basis from which to assess the need for, 
and thereafter progress towards, welfare reform (lund 1992a). The study 
came to be strategically important later in my involvement with welfare  
policy reform. i interviewed many of the welfare bureaucrats who would 
take up senior positions in the new dispensation. i was on the outside of 
government but was one of the few people, outsiders or insiders, who knew 
the system comprehensively and in detail. This was an advantage when  
dealing with officials who knew of my familiarity with the formal and 
informal aspects of the system, and also with the lack of stability in welfare 
departments.

Then in 1991 when the political repression was worst, but when it was evident 
that momentous change was imminent, i was asked by the anc in exile to 
go to lusaka to assist with a research and development programme to train 
cadres in exile to become aids activists, so that the anc could return with a 
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constructive and grassroots-based approach to aids intervention. i worked 
with nkosazana Zuma, who was to become the first health minister and who 
was as such a key member in the cabinet social cluster reviewing proposed 
policy reforms. i also met a number of senior comrades in the external health 
and welfare sectors.

in around 1992 the welfare department asked me to advise on a number of 
looming policy issues, not least of which was the fraud in the pension system. 
social worker leila Patel had started working as a consultant to the national 
department. My friendship with her went back some 20 years to working as 
organisers in the welfare sector in the Western cape. shortly after the 1994 
political transition, she and i worked as consultants to the new north West 
province, as part of the strategic Management Team (sMT) handling the 
transformation of the health and welfare departments. This was no small task, 
bringing together the administrations of the old Bophuthatswana, with all of 
President Mangope’s excesses, and region J of the old Western Transvaal, with 
its swastikas and white right-wing formations. 

i have written an account of the process and the challenges it contained 
(lund 1996), and describe there how we were called in to Mec Paul sefularo’s 
office when we arrived. he said (and i paraphrase, but it is accurate enough):

use my authority to go and work as fast as possible to change 
things. There is a gap. it is narrow in scope, and it will be short in 
time. run with it. use my authority to change things. But don’t 
undermine my authority. (quoted in lund 1996: 127)

This is a telling sign, i think, of the climate of solidarity and single-mindedness 
operating at that time, so soon after the electoral transition. There was so 
much to be done, to get from the past to the present and the future.

From apartheid welfare to developmental social welfare

under apartheid, as now, social welfare in south africa comprised two 
broad divisions, the social services and social security (also known as social 
assistance). social services under apartheid were provided by a partnership 
between government and the voluntary welfare sector. The government itself 
undertook little direct social service provision, at national, provincial or local 
authority level, with the exception of administering some welfare institutions. 
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rather, it subsidised a proportion of the personnel and programme costs 
of organisations operating in fields such as child and family care, care of 
elderly and disabled people, mental health, the rehabilitation of offenders, 
and preventive and curative work with substance abusers. The social security 
division was largely concerned with the administration of pensions and grants, 
about which more will be said later. in summary, social assistance for whites 
had been started early in the twentieth century, and gradually expanded to 
cover all citizens by the 1960s, though the levels of grants and administrative 
procedures were racially discriminatory.

a range of measures outside the welfare department protected the level of 
living of white families and children. The subsidy of housing rentals, housing 
loans for civil servants, school subsidies, as well as the broader economic 
policies of job reservation and restriction on urban residence for black people, 
served to protect the economic status of white people. The welfare services 
themselves were racially discriminatory, as well as skewed towards curative 
and clinical interventions rather than preventive services. They were also 
skewed towards urban areas, and especially favoured allocations to welfare 
organisations of the dutch reformed churches, for the protection of white 
(and later coloured) family life. There were overlaps in many areas of provision 
for whites, for example in the many agencies active in adoption services for 
white children. There was also a particular bias towards institutional care for 
white elderly people.

The indian and coloured populations had a smaller scale of welfare provision 
than that enjoyed by whites, compensated for in part by very active private 
welfare organisations and activities, some of which were affiliated to the Mass 
democratic Movement (MdM) and the united democratic Front. There 
were complete gaps in state provision of any sort for the majority of african 
people, especially in rural areas. Within rural areas, people in the bantustan 
areas experienced the worst poverty, yet had the least welfare provision. There 
was virtually no form of welfare support for young african children, who were 
arguably the most vulnerable segment of the south african population.

The overall story of policy reform cannot be understood without an 
appreciation of the institutional fragmentation that apartheid had imposed, 
summarised in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1 The fragmentation of welfare services under apartheid and subsequent reunification

Date Event

1937 establishment of department of Welfare.

1958 state pensions move from department of labour to department of Welfare and Pensions.

1959 establishment of department of coloured affairs.

1961 establishment of department of indian affairs.

Welfare for african people moves to department of Bantu administration.

1971 self-governing Territories constitution act 21 of 1971 enables creation of ‘self-governing areas’.

1972 self-governing status for lebowa

1973 self-governing status for gazankulu

1974 self-governing status for QwaQwa

1976 independent status for Transkei

1977 self-governing status for KwaZulu

1977 self-governing status for Kangwane

1977 independent status for Bophuthatswana

1979 self-governing status for Kwandebele

1979 independent status for Venda

1980 economic community of southern africa formed.

1981 independent status for ciskei

1984 constitution for tricameral parliament; welfare an ‘own affair’ under the houses of 
assembly, delegates and representatives for white, indian and coloured welfare respectively; 
department of national health (and later, national health and Population development) 
formed to deal with health, welfare and population development at national level.

1985 department of development aid established to ‘give budgetary assistance to the six 
homelands’; the welfare section had a coordination and controlling role in homelands 
welfare. secretariat for the economic community of southern africa (secosaF) formed. 

1985–
88

social welfare for african people in the republic devolved from national department of 
constitutional development and Planning (formerly cooperation and development) to 
provincial level. coordinating department first called department of development Planning 
then, after some name changes, Planning, Provincial affairs and national housing.

1988–
91

‘harmonisation’ of welfare services and pensions in independent states started being 
promoted through secosaF in 1998; multilateral agreement signed in 1991.

1992 social assistance Bill introduced unitary umbrella legislation which attempted to cover all 
fragmented social security administrations.

1994 democratic elections

1996 new south african constitution

1997 Welfare laws amendment act 106 of 1997 which finally enabled the regulation of, and 
uniformly equal access to, social assistance throughout south africa.
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racial bias had always been present in pension and welfare provision. From 
the 1960s, however, the government started a systematic campaign to separate 
welfare services along racial lines in every aspect of administration. it used its 
welfare subsidies to welfare organisations to drive separation in the private 
welfare sector – with different salary scales for different races, allocations 
of equipment and transport for the different races, as well as different diets 
for residents in the racially separate welfare institutions (just as there were 
different diets for prisoners of different races). Within ‘the common area’ of 
the republic, welfare for africans was decentralised to provincial level but 
firmly controlled by Pretoria. Welfare for the coloured (head office in cape 
Town), indian (durban) and white (Pretoria) populations was first racially 
segregated into separate departments, and then with the 1984 constitution 
restructured as an ‘own affair’ through the tricameral houses of parliament. 

The self-governing Territories constitution act 21 of 1971 legalised the 
creation of the peripheral areas which came to be known as bantustans or 
homelands, and which were a major lynchpin of ‘separate development’. Four 
‘independent states’ and six ‘self-governing territories’ were established and set 
up with state and administrative apparatuses as if they were fully functioning 
countries with their own education, health and welfare services. in different 
ways, they developed their own identities and different levels of autonomy  
from Pretoria.

This fragmentation led to the creation of costly and duplicated administrative 
structures, with 13 ‘national’ and 4 provincial head offices, plus another 3 
coordinating departments. Furthermore:

none of the ten [fragmented governments] was geographically 
whole: KwaZulu had about 24 different bits, but all reasonably 
close together. Bophuthatswana had only a few bits, but one of 
these (around Thabanchu) was a good four hundred miles 
[about 644 km] away from the others. Kwandebele was within 
daily commuting distance of the economic engine of south africa, 
the Johannesburg–Pretoria complex. distant Venda was far from 
any major city. (lund 1996: 123) 

The apartheid central state did not care about the costliness of the duplication 
and the distance. The decision to create the bantustans or homelands was 
based on a political imperative and had nothing at all to do with welfare 
needs. The government’s core concern was politically to separate the different 
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races. Those on the periphery lost track of what it was that the centre was still 
administering (lund 1992a). The fragmentation had consequences that fed 
directly, in 1995, to the need to address one component of welfare provision, 
the state Maintenance grant (sMg).

in the mid-1980s, very soon after the tricameral parliament had been put 
in place and in the middle of the dark years of the final states of emergency, 
contradictory tendencies were at work. on the one hand, some of the 
homelands and independent states moved to have their own separate welfare 
legislation. some was simply ‘name-change legislation’, where acts were passed 
that were almost identical to south african acts, such as the KwaZulu social 
and associated Workers act 6 of 1986 and the Bophuthatswana children’s 
act 39 of 1992. others tried to introduce improvements to various aspects of 
welfare. leaders of welfare for coloured people tried to broaden the definition 
and scope of welfare for coloured people, somewhat in the direction of what 
came to be developmental social welfare; KwaZulu did away with the racial 
limitations on children’s custodians which pertained in national legislation; 
in ciskei, the Fund-raising decree 47 of 1990 allowed organisations that were 
not formally registered as welfare organisations to raise funds.

on the other hand, however, Pretoria itself started attempting to move 
towards more uniformity, using the term ‘harmonisation’, with a view to the 
reunification that was certainly coming. its mechanism for dealing with welfare 
in the independent states was secosaF, and for contact between provincial and 
homelands welfare it used the regional development advisory committees. 
Pretoria and the bantustan states were facing frequent revolts. My account of 
my own welfare research in 1991 and 1992 is a reminder of what it was like. 
interviews in the different government departments took place in: 

…a context of turbulence. When i interviewed in Phutaditjhaba, 
QwaQwa had just had a civil service strike, and in Venda my visit 
followed a coup. The Bisho interview was interrupted because 
personnel were called to an emergency meeting of the ciskei 
Military council. The day after the umtata [Transkei] visit, the 
building in which i had conducted interviews was mortared –  
it was the home of the then Military council, as well as the 
department of Welfare. (lund 1996: 124)

in the four provinces in the republic itself, the government attempted to 
contain rising protest through the strategy of ‘reform and repression’, with 
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welfare services being used as an instrument for both speeding up delivery of 
infrastructure and for surveillance and identification of leaders of resistance. 

in the beginning of the 1980s, the non-governmental welfare sector had 
started organising against the racist patterns of provision. Towards the end 
of the decade the ground was laid for a new approach which would be more 
equitable and more developmental, expressing the post-apartheid vision for 
the future. a core text for this vision was leila Patel’s doctoral work (Patel 
1992), which surveyed the hopes for a future welfare system of hundreds of 
welfare agencies and organisations in the MdM. as external consultant to the 
welfare department, leila Patel managed the White Paper process, and it was 
not surprising that developmental social welfare was the core of the White 
Paper for social Welfare (rsa 1997). she drew me in, however, to draft the 
chapter on social security.

Though unsatisfactorily defined even in the White Paper, developmental 
social welfare reflects a commitment to overcoming inequity and racial 
discrimination. it seeks to move away from curative services towards 
preventive programmes, and towards linking welfare clients with opportunities 
for income generation. it seeks to be inclusive of all citizens and emphasises 
partnerships and consultation. The White Paper was an attempt to break away 
from the stagnant and paternalistic old mode of welfare, and aimed to be the 
pathway, for those in the under-resourced welfare sector, into the ‘new’ south 
africa and into the rdP through the support of the activities of community-
based grassroots programmes.

The White Paper laid out a new direction towards development-oriented 
work, but it committed also to the continuation of social assistance as one 
route to poverty alleviation. it encouraged individual financial responsibility 
where possible, but said that all south africans should have the right to a 
reasonable standard of living, taking the lead from the constitutional right of 
access to social security.

Social assistance and the State Maintenance Grant

The system of state social assistance was started for whites early in the twentieth 
century and gradually expanded to cover all citizens, though the levels were racially 
discriminatory. There were discrepancies between the bantustan regimes and 
those in the republic, and within the bantustan regimes themselves (lund 1992a).  
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one of the areas which had to be ‘harmonised’ was social assistance, bringing 
provision in the bantustan governments in line with that in the republic. Within 
the republic a commitment was made to remove racial discrimination in the 
levels of benefits awarded gradually, by rapidly increasing amounts to african 
people, less rapidly increasing amounts to indian and coloured people, and letting 
white levels gradually erode. at the same time, administrative improvements and 
higher levels of public information meant that far more african people than 
previously who were eligible got actual access to the benefits.

in the White Paper, social assistance was posed as an important but residual 
category within developmental social welfare. however, the pensions and grants 
had for many years received the largest part of the welfare budget. in 1995/96, 
r11.7 billion or over four-fifths of the r13.8 billion welfare budget was allocated 
to social assistance, with benefits going to some 2.5 million mostly elderly and 
disabled people (lund et al. 1996: 99). only about 8 per cent of the budget was 
allocated to the subsidy of organisations in the voluntary welfare sector, and a 
small amount to direct social service provision by the state.

Table 1.2 Selected items of provincial social assistance expenditure (SAE) in the welfare 

budget, 1995/96 financial year*

SAE as % of 
total welfare 
expenditure

Old Age 
Pension** 
as % of SAE

Disability 
Grant as 
% of SAE

Child and Family 
Care grants as % 
of SAE

SMG as % of  SAE 
on child  and  
family care***

eastern cape 84 63 25 12   83

Free state 84 72 21   7   86

gauteng 76 71 20   8   77

KwaZulu-natal 90 65 25 10   77

Mpumalanga 89 77 19   4   87

north West 92 66 24   1 100

northern cape 80 48 30 22   82

limpopo**** 91 74 21   5 100

Western cape 81 39 26 34   88

Total 85 63 24 12   84

notes: * calculations from published 1995/96 estimates of expenditure
** including War Veterans Pension
*** other grants in this category are Foster care grant and care dependency grant
**** Formerly northern Province
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Table 1.2 summarises aspects of the provincial welfare budget allocations as 
they were in the 1995/96 financial year. overall, 85 per cent of the welfare 
allocation went to social assistance expenditure, in other words, to pensions 
and grants, with considerable provincial variation. Most provinces allocated 
more than 60 per cent to the pensions for elderly people and about a quarter 
to disability grants. only a small fraction (12%) went to grants in the field 
of child and family care, and 84 per cent of these grants went to the sMg, 
with the remainder going to Foster care grants (Fcgs), for those taking 
care of children who are not their kin, and to the care dependency grant 
(cdg), intended for caregivers of profoundly physically or mentally impaired 
children, to enable the children to be cared for at home rather than in 
residential institutions.2

racial parity in the level of the awards to the elderly and to disabled people 
had been achieved by the end of september 1993, and in July 1995 the value of 
these grants was r410 per month. The cdg likewise stood at r410 per month 
for the whole population, and the Fcg at r288. racial inequity remained in 
the sMg, not in the level of the grant, but in its racial and spatial distribution. 
There were two parts to the sMg, the parent and the child allowance (at r410 
and r127 respectively). This grant was available to a parent (initially only 
mothers) or guardian living with a child under 18 years of age, on condition 
that the parent/guardian was unmarried, widowed or separated; had been 
deserted by the spouse for more than six months; had a spouse who received 
a social grant or had been declared unfit to work for more than six months; or 
had a spouse who was in prison, a drug treatment centre or similar institution 
and had been for more than six months. up until 1992 the child allowance 
was payable for up to four children, then reduced to two children only. it was 
means-tested and the applicant had to prove that she – and later he (after 
1992 men could be included as well) – had attempted to obtain maintenance 
from the partner or other parent of the children through the private parental 
maintenance system.

The sMg was introduced in the 1930s to protect white family life. coloured 
and indian people were gradually included in its scope, and finally african 
people who lived in the four provinces in the republic. There was a great deal 
of variation as to how the system was applied by the welfare administrations 
covering african people. in the bantustan administrations, by 1990 there was 
serious inconsistency in procedures, nomenclature and institutional location 
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(lund 1992a). some administrations had it ‘on their books’ but had never 
administered it. Transkei, the first of these areas to take full ‘independent’ 
status (in 1976), was the only administration never to have either heard of 
it or to have it in their procedure manuals. My sense was that Pretoria really 
did not have control over what was being implemented with regard to this 
particular grant, and few child and family grants were given, as reflected in 
the budgetary allocations.

The variations in the sMg itself are reflected in the different names and 
regulations. it was called a capitation grant in some homelands and an 
executive allowance in Kangwane. some homelands administered only the 
child allowance portion, but for up to four children. Bophuthatswana also 
administered only the child allowance, but for only one child and only when 
the mother could prove she was widowed. Venda had independently introduced 
a single Parent allowance, but there were only ten beneficiaries in 1991, each 
receiving r200 per month. in the four old provincial administrations of the 
cape, Free state, natal and the Transvaal, african people were eligible for 
the sMg but very few were in fact granted. here it would appear that social 
workers, black and white, acted as gatekeepers.

Thus, while some africans were formally eligible for the sMg, it was de facto 
much more inaccessible than the pensions for elderly and disabled people. 
Those who received sMgs frequently got them through the advice offices of a 
human rights advocacy organisation such as the Black sash. These political and 
administrative barriers led to the situation where, in the early 1990s, the sMg 
was being awarded to about 200 000 women, and about the same number of 
children. exact numbers were impossible to determine as information systems 
(such as they were) were inconsistent in the way data were classified.3 

it is clear, however, that the grants went largely to coloured and indian women 
and children, with a few white and a few african beneficiaries, and Figure 1.2  
was constructed on the basis of the best figures available at the time. it 
shows how sMgs were awarded to a far higher proportion of coloured and 
indian children than to other groups in the early 1990s – 50 and 40 per 1 000 
respectively, compared to about 2 per 1 000 african children. Whites received 
it at a rate of 14 per 1 000; they were (not totally effectively) means-tested out 
of the grant. receipt levels for indian people were high given the income levels. 
The coloured and indian ‘parliaments’ in the tricameral system established in 
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the 1980s certainly introduced a level of political patronage in getting access 
to welfare benefits. The existing sMg recipients were largely poor, but large 
numbers of even poorer eligible women and children, predominantly african, 
were effectively excluded from access.

as early as 1987, the future fiscal problem presented by the sMg had been 
foreseen (simkins & dlamini 1992). it was only through the process of 
reintegrating the fragmented welfare administrations, however, that those in 
the new government understood both the extent of and the disarray in the 
social security system. There was very little understanding inside government 
of the role played by the sMg, or of the consequences of stopping it. The new 
politicians, and the old officials, had some understanding of the importance 
of the role of the pensions for elderly and disabled people in general poverty 
relief, especially in rural areas. in contrast, the provinces in which poverty 
was worst were precisely those in which the sMg had either not been 
administered at all, or had been patchily administered. some officials from the 
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former bantustan areas heard of the existence of the sMg for the first time 
in the meetings that were considering bringing an end to the grant. To award 
the grant at existing levels to all women and children who qualified would 
have cost some r12 billion per year (depending on assumptions made). This 
was about equal to what was at that time already being spent on all the other 
pensions and grants, and about the same as the annual health budget.

at a February 1995 meeting of the national welfare minister and provincial 
leaders of welfare (or MinMec,4 as these sectoral bodies for national and 
provincial coordination are known), provincial welfare Mecs were asked to 
consider, for future discussion and consultation, whether the parent grant 
portion of the sMg should be lowered or abolished. a few months later i was 
present at a MinMec meeting, advising on a separate issue, when a majority 
of the welfare Mecs presented their decision to terminate both the child 
and the parent portions of the sMg with immediate effect, or to drastically 
reduce them in size, and possibly replace them with a modest family grant. 
The decision was primarily driven by calculations that had been done costing 
the grant if it was taken up by the whole eligible population.

i suggested that termination would be economically and socially disastrous 
for those receiving the sMg, and that there should be an investigation into 
the entire issue of child and family maintenance. Thereafter, the MinMec 
suggested the appointment of an interim committee comprising two officials 
of the department; sociologist Vivienne Taylor, who had headed the exiled 
anc’s welfare desk; economists John Kruger, Pieter le roux and servaas 
van der Berg; and me. We met in cape Town in July 1995 and realised that a 
piecemeal, patchwork approach to the task, which was to ‘consider the details 
for a family grant’, would fail. We said that an alternative approach should be 
considered, which could be a proper consultative committee of enquiry, as the 
vehicle for building a ‘new national consensus’ around the issue of support for 
children and families. i wrote a proposal (see appendix 1 in this book) for a 
multi-level national and provincial intervention comprising public hearings, 
research, practical model building and public awareness. Much of the work 
would be done at provincial level, by partnerships of provincial government 
and non-governmental organisations (ngos). it was also proposed that 
particular attempts should be made to include black social and community 
workers operating at grassroots level, as they were well placed to contribute 
ideas about alternative models of delivery. 
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other key elements of the original proposal were that the investigation of the 
private maintenance system would be done by a task force in collaboration 
with the departments of justice and of labour, and that there would be 
extensive research on the impact of the sMgs – for example, their targeting, 
impact on household income level, and interaction with other pensions and 
grants. The proposal also suggested pilot schemes that would explore linking 
grant receipt to community service of some sort, as well as drawing on 
international expertise at a substantial ‘think tank’. it recommended leaving 
the existing sMg in place while such an enquiry was under way. 

The proposal went through the political process, and the committee was set 
up with a remit to deliver a policy and recommendations for reform within six 
months, as opposed to the year which had been proposed. i was asked to serve 
on, and then to chair, the committee. The convening meeting was held on  
1 december 1995, the first full meeting on 9 February 1996, and the 
committee met for the last time in august of that year.

Notes
1 see coovadia (1999) for an analysis of how this boycott operated in the field of 

academic health education.

2 in 1996 it was still impossible to determine the number of cdgs. as part of the 

committee’s work, i attempted to find out how many cdgs were being awarded 

in KwaZulu-natal. The cdg was applied for through the health department but 

delivered through the judicial services (magistrates’ courts), and the records were held 

at these courts, individually, and never centralised. The welfare department simply did 

not know how many grants were being awarded.

3 The chief source of error was that in some administrations, an entry recording ‘one 

sMg’ would mean ‘the child portion of the grant has been awarded for one child’; in 

others, ‘one sMg’ would mean ‘the parent portion has been awarded to a mother, and 

the child portion to each of three of her children’.

4 Min for national Minister and Mec for provincial Members of the executive 

committee (who have come to be known as provincial ministers).
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 The Committee

A range of agencies and instruments can be used for issue-oriented policy 
development and reform. During the transition, there were consultative 
hearings and parliamentary task groups, set up for example by parliamentary 
standing or portfolio committees. The most permanent are agencies such as the 
South African Law Commission, established in 1973, to address issues of legal 
reform. Less permanent but still very stable are Cabinet-appointed bodies such 
as the Commission of Enquiry into Certain Aspects of the Tax Structure of 
South Africa, known as the Katz Commission after its chairperson. Established 
in 1995, it had a series of sub-committees, submitted interim reports directly 
to Cabinet, and could be disestablished only by Cabinet decision. The Lund 
Committee was set up by the welfare MINMEC and as such had relatively 
tenuous status. It was vulnerable to the changing political context in a way 
that a Cabinet-appointed commission was not, and this influenced the way 
that we worked.

Status

At national level, health and welfare are two separate ministries, whereas in 
seven of the nine provinces, health and welfare started in 1994 as a combined 
portfolio, with one MEC being responsible for both sectors. Most of the 
health and welfare MECs had no prior experience of the welfare sector. Six 
of the nine were medical doctors; seven belonged to the ANC; eight were 
men. The MINMECs had been introduced in 1995 as a structure, and at that 
stage they had status only insofar as the national ministers wanted them to. 
The Lund Committee had to report to the welfare MINMEC and this body 
was accountable to the then welfare minister Abe Williams,1 who belonged to 
the minority National Party (NP) which had been the dominant party in the 
former regime. The deputy minister was the ANC’s Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, 
then new to welfare and to senior government appointment.

The NP was given the welfare portfolio under the sharing arrangements of the 
Government of National Unity (GNU), which comprised the tripartite alliance 
of the ANC, the South African Communist Party (SACP) and the Congress of 
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South African Trade Unions (COSATU), together with the NP and the Inkatha 
Freedom Party (IFP). If the GNU were to fall apart, and minority parties lost 
ministerial portfolios, we had to anticipate that a new minister might have a 
different approach to the committee of enquiry.

Williams had been welfare minister in the racially separate coloured parliament. 
He was important to the NP as one of its few leaders who was not white. 
Furthermore, he had a strong following in the Western Cape, the only province 
in which that party had a political majority. He was one of the very few 
senior politicians to have a deep understanding of the political importance 
of state pensions and grants (others being Prince Gideon Zulu of the IFP, 
and Amichand Rajbansi, leader of a number of parties with a predominantly 
Indian voter base over the years). Williams certainly understood better than 
most of the new provincial ANC MECs the political leverage which could be 
gained through this component of state support. 

In 1995 there were variations between sectors as to how well MINMECs worked, 
and how seriously they were taken by national ministers and provincial MECs. 
The case of the health and welfare committees is illuminating. Soon after the 
new government was installed, the first health minister, Nkosazana Zuma, 
established the health MINMEC and prioritised building provincial–national 
cooperation. Welfare minister Williams, in contrast, had to be prevailed on by 
the welfare MECs firstly to constitute the welfare MINMEC at all, and then to 
treat its deliberations seriously.

This political context meant that the existence of the Lund Committee was 
tenuous, and its subject matter not well understood by the majority of the 
provincial welfare MECs, most of whom were unfamiliar with the way the 
welfare sector operated. Health has traditionally been a strong portfolio with 
high status and a large budget. Welfare has had a large budget (fourth in size 
after interest on the debt, education and health) that has been largely allocated 
to pensions and grants, but has been a weak portfolio with little status. This 
unequal status was mirrored in the status of the two sectors within the 
ANC in exile as well. The welfare field was quite outside of the MECs’ usual 
institutional experience as health specialists. There is a limited private market 
in welfare compared to health, for example, while government welfare in 
South Africa has a long tradition of working in partnership with the voluntary 
welfare organisations, and there was no parallel to that in health before 1994. 
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Given what I thought was a strong possibility that the Committee might not be 
able to complete its work, or that there might be a delay in the recommendations 
going public, I attempted to have my own participation conditional on two 
things. The first was that there should be a budget to allow us to commission 
research speedily and effectively, so that something of value would be left 
behind even if we were dissolved. The second was that, if the process reached 
the stage where a document was produced, this should be released to the public 
within a few days of being submitted to MINMEC, to avoid it getting lost or 
dismantled in the turbulent and changing political machinery. 

In the event, the Committee ran its course. About halfway through its time, 
Abe Williams resigned from his post when he came under investigation by the 
Office for Serious Economic Offences for activities in relation to abuse of the 
pensions and grants system for personal gain. No sooner had his NP successor 
Patrick Mackenzie taken up the ministerial position than the NP withdrew 
from the GNU to become the official opposition party. In the ensuing Cabinet 
reshuffle, the ANC promoted Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi from deputy minister 
to minister. In this role she came to be an exceptionally strong internal 
champion, first of the Committee process and then of its recommendations.

The key person providing continuity during these changes was the acting 
director-general and then director-general of welfare, Leila Patel. She was 
one of the only people in government at senior level who had an informed 
theoretical understanding of the redistributive role of state social assistance, its 
contribution to poverty alleviation, and how it can fit comfortably alongside –  
indeed inside – a developmental welfare paradigm.

Composition

In the apartheid era, welfare commissions or committees of enquiry were 
typically composed exclusively of white people, sometimes with one or two 
Indian or coloured people. They typically had a majority of men. Where 
there was representation from the voluntary welfare sector, members were 
nominated by the government, and again typically would be ministers of  
the conservative Calvinist churches which provided the religious  
underpinning of apartheid ideology.

In the case of the Lund Committee, MINMEC directly appointed three people: 
economists Pieter le Roux and Servaas van der Berg, and me.2 Five civil 
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society organisations were requested to identify a person to represent their 
interests on the Committee; their representatives did not themselves have to 
be members of the organisations. The Rural Women’s Movement nominated 
Laura Kganyago, a well-known activist, to represent the voice of black rural 
women. The National Committee for the Rights of Children (NCRC), 
identified to represent children’s interests, nominated Jackie Loffell, who was 
a long-standing spokesperson for children in the voluntary welfare sector. 
The National Welfare, Social Services and Development Forum (from now 
on, ‘the welfare forum’) was a relatively new formation representing interests 
of the welfare sector in general, and it nominated Marilyn Setlalentoa, a social 
work academic at the University of Bophuthatswana. The Joint University 
Committee for Schools of Social Work was identified so that the professional 
and educational social services would be represented, and it put forward Jean 
Triegaardt, a social work academic at the University of the Witwatersrand who 
later joined the national welfare department.

Finally, MINMEC tried to ensure that the voice of organised labour was 
represented by identifying the trade union SACCAWU (South African 
Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers’ Union). SACCAWU referred the 
matter to COSATU, which rightly questioned whether the workers’ movement 
could be consulted meaningfully in such a short time frame. They proposed 
instead that the Maintenance Action Group (MAG) of Gauteng province, an 
organisation representing women involved with judicial maintenance, should 
identify a representative; MAG nominated organiser Ndivhuho Sekhoba.

A further three people were co-opted: Debbie Budlender, known for her 
ability to analyse household data and with an interest in gender issues, 
was brought in to head up the research on the system of private parental 
maintenance; Marj Brown, who had long experience with grassroots problems 
with pensions and grants and who had been research officer for the Black 
Sash, a national human rights organisation; and the manager of the welfare 
department’s Flagship Programme for Unemployed Women with Children 
0–5, Marion Stewart or her alternate, Louise Erasmus. Finally, the welfare 
department was represented by Este Lohrentz, a long-standing official in the 
social security division, or alternates, who largely played a secretariat role with 
members coming and going at different times.

The effort by MINMEC to get a broad representation from NGOs was 
commendable. It was not until the Committee meeting at the end of March 
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1996, halfway through the time given to the Committee, however, that the 
full complement was present. Delays largely happened because four of the 
nominating organisations first identified a white person. I actively pursued 
replacements in order to have a more racially representative committee. The 
presence of a majority of black people does not, of course, necessarily shift 
traditional power relations. Neither does the presence of a majority of women 
in any way ensure the active pursuit of gender equity. However, the greater the 
representivity, the more chance there is that power relations can start shifting. 
Once finally formed, of the core Committee members, nine were women and 
two were men; five were white and six black, of which three were African and 
three coloured (one with a white alternate).

The domestic and childcare responsibilities of some Committee members 
still put constraints on their participation in important ways. One person 
had to withdraw altogether for a while as she could not combine Committee 
responsibilities with both caring for two young children and supporting 
her husband in setting up his new business. Some outside resource people 
could not participate in the key decision-making event, the Itala Think Tank, 
because they could not leave family responsibilities for four consecutive days 
and nights.

Mandate 

The terms of reference (ToRs) of the Committee were:
1  To undertake a critical appraisal of the existing system of state support, in 

all departments, to children and families.
2  To investigate the possibility of increasing parental financial support 

through the private maintenance system.
3  To explore alternative policy options in relation to social security for 

children and families as well as other anti-poverty, economic empowerment 
and capacity-building strategies.

4  To develop approaches for effective targeting of programmes for children 
and families.

5 To present a report giving findings and recommendations.

The first and third ToRs indicate that the investigation was to be multi-
sectoral and cross-departmental, and in line with the overall move towards 
developmental social welfare. The second ToR shows that the need for reform 
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of the private maintenance system was not ‘a finding’ of the Committee; rather, 
the Committee had to explore ways of improving it. The fourth ToR can be 
interpreted in a number of ways, as the word ‘effective’, in policy discourses, is 
not as neutral as it may appear. The ToR can be read to signify the acceptance 
by the welfare ministry of the discourse of targeting and limited assistance. In 
another view it can be seen to convey a concern with effective and equitable 
policy measures rather than measures based on racial grounds. The ToRs were 
not explicit about the heart of the mandate, which was: ‘Solve the problem of 
the SMG.’

Orientation

Committee members came from a variety of backgrounds and experiences, 
some with a long history of personal friendship or acquaintance, most known 
to each other directly and indirectly through participation in anti-apartheid 
political activities, or as government advisers, and through participation in 
transitional policy development activities. It is hard to make generalisations 
about common positions, but I would say that it was a ‘broadly left’ committee, 
with strong commitments to state intervention as a way of addressing both 
the general levels of inequality in society, and the particular position of 
women and children.

I do not recall that we ever systematically worked through what our orientation 
was towards addressing the remit that was set for us. On reflection, I think 
that the following were the central elements in the approach. Possibly most 
important, there was consensus – and how could there not have been? – about 
a strong role for the state in addressing inequality. The 1956 Freedom Charter 
was the unifying document in South Africa’s struggle for freedom, with its 
list of popular demands for, inter alia, freedom of expression, land, housing, 
education and health services. The Charter captures the very strong role for 
the state advocated for the new democracy, which was popularly disseminated 
as a holistic socialist view. During the transition, the new governors and elites 
soon started articulating the need for a more active future role for the market 
and a diminished role for the state.

Many on the Committee had easy access to all key South African and many 
influential foreign researchers on social security. Most of that research 
(for example Ardington & Lund 1995; Case & Deaton 1998; Le Roux 1995; 
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Lund 1993; van der Berg & Kruger 1995) pointed to the effectiveness 
of cash transfers, especially the pension for elderly people, in reaching 
poor households. I had long disliked the conventional dichotomy between 
‘welfare’ and ‘development’, which usually posits ‘productive (market-driven) 
development’ against ‘wasteful (state-provided) welfare’. My own and Libby 
Ardington’s separate and joint research had focused on how people in poor 
households rely on numerous small sources of income, whatever the source –  
a remittance from an urban-based worker, a temporary local wage from a 
casual job, as well as the reliable monthly pension – to keep the household 
going. Pension money was used to smooth incomes, purchase agricultural 
inputs, and pay for school fees and health services, among other things 
(Ardington 1995; Ardington & Lund 1995; Lund 1993).

Many Committee members were aware of the debates about the incentive 
effects of social security, that is, whether state provision, for example, 
‘creates dependency’ and acts to discourage people from seeking work, or 
induces people to have more children. There is a thriving academic industry 
around this, much of it moralistic, and some of the assumptions made are 
quite implausible. I would not say there was complete consensus within the 
Committee but we tended to concentrate on the positive redistributive effects 
of state assistance, rather than to worry overmuch about ‘moral hazards’ and 
‘perverse incentives’.

Some of us were familiar with the work of Amartya Sen and Jean Dreze on 
the importance of state-mediated growth and security (I was much influenced 
by their work on hunger and public action, as in Dreze & Sen 1989). Also at 
that time there was accumulating evidence of the negative effects of the World 
Bank’s neo-liberal structural adjustment policies in other countries. Many 
on the Committee, including the economists, knew that markets were not 
effective in the poorest areas, distorted as they had been by colonial and then 
apartheid policies that had politically, economically and socially marginalised 
generations of South Africans. There was broad agreement that in a society 
of such inequality, at this stage in our history, the state had an important and 
active redistributive role to play. 

In addition to its research expertise, Committee members such as Marj 
Brown, Laura Kganyago and I had long hands-on experience of assisting with 
political advocacy for social assistance and helping with delivery, especially 
in rural areas. Ndivhuho Sekhoba had expert knowledge of how difficult it  
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was for women to get access to private paternal maintenance, and how 
vulnerable this made them.

Although the support for the role of the state was clear, I think that most of 
us agreed with the general direction of the welfare policy, which was for ‘the 
mixed economy of welfare’, a mixture of public and private provision. A strong 
thread in my own research work in the previous decade had been framed by 
the central question: what combination of public and private provision has 
what outcomes and for whom? The dynamic relationship between public 
and private provision is captured in the following passage which appeared in 
the Report, used to argue that good policies do not always involve ‘either–or’ 
decisions and stark trade-offs at every level:

Public expenditure is the bedrock on which much voluntary 
and private care is funded. These formal services are in turn an 
important means of underpinning much informal care…Public 
expenditure ‘ripples’ through the ‘mixed economy’ and directly 
or indirectly calls forth a much larger measure of care than is 
provided by the state services themselves. (Webb & Wistow 1982) 

The Committee accommodated, relatively comfortably, different ideological 
positions on the role of the family. We all believed in the protection of family 
life and in family preservation, and that (nearly all) children should (nearly 
always) be brought up in a home environment, by own or adoptive parents or 
close relatives. All shared a deep concern about the disruption of family life in 
South Africa. It had taken the political settlement to allow open conversations, 
in the public at large and in a committee such as this, about deeply disturbing 
patterns such as the extent of early pregnancy, the high rates of physical and 
sexual abuse of women and children, including very young children, the 
lack of paternal financial responsibility for children, the high rates of care of 
children by older female relatives, and the alarming rapidity of the spread of 
the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

Within the Committee there was a fairly sophisticated gendered analysis of 
economic and social policies. Some members had been involved in or were 
familiar with research on ‘unpaid labour’, which argues that the formal health 
and welfare services provided by the public or private sector represent only one 
part of all the informal caring work that is done in society, largely by women 
and largely invisible and unacknowledged. I was at that time concerned about 
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the lack of a gendered, class and racial analysis in the new calls for volunteer 
work being promoted by the government, NGOs and international agencies. 
As is the case worldwide, calls for ‘community care’ would become stronger 
with the spread of HIV/AIDS, and this might reverse many of the gains 
made by women (Lund 1992b). I had been studying the links between social 
security and community care, and had done some modelling for the Women’s 
Budget (Lund et al. 1996). Committee member Debbie Budlender was one 
of the three key initiators of the Women’s Budget (Budlender 1996b), the 
others being Pregs Govender, MP, and the Institute for Democracy in South 
Africa’s (IDASA’s) Warren Krafchik. It gained an international reputation for 
the way in which it subjected government expenditure to a gendered analysis, 
examining all programmes of all departments, at national, provincial and 
local levels, for their differential impact on men and on women.

While there was appreciation in the Committee of the need in our new 
democracy for flourishing NGOs and community-based organisations 
(CBOs), there was awareness also of how there were limits to these 
organisations’ ability to alleviate poverty at any scale on their own. All on the 
Committee would have agreed that social security is only one of a number 
of paths in development, that development should be inter-sectoral and that 
there are limits to what welfare itself can do. Welfare services and provision 
have been a response to poverty and inequality, not a solution. Between us, 
however, we had considerable experience of development projects, and knew 
that although small-scale uncoordinated projects may achieve good social 
goals, they do not reach sufficient people or engage in capacity-building and 
economic empowerment in ways that reach large numbers of people and 
that can create sustainable livelihoods. The need for NGOs and CBOs in 
poorer areas is greatest, but it is very difficult to build large and sustainable 
organisations with continuity of leadership (especially indigenous leadership) 
in these areas. My own study of the racially separate welfare administrations 
had found that there was not one government-subsidised private rural welfare 
organisation in the ten bantustan areas (Lund 1992a). 

Another issue which the Committee kept in mind was the importance 
of institutional capacity for delivery. In policy reform, great advantage 
can be derived from building on existing institutional organisational or 
administrative arrangements, where this is possible and appropriate. yet 
to do this successfully requires an accurate assessment of the ability of the 
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institutions to receive, hold and sustain the new reforms. The Committee was 
mindful of the lack of capacity within the civil service generally, within the 
welfare department specifically and, within that, especially in the social security 
division. The new department inherited a system of extreme complexity and 
needed to incorporate into a uniform system the racially separate welfare 
administrations. The social assistance budget had grown dramatically without 
being matched with a growth in the number of skilled people to plan, 
administer and deliver the grants. There were problems with structures, with 
the training and abilities of many of the personnel allocated to social security, 
and with management and information systems. Departmental practice had 
been to employ professional social workers, but social workers are not trained 
to plan and administer social assistance.3

Restructuring and amalgamation were taking time, undermining morale, and 
there was a high turnover of staff. The information system SOCPEN (Social 
Payment System) was grievously inadequate. Its design was driven by the 
apartheid-era need for racial residential segregation, a controlling tool for 
racially separate administrations. In the face of these kinds of weaknesses 
in the administration of social security, the Committee worked with a kind 
of realistic optimism. Later, in April 1997, in technical notes prepared for a 
workshop on targeting the new grant, I interpreted what I considered the 
Committee’s approach to institutional reform to have been:

The Committee tried to work with a disposition of being 
realistically optimistic about transforming institutions in South 
Africa. It is very easy to say, ‘Nothing can be done until x, y and z 
have been put in place.’ But it doesn’t help us move forward. On 
the other hand, it is not helpful being too visionary, too grandiose, 
if the underlying administrative systems can’t sustain the vision. 
(CSGTT 1997: 3)

Of central importance to the approach of the Committee was the feeling of 
political solidarity with the new government. This policy intervention took 
place shortly after the transition to a new regime. All Committee members 
and advisers were committed to a society that would address the problems 
of poverty and inequality, which were the legacy of apartheid. We wanted, 
in 1996, to be helpful, to collaborate with the new government in devising a 
policy that would be workable. 
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Finally, the Committee strategically decided to work ‘within fiscal constraints’. 
It became quite clear within weeks of our establishment that any policy 
recommendations which failed to take into account the new slogan coming 
from the Cabinet – ‘Reform, but reform within the existing envelope’ – would 
not be entertained seriously by the political leadership. I had been told so 
directly by the then deputy minister of finance, Alec Erwin, in a meeting in 
April 1996. Committee members Pieter le Roux and Servaas van der Berg, 
working in other national policy arenas, knew this to be the case too. The 
strategic choice made by the Committee to work within the emerging call to 
contain spending was one of its most controversial decisions, and is a theme 
of Chapter 5.

The decision to be cautious was influenced by my conviction, based on 
discussions at the MINMEC meetings which led to the setting up of the 
Committee, that the SMG was vulnerable to a budget cut in ways that the 
pensions for elderly people and people with disabilities were not. It seemed 
clear that the amount of R1.2 billion then being spent annually on SMGs 
could be easily lost, without being replaced by anything else. For example, it 
would most likely be used to offset provincial overspends on pensions for the 
elderly. It will be seen later that the disposition of the Committee as a whole 
was for achievable reforms which could be used as a basis for incremental 
improvements in future. 

Method of work

The Committee was established in December 1995, met for the first time on 
9 February 1996, and for the last time on 1 August 1996 (see Appendix 2 in 
this book for a schedule of the main events in the life of the Committee). 
The main formal components of the work were Committee meetings, the 
commissioning of research and presentations of existing research, a three-
day retreat to tackle the main conceptual issues, a workshop on reforms to 
the private maintenance system, and limited consultations with stakeholders. 
Outside of these structured events were ceaseless phone calls and discussions 
with Committee members and others, reading and re-reading international 
evidence about development interventions, meetings with senior welfare 
officials and the minister and, of course, formally reporting to MINMEC 
meetings and lekgotlas.4 
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I borrowed offices in the welfare department in the central city in Durban, 
which was a useful reminder of the departmental ways of working and 
of the extent of the need of clients who come to the offices. I had a small 
and informal reference group of wise people from the welfare sector –  
Neli Dlamini, Priscilla Mackay and Shirin Motala. We met perhaps three times 
and they bore no responsibility whatsoever, obviously, for the policy paths 
chosen by the Committee, and made their reservations well known. They 
were, however, very helpful in providing me with a sense of the welfare sector 
in transition.

Research and position papers were commissioned to inform us about 
particular aspects of changing family life and the welfare system. Jan Vorster 
and his colleagues at the research firm Datadesk were commissioned to do 
a study of the role of the SMG in coloured households (Vorster et al. 1996). 
Economist John Kruger was asked to marshal all the arguments he could 
find in favour of cash transfers to women (Kruger 1996) so that we could be 
cognisant of the losses that would be incurred if the SMG were to go. Some 
researchers were asked to present their work to the Committee, for example 
Kees van der Waal’s research in Mpumalanga on the residential mobility and 
vulnerability of children (Van der Waal 1995). Debbie Budlender immersed 
herself in intensive research about the private maintenance system. 

In the six months available to the Committee, and in the three months after 
that, limited but key consultations were held. Within days of the Committee’s 
establishment, I identified the need to make contact with the parliamentary 
standing committee (later renamed portfolio committee) on welfare. In 
mid-March I met with the chairperson, Cas Saloojee, MP, who had been a 
prominent welfare activist before standing for Parliament. Thereafter two 
presentations were made to this portfolio committee and two meetings were 
held with its ANC caucus groups. Immediately after the establishment of the 
Committee, we asked to make a presentation at the Executive Committee of 
the welfare forum, which finally made time available in June, well into the 
latter half of the Committee’s life. I held a meeting with Helen Starke, the 
chair of the National Council of Child and Family Welfare.

The original intent had been to have active participation of the provinces 
in this policy reform, including those within both the government and the 
voluntary sector. The Committee meeting minutes of 29 March 1996 reflect 
a realisation that full provincial hearings would not be possible, given the 
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time constraints. The Committee considered the route of dropping the idea 
of formal consultation altogether, becoming almost wholly non-consultative, 
presenting policy recommendations to MINMEC and giving MINMEC the 
responsibility for holding further consultations. The alternative was to have 
limited consultations spread across the provinces, and this was the route 
chosen. There would be two meetings in each province, one with government 
social services and social security staff, and one with NGOs and CBOs, 
arranged through the local welfare forum. The aim was to inform them of 
the process under way, the fact that it was likely that the SMG would be 
phased out and replaced by a smaller grant that would go to more people, 
and the logic behind these probable recommendations. The aim was also 
very specifically to inform key organisations about the opportunities and 
procedures for response once the recommendations were made known. This 
could be through provincial and national welfare portfolio committees, and 
through the right to call for public hearings. 

The minutes state that we would ask MINMEC for advice on the way 
forward. I don’t recall that I sought this advice, and think this was because 
of the postponement of MINMEC meetings around that time because of the 
collapse of the GNU and the ensuing Cabinet reshuffle. In any event, with 
the agreement of the director-general, we – mostly I – embarked on a pretty 
frantic schedule of provincial meetings. Some events drew large numbers of 
participants from a good spread of organisations, while others were smaller 
and more restricted. In KwaZulu-Natal, the meeting with government took 
place well after the Report was released; in the Eastern Cape, only one meeting 
could be arranged.

A defining event in the Committee’s work and in the policy reform was the 
Itala Think Tank in May 1996, held in the Itala game reserve in the north of 
KwaZulu-Natal. The idea was to have a concentrated time of learning and 
discussion, the outcome of which would be decisions about the main policy 
options and recommendations. It was attended by all Committee members 
and by some welfare department members including, for a short time, the 
director-general. A number of South African experts were invited for their 
special expertise in different areas: the Development Bank’s social policy 
analyst Benny Mokaba; former Black Sash pensions worker Marj Brown, who 
was then co-opted on to the Committee; paediatrician Neil McKerrow, for his 
specialist knowledge of and activism around the AIDS epidemic and children; 
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economist John Kruger, for his knowledge of maintenance grants and welfare 
in general (and who later joined the Department of State Expenditure); and 
economist Charles Simkins, with his broad knowledge of economic and social 
policy. Two postgraduate students from the Western Cape, Claudia Haarmann 
and Dirk Haarmann, were on hand with a laptop computer to do population 
and cost estimates of the various options that emerged. The portfolio 
committee was invited, but there was an administrative misunderstanding 
and Cas Saloojee’s representative could not attend. The welfare forum was 
invited but did not attend. 

With the minister’s support and that of Colleen Lowe-Morna of the 
Commonwealth Secretariat, funds were raised to allow for the participation 
of international advisers, whom I was allowed to identify: London School of 
Economics economist and World Bank consultant Nicholas Barr, widely known 
for his work on the economics of the welfare state and his involvement in the 
reform of social security in eastern Europe; Anne Case, a Princeton University 
economist, who was (with Angus Deaton) engaged in analyses of the impact 
of the South African state pension for elderly people; Ugandan consultant 
Chrissy Kateregga, who specialised in community-based models of care in 
communities affected by HIV/AIDS; Maureen Mackintosh from the Open 
University in England, who was a specialist in the economics of development 
and in the economics of the public sector; Richard Morgan, a development 
economist with the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), based in 
Kenya, with a special focus on children in development; and Peter Whiteford, 
a senior social security official in Australia’s social security department and a 
specialist in comparative international studies of child benefits.

The importance of the Itala Think Tank in assisting the Committee to develop 
policy options will become clear in the rest of this narrative. In designing 
this event, I chose a venue that was far from any city and where there was no 
cellphone reception. Conditions for attendance were that participants had to 
commit to attending the whole meeting. There were to be no part-timers and 
anyone who came had to stay for the hard part, at the end, when the difficult 
decisions would have to be made. 

The whole of the first day was taken up with presentations which gave 
empirical evidence about South Africa’s economic and social situation, in 
particular patterns of poverty and inequality, the state of the economy and the 
society and family life, parallel policy reforms which were taking place, and the 
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likely effects of HIV/AIDS. The international advisers were specifically asked 
not to weigh in with ideas and advice during this first day, but rather to listen 
closely to the specific South African context which was being outlined. The key 
decisions taken at Itala were the reform of the private maintenance system; the 
introduction of a child support benefit to replace the SMG, starting at a low 
level but with mechanisms in place for incremental increases; leaving the FCG 
and CDG as they were; and a range of other more minor recommendations 
which indicated a commitment to linking with developmental social welfare 
services and with other departments.

Another significant event in the work of the Committee was the workshop on 
the reform of private maintenance that was held in July. Chapter 3 describes 
in more detail how it was designed as a consultative process that captured 
and consolidated years of prior work by maintenance scholars and activists. 
A report was then submitted to the minister of justice (that report appears as 
Appendix 8 in the Lund Committee Report). 

The Committee’s Report was handed to MINMEC in early September 1996. 
Its recommendations were presented at a Cabinet meeting on 5 March 1997, 
which I was asked to attend along with Clive Pintusewitz from the Financial 
and Fiscal Commission (FFC) – he had informally assisted the Committee 
with demographic and fiscal modelling. I was in Cape Town at the time, 
working with the Black Sash on their strategic planning about their future 
role in advocating for social grants. I was called from that workshop to go to 
the Cabinet meeting. 

We were swept into the imposing Cabinet meeting room. President Nelson 
Mandela was in Switzerland for a meeting involving South Africa’s bid for 
the Olympics. Deputy president Thabo Mbeki was in the chair, flanked by 
both familiar and unfamiliar faces of ministers and their deputies. We were 
presented with and had immediately to answer an extensive list of tough 
questions from Cabinet members. Later that day, and back at the Black Sash 
workshop, I received a phone call saying that Cabinet had accepted the main 
recommendations. The Black Sash’s reaction was initially one of horror, and 
they started drawing up a press release expressing outrage at the phasing out 
of the SMG. For people in welfare and in welfare rights, this was the end of an 
era and not yet the beginning of a new one.
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I went for a walk with Jillian Nicholson, a friend who had been a leader in the 
Black Sash for many years. She asked how long I estimated it would take to 
get the planning, design, legislation and regulations in place so that the first 
applications would be taken. Based on my knowledge of social security reform 
in other countries, I said: ‘Four years, if we are very lucky.’ One year later, on 
1 April 1998, the first applications for the Child Support Grant (CSG) were 
taken. Nine years later, in April 2007, it was received by the primary caregivers 
of some eight million children.

Notes
1 It is often forgotten that SACP leader Joe Slovo was the first minister of welfare, in 

a combined portfolio with housing. He was in place for a matter of days before the 

reshuffling which separated the portfolios and gave welfare to Abe Williams of the NP.

2 Vivienne Taylor, who later chaired the Committee of Enquiry into a Comprehensive 

System of Social Security in South Africa – ‘the Taylor Committee’ – was put forward 

by the MINMEC, and later again invited to participate, but declined.

3 Since 1965, the social work curriculum had been restricted effectively to include 

only psychology, sociology and social work subjects. Until very recently, no South 

African-trained professional social worker had space in his or her curriculum to study 

economic analysis, administrative law, public or fiscal management skills, or the size 

and role of welfare and social security in the overall package of social expenditure.

4 Strategic planning meetings.
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 Policy alternatives

The Committee’s ToRs asked for a broad review of the problem of support 
for children and families. The first ToR asked the Committee to look across 
all departments; the second gave the specific brief to investigate the reform 
of the private maintenance system; in the third, the Committee was asked to 
‘explore alternative policy options in relation to social security for children 
and families as well as other anti-poverty, economic empowerment and 
capacity-building strategies’.

I have been asked: ‘Did you ever seriously consider anything but a new kind 
of cash benefit?’ And, as Anne Case enquired, ‘Did you decide on the cash 
transfer because no viable alternative existed?’ 

The Committee was intentionally research-driven (or ‘evidence-based’, the 
currently fashionable term), and any alternative programme would have had 
to pass the test of being able to improve on the performance of the existing 
pensions and grants – a tough test. Much of the growing body of research 
available to the Committee (and much of it done by Committee members or 
their colleagues, as noted in Chapter 2) assessed the reach and impact of the 
pension for elderly people, and a few studies had covered the grant for people 
with disabilities. The value of these grants had increased during the 1980s, 
and studies done for the 1985 Carnegie Conference on Poverty had shown 
pensions to be a reliable source of household income, and a contribution to 
household security. Carnegie researchers were recording for the first time that 
in rural areas the pensions had overtaken migrant remittances in terms of 
size and reliability. The research showed also that effective targeting to poor 
households was possible. Young children were found disproportionately in 
households receiving pensions; pension money received by women was more 
likely to be spent in child-friendly ways (Case & Deaton 1998). 

Additional advantages of a cash grant over other sorts of programmes 
were that they had shown themselves able to ‘go to scale’, in other words, 
reach large numbers of people, and over a relatively short time. They could 
penetrate rural areas because of the administrative infrastructure already in 
place. Importantly, they trumped other programmes in being able to cut out 
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middlemen. In many development projects resources are filtered through 
layers of managers, consultants and local elites before reaching the intended 
beneficiaries, who receive less of what was intended for them. With pensions, 
there is a shorter route from Treasury into the pockets of the poor.

At Itala and in other meetings, different programme alternatives were 
considered, some in more depth than others. We had knowledge and experience 
of a range of different development interventions, and access to substantial 
international evidence on the comparative advantages and disadvantages of 
different social programmes. The policy challenge was to balance the empirical 
evidence about effectiveness of different programmes with what we knew or 
guessed about the institutional capacity of this particular South African state, 
and South African non-governmental welfare and development organisations, 
to deliver and sustain support.

First, though, would it have been possible to have taken the option of doing 
nothing, and to let the SMG continue as it was? No amount of tinkering with 
costs at the margin would have made reform of the SMG financially feasible. 
The racial and spatial bias in the existing targeting of the SMG was unacceptable, 
and GEAR then narrowed down the options for reform. There were seemingly 
intractable conceptual problems with the SMG as well, in terms of its being 
modelled on nuclear family structures (this will be dealt with further towards 
the end of this chapter). Short of doing nothing, and in effect handing the SMG 
allocation back to Treasury, what alternatives were considered? And what has 
happened to those alternative programmes since then?

Reform of the private parental maintenance system

Most societies have formal and informal institutions which invoke parents’ 
(mostly fathers’) financial responsibility for their children, and spouses’ 
mutual financial obligations if the relationship ends. In South Africa, this 
private parental maintenance system operates through the South African 
courts of law. It was established to enable mothers to seek financial support for 
themselves and for their children; this was expanded to enable fathers to claim 
against mothers as well. Debbie Budlender was co-opted onto the Committee 
specifically to investigate reform of this system. Her comparative international 
review of private maintenance (Chapter 5 of the Report, as well as its 
appendices 5 through 8) showed that the South African system was unique in 
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the world in the extent to which it made the women who were seeking support 
vulnerable. Most developed countries have agencies, whether governmental or 
non-governmental, which do the background investigations into the father’s 
circumstances. In South Africa, a mother had to seek out the father and 
establish his employment status and financial situation. She essentially had to 
do the detective work needed to make a financial claim against him, and this 
made her vulnerable. once in court, women endured and still endure a system 
which is at once very inefficient, as well as discriminatory against women in 
specific ways.1 one particularly regressive aspect of the system was that there 
were no income-based formulae for assessing the amount the father should 
pay, and rates were set very low. 

The system worked so poorly that many women, often with the collaboration 
of social workers, sought support from the state directly, as a first rather 
than as a last resort. one of the ToRs of the lund Committee, then, was 
to investigate the possibility of increasing financial support of children by 
their parents, through improvements to the private maintenance system. A 
number of interest groups had been advocating for the reform of the system 
over the years and, soon after the 1994 elections, the justice minister, Dullah 
omar, committed himself to the reform of private maintenance. He was then 
confronted with the need for the reform of many other areas of the judicial 
system as well, and private maintenance reform became a lower priority. The 
strategic challenge faced by the Committee was how to gain the most ground 
for reform given the very short time available and the limited resources. 

The approach taken by Debbie Budlender was to consolidate and synthesise 
the work of key individuals and organisations that had been working towards 
reform over the previous decade. Collaborating with the law, Race and 
Gender unit at the university of Cape Town, a number of such persons were 
brought together at an intensive workshop in July 1996, in order to forge 
consensus on how the most important priorities for reform should be ranked. 
The process of consultation, and the priorities agreed on at the workshop, 
were then forwarded to the justice minister (Appendix 8 of the Report). There 
were some 40 suggested actions for reform, ordered in a hierarchy in terms 
of their ease of implementation: from actions requiring little time or money, 
which could be effected simply by a written memorandum to magistrates, 
to more substantive actions which would require changes in legislation or 
changes in the training of court personnel. The justice minister thus received 
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a document with two powerful features. It was ‘owned’ by all the powerful 
non-governmental and some governmental agencies that had been advocates 
for the reform of private maintenance, and it was an enabling document in 
the sense that it said, ‘You can fix x, y and z within weeks, at pretty well zero 
cost; the bigger tasks will take longer, and will incur costs, and here are what 
we think the priorities are.’

It is impossible to assess the influence that this intervention had on subsequent 
reforms, as it took place in the context of an overall movement towards reform 
that was the result of hard work by many people and organisations, with the 
new minister having a sympathetic ear to this issue. In the new Maintenance 
Act 99 of 1998, reforms generally went in the direction recommended in 
the workshop document. Important changes included the introduction of 
investigators so that women themselves do not have to trace their partners  
and establish their income levels; the reintroduction of garnishee orders 
through which an award for maintenance can be taken directly from a 
person’s salary at (his) place of employment; and the introduction of ‘social 
context’ training for court officials, to increase their sensitivity to issues of 
gender and race.

The private maintenance system has been so deeply faulty that the 
implementation of these reforms has not been simple. Effective implementation 
will require considerable resources in terms of new offices, more staff, and 
retraining of existing staff in an already overburdened court system. Even if 
vastly improved, many children will not be able to secure parental financial 
support through this route, because of the extent of unemployment, erratic 
employment and the numbers of fathers whose whereabouts are simply 
unknown. Nevertheless, it is important to attempt to reform the system and 
to reach those who can afford support more effectively, as one way in which 
society signals that parenting carries financial obligations.  

Increase in financial support for mainstream social welfare services

The size of the social assistance component of the South African welfare budget 
obscures the fact that the social services have been seriously underfunded. In 
the field of child welfare, such social services include family counselling and 
institutional care such as children’s homes. There has been an almost complete 
lack of institutional care for severely disabled black children.
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As a general rule, it costs more to provide child support outside of the family 
context. Table 3.1 shows the monthly costs paid by the state for caring for 
children in different environments in March 1996; it should be noted that 
these amounts do not cover all of the actual costs of care. The relationship is 
clear: the further children are from the family, the higher the costs of caring.

Table 3.1 The monthly costs paid by the state for caring for children in different 

environments (1996 rands)

Type of support Rands per month

Child allowance portion of State Maintenance Grant, per child    127

Foster Care Grant, per child    288

Subsidised residential care, per child    850

Correctional services (prison), per child 2 040

Source: Adapted from RSA (1996: 83)

The level of the child allowance component of the SMG at that time was R127 
per month. If the parent was unable to continue caring for a child, and the child 
was placed in foster care, the FCG was more than twice as much, at R288. In 
South Africa, there is no form of financial support for adoptive parents, which 
keeps many children in foster care (supposedly a temporary arrangement) 
until they reach adulthood. A child for whom no home environment could 
be found, and/or who offended the law, could be found to be ‘in need of care’ 
and placed in subsidised residential care – at a cost to the state of R850 a 
month. Taking it a step further, different types of problems present the need 
for different types of care. Abandoned children and juvenile offenders, for 
example, are legally required to be in different kinds of institutional care, as 
well as separate from adults in institutions. However, there are too few facilities 
and young offenders are frequently placed in a temporary children’s section of 
a jail for adults. This is the most inappropriate place for a young person to be, 
and sexual abuse of children is prevalent. The cost of keeping children in this 
wholly unsuitable place, in 1996, was R2 040 a month. 

The work of identifying children at risk, and moving children between 
different places of care, falls to social workers. They have traditionally been the 
lowest paid of all the helping professions and many are in poorly resourced 
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working environments. They deal with the casualties of poverty and violence. 
For all the talk of empowerment and self-actualisation contained in the 
developmental social welfare approach, there will be a need for ongoing 
mainstream curative and remedial work for years to come. The question thus 
arose as to whether the Committee should recommend that the R1.2 billion 
then going to the SMG be allocated to general social services, including 
support for social workers, in the field of care for young people.

Two possible areas of service were potential candidates, ‘youth at risk’ and 
children affected by HIv/AIDS. With regard to the first, an Inter-Ministerial 
Committee (IMC) on Young People at Risk had been established in July 1995. 
In parallel, in September 1996, coinciding with the week in which the lund 
Committee Report was presented to MINMEC, the minister dealing with 
correctional services released 2 000 juvenile offenders from adult prisons, with 
little warning to the welfare department to whom he handed the responsibility 
for finding residential care for these young people.

Ideally, young offenders should be assisted through family-based and 
community development interventions. However, while this may do for some 
children, there are others who are so damaged by childhood experiences 
that they become seriously difficult to assist. They have left or been expelled 
from their families and cannot easily be helped through under-resourced 
community development. Effective interventions require a dense, multilayered 
and therefore expensive infrastructure of support and referral. The IMC  
was led to recommend more, and more expensive, institutional care with  
better-trained professionals. This is contrary to the direction of developmental 
social welfare, which hopes to achieve less institutional care and the 
development of different cadres of people with more broad-based helping 
and training skills.

Second, the HIv/AIDS epidemic was triggering a re-evaluation of the role 
that would have to be played by NGos and CBos in responding to social 
and economic crises. Was there a case to be made for extending government 
subsidies through the welfare budget to such organisations? Paediatrician Neil 
McKerrow was an active and influential participant at the Itala Think Tank. 
Drawing from participatory research done in the midlands of KwaZulu-Natal 
(McKerrow & verbeek 1995), and his own activity as a health organiser, he 
described the emergence of child-headed households in which all adults had 
died. He described how day-care facilities for children, such as crèches, were 
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turning into de facto residential hostels for children whose households were 
disappearing. Women in CBos said that they were willing to care for children, 
but needed some form of material assistance to do so.

A specific alternative to cash transfers could thus have been support to these 
NGos and CBos, for the development of community-based models of 
care for children whose carers were affected by HIv/AIDS or for children 
who were themselves infected and dying. Children in Distress (CINDI) in 
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal, was then the only group in the country that 
comprehended the scale of the impending problem of childcare. However, 
CINDI had nowhere near the capacity to have received a large injection of 
money. other welfare and development NGos could have been encouraged to 
explore alternative models of childcare, as CINDI was doing, and to look for 
different ways of making sure children could be kept in households. However, 
that would have taken a long process of piloting and experimentation, and 
the SMG allocation would have been lost. Even had CINDI had a greater 
capacity then, I would not have supported large-scale resource allocation to 
such programmes as an alternative to, or substitute for, cash transfers. Both 
are needed. 

The numbers of children affected and infected by HIv/AIDS has, since 
that time, increased steeply. NGos, CBos and, increasingly, faith-based 
organisations as well are playing a centrally important role in advocating for 
coherent government policy on AIDS, in securing access to treatment, and 
in providing home-based care and support services. For numbers of them, 
assisting households with getting access to the CSG is a core part of their 
support strategy.

Support for the emerging developmental social welfare model 

As noted, the Committee’s work on reform of one aspect of social security 
ran parallel with the process of a so-called ‘paradigm shift’ in national welfare 
policy towards developmental social welfare. There was no clear definition 
of developmental social welfare but it signified a move away from curative 
welfare towards an emphasis on human capital development. leila Patel, 
who was acting director-general of the welfare department, identified the 
need for a pilot programme that would epitomise the policy shift. It needed 
to be targeted at a specifically vulnerable group, have a good chance of rapid 
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success, and the potential for a high media profile. The Flagship Programme 
for unemployed Women with Children 0–5 was thus launched during 1995, 
at about the same time as the Committee was established. It aimed to provide 
mothers of young children with a training and employment opportunity. It 
explicitly aimed to create an alternative to state cash transfers:

An essential aim is that the costs per family per year are lower 
than what would be offered in terms of a social grant, and that the 
projects have the potential for replicability with low capital and 
other investments. (Kruger & Motala 1997: 96)

The allocation for this three-year pilot was approximately R3 million in 
1996/97, and R1.6 million in 1997/98 (Kruger & Motala 1997: 96). It was 
intended to have at least one project (later two projects) in each province, and 
to reach about 1 000 women or just over 100 in each province to begin with. 
The number of participants was small, yet this programme was at that stage 
the welfare department’s best attempt to go to scale, reach rural areas and deal 
with the economic problems of clients.

The Flagship Programme was clearly important to the Committee’s work in 
the sense that it marked the willingness of the national welfare department 
to explore new ways of assisting women and young children, ways which it 
was hoped would provide pathways out of poverty. The programme manager 
became an ex officio member of the Committee. In general, though, Committee 
members were sceptical about the potential scale and sustainability when and 
if it came to replicating the pilot. We certainly did not see it as an alternative 
to the SMG. The cost of the Flagship support would be higher per participant 
than the cost of one SMG, and could thus not meet its own objectives. 
Nevertheless, we asked that one pilot be designed specifically for women 
who would lose the SMG. The suggestion was not accepted on the grounds 
that one of the eligibility criteria for the Flagship Programme was that the 
applicant should not already be in receipt of state support. This seemed to be 
a fairly wooden and unimaginative response, and an example of the barriers 
that prevented small-scale innovations in the pursuit of reform.

It was clear, then, that the Flagship Programme had the capacity to absorb 
only limited numbers of women. Nationally, the need for large-scale public 
works programmes had moved down the development agenda, except in the 
national Department of Water Affairs and Forestry and in some provincial 
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departments, such as KwaZulu-Natal’s Department of Transport, which 
initiated the Zibambele road maintenance programme. Social welfare had 
not showed its ability to create income-generation schemes at any meaningful 
level. The national welfare department had not, and has not since, engaged 
with the national policy on the promotion of small enterprises, or developed 
an assertive strategic approach which would take to task the marginal position 
of poorer women in the strategic thinking of key departments such as trade 
and industry, and labour.

The message the lund Committee hoped to convey to the welfare department 
and to other ministries was: ‘Income generation is not a primary function of 
welfare. Welfare, go to those responsible for trade and industry and labour 
policies and show them how different their policies need to be if poorer 
people, and especially women, are to be able to take advantage of productive 
opportunities.’ The Report was straightforward about the need for the welfare 
sector to set boundaries around and define the limits of developmental 
social welfare: 

Welfare cannot by definition primarily be a job creation 
programme…If developmental social welfare is allowed by default 
or intent to take responsibility for economic empowerment at 
any significant scale, and if this is then used as the rationale for 
cutting back on social security or (cutting back) on the further 
development of social services, the work of social workers will 
become intolerable, and the welfare sector will be an active 
contributor to what appear to be ever-deepening inequalities in 
South African society. (RSA 1996: 47)

It is widely acknowledged that the Flagship Programme has had limited 
success, but developmental social welfare as a whole should not be judged 
just on the poor performance of this one programme. There remains a 
mismatch, however, between what social workers are trained for and what 
they are now expected to do. It is ironic that the best-trained social workers 
are skilled counsellors and healers, rather than employment creators, and 
these therapeutic roles will remain much needed in this fractured and violent 
society for years to come. The economic departments in turn acknowledge 
that they have been unsuccessful in supporting micro-enterprises, the very 
task that the welfare department set itself.
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Support for nutrition programmes for young children

Nutritional deprivation in the early years of children’s lives has long-
term negative consequences on their intellectual, cognitive and physical 
development which cannot be remedied later. In South Africa, there is a clear 
association between poverty levels and malnutrition, and the chief nutritional 
problem is that of stunting. Stunting rates2 in the mid-1990s were 38 per cent 
of children in the poorest expenditure quintile and 27 per cent of children in 
the second poorest quintile (RDP 1995: 23). 

one of President Mandela’s first policy announcements in 1994 was for a 
Primary School Nutrition Programme (PSNP, but later renamed the National 
School Nutrition Programme, NSNP), in which all children in primary school 
would get a nutritious daily snack at school. It was a concrete expression 
of his personal concern for the plight of children. It was intended to get 
to all schools, especially in rural areas, and to have an income-generating 
component in which local people would be encouraged to supply the food, 
where appropriate (for example, to bake the bread). Drawbacks, in child 
development terms, were that primary school age is too late for nutrition 
interventions; the programme in fact went against the policy direction that the 
national nutrition policy groups were intending to follow. Administratively, 
the announcement that the programme had to be on the ground ‘in 100 days’ 
was a bad omen, given limited administrative capacity.

The Committee as a whole was very favourably disposed towards support 
for nutrition-related interventions. Some had personal and professional 
contact with leaders of Philani, a successful comprehensive community-based 
nutrition scheme in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, where medical doctor Ingrid 
le Roux played a key role. A nutrition policy group within the Development 
Bank of Southern Africa and the Department of Health had assessed the 
shortcomings of the existing patchy programmes and was developing new 
policy. uNICEF had arrived in South Africa and had a strong presence at the 
first national conference on food security in 1993; this was also raising the 
profile of nutrition as a development issue. 

We had access to evidence about international experience with nutrition 
interventions and the strengths and weaknesses of different types of 
programmes. Broadly speaking, they have to be based on the actual patterns 
of nutritional status. Projects which had been successful and which were large 
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in scale (as we wanted) had tackled malnutrition. They had less success in 
tackling the mild to moderate stunting that is the main problem in South 
Africa, largely because success appeared to depend on parents’ understanding 
the relationship between nutrition and child growth. Also, many programmes 
started well then battled to go to scale without diluting the effectiveness of the 
intervention. Philani had integrated the promotion of economic opportunities 
for women into its nutrition scheme;3 the open question was whether it 
would remain robust if it increased in scale. Another lesson learned in other 
countries was that successful nutrition programmes need an institutional 
infrastructure into which to be inserted. Some people in South Africa at that 
time were advocating food stamps and voucher schemes along the lines of the 
Fair Price Shops in India, which enable poor people to buy basic foodstuffs at 
much less than market prices. However, it is not easy to ‘grow’ institutions like 
the Fair Price Shops rapidly.

We knew that nutrition programmes had been used in other parts of the world 
as an incentive to increase school enrolment and attendance rates. South Africa 
has relatively high rates of primary school enrolment, as high for girl children 
as for boy children. We might have done well to investigate primary school 
faltering rates further, as children may enter school early but then temporarily 
drop out once or twice before settling in to regular and continuous attendance, 
and to consider whether school-based nutrition schemes could help keep 
children in school. However, given that the budget would be limited, the focus 
grew on how to support children in their earliest years.

If the alternative nutrition policies had been well developed, we may have 
considered them, especially if they could have strengthened community-based 
initiatives. At that stage a large fraction of the money allocated to nutrition 
in the previous year had been unspent. In the best-organised provinces, such 
as Gauteng, the PSNP allocation was R1 per child per day, for 200 days of 
the year. In other provinces, the amount was more like 60 cents per day. The 
R127 at that stage being spent on the child component of the SMG was about 
R4 per day. Anticipating the future course of the policy process, the R100 for 
the introductory level of the CSG worked out at R3.30 per day. 

Anecdotes abounded about how much of the budget for the nutrition 
programme was going into the pockets of intermediaries, rather than to 
the purchase or production of the food itself. Advice from those involved in 
nutrition policy was that at that stage it was not more money that was needed. 
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What was required was more clarity and consistent national guidelines about 
policy, and the development of local level capacity in community organisations. 
To paraphrase the advice, ‘If you want, at this point, to reach children with a 
nutritional objective, then get more money into their households. If the goal 
is household food security and adding to the family’s ability to meet the needs 
of children, a cash transfer is as good as any other mechanism.’

The concern about child nutrition nevertheless strongly influenced the design 
of the CSG, as will be seen. Since that time, between its start and 2001/02, 
the NSNP reached 85 per cent of all primary schools and 40 per cent of the 
12 million children in schools (Kallmann 2005: 10, based on an evaluation 
by Brand 2004). It is planned that the NSNP will be in place until 2015 and 
expenditure was projected to grow to over R1 billion in 2006/07 (Kallmann 
2005). Fewer children overall are being reached owing to a lower proportion 
of children being targeted: 5.6 million in 1996, 5.4 million in 2001, and 
4.8 million in 2004 (Kallmann 2005: 11). Though unevenly implemented, the 
NSNP has served to raise the profile of nutrition as a problem affecting South 
Africa’s children.

Support for early childhood development programmes

An appealing alternative to an individually-based transfer (of whatever sort) 
would be to channel support through an institutional base which reaches a 
lot of very young children, for which there is strong community demand, and 
which could be the site for collective delivery of a ‘good’, such as stimulating 
learning programmes, as well as nutrition programmes which would reach 
children earlier than their entry to primary schools. one such candidate  
for support was ECD. In South Africa ECD had been defined to include 
children from birth through their ninth year, as a conscious move away from 
the earlier definition of ‘pre-school’ as being before six years old, followed 
by formal schooling years. This broader scope of ECD acknowledges that 
children’s developmental processes – physical, cognitive, mental, emotional, 
social – are continuous, regardless of when they are officially eligible for 
primary school. 

In the face of increasing evidence about the importance of the earliest 
years in the child’s prospects for full lifelong development, early childhood 
intervention received renewed policy attention in the 1990s, in both the 
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north and the south. In the African context, arguments for early childhood 
intervention have been made in terms of increasing the efficiency of primary 
schooling. For example: 

one of the key factors contributing to primary school inefficiency 
is that most of the African children are not adequately prepared 
for schooling when they enter the first grade. Many of them 
enter the school system malnourished from inadequate food 
intake, weakened by illness, and having received little cognitive 
stimulation as toddlers. (Colletta et al. 1996: 25)

Colletta and colleagues argue for the interrelatedness of ECD, schooling and 
healthcare, holding that ECD programmes are a necessary foundation for the 
other programmes: 

They should be seen neither as a ‘trade-off ’ against, nor a mere 
complement to, other development programs. Combined 
programs take advantage of the interactive effects among health, 
nutrition and early stimulation, with increased benefits at 
marginal costs. (Colletta et al. 1996: 32)

Past government support for young children was distributed racially. The 
National Education Policy Initiative calculated that in 1993 the average ECD 
allocation for a white child was R1 684 a year, compared to the black child’s 
R38 per year (quoted in Padayachie et al. 1994: 7). At the time of the political 
transition, about 90 per cent of South Africa’s children had no access to  
formal or registered ECD services. Since the 1970s the ECD field in South 
Africa had been advanced by a strong though divided NGo lobby. In spite of 
the divisions, the lobby successfully raised the position of ECD on the policy 
agenda of the incoming government, in the Department of Education. Faced 
with the serious overall educational crisis, however, the new education ministry 
moved early to lower the status of both ECD and adult basic education in the 
overall education portfolio. Future development of ECD was to be through a 
series of pilot programmes which were finally started as late as 1999. This was 
with the notable exception of Gauteng province, where ECD initiatives forged 
ahead without waiting for the national strategy to be completed. 

on reflection, perhaps stronger arguments could have been made to divert 
the SMG budget to support for early childhood interventions. It could be 
argued in terms of the rights of children; of laying the basis for achieving 
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full future economic and human potential; of compensating for or relieving 
in a small way women’s responsibilities for childcare; and of contributing to 
local job creation through the provision of local goods and services to child 
facilities, and specifically in terms of the creation of women’s employment 
in the facilities. There is a sustained grassroots demand for ECD services. 
Finally, it could be argued in institutional terms, as there is the potential for 
ECD facilities to be the channels for the delivery of other public goods such 
as nutrition and immunisation. 

When the Committee was considering alternative forms of support and 
intervention, the institutional relocation of early childhood provision away 
from welfare and into education, and then the downgrading of its status, 
meant that there was little if any confidence that such a reallocation of 
support could be made without losing this child-oriented part of the state 
budget altogether. Support had to be conditional on institutional robustness 
within the ECD sector, and this would not happen quickly or without a 
significant investment of state resources to support the sector. And, as with 
the need for support to welfare services, cash transfers and support for ECD 
should not be seen as a trade-off. Both are needed.

The Department of Education finally produced an interim ECD policy 
in August 1996, and its main programmatic direction was for a national 
pilot project around a compulsory reception year into school. It was hoped 
that this would in turn be the basis for the emergence of a new policy. 
underprovisioning of facilities for very young children persists and the 
only real focus within ECD has been on the reception year. A national audit 
undertaken in 2000 found that fewer than one-sixth of the 6.4 million 
children aged 7 and under were in some form of ECD facility, and less than 
half of the 5-to-6-year cohort (Williams et al. 2001: 1). No national survey has 
been undertaken since then.

In 2004, the welfare department undertook to incorporate expansion of 
the ECD sector in the Expanded Public Works Programme. Public works 
programmes traditionally focus on such things as road maintenance, dam 
building and weed clearing. It is possibly unique internationally that two 
programmes conventionally perceived as ‘social’ in nature – ECD and home-
based care for ill people – are being integrated into public works interventions, 
and this experimentation should be closely monitored.
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Support for Social Funds

Social Funds, also called Social Investment Funds, were set up in many 
countries by the World Bank to cope with the supposedly short-term effects 
of structural adjustment on the poor. Though the objectives of different 
funds may vary, they share some essential design features (Graham 1994). A 
large amount of money is located outside of, but close to, local government. 
They are ‘demand driven’, that is, funds are disbursed against applications 
from local organisations, for the development of public goods such as  
social infrastructure, schools, clinics or credit schemes. According to  
Graham (1994), one of the best features of such funds was their being a site 
for building local institutional capacity. In Graham’s view, at their best they 
set salary scales to attract high-quality private sector managers; they were 
free from government employment rules, that is, from civil service trade 
union rules; they were exempt from or could be flexible about government 
contracting procedures; and they were supposed to be able to be responsive 
to local demands. While the Committee was doing its work there were 
suggestions, both from World Bank advisers to various South African 
departments and from people in State Expenditure, that the entire system of 
state cash transfers should be replaced over time by a Social Fund.

The Committee was against this, for reasons that are easy to see. Social Funds 
did not reach the very poor and had a less than adequate performance in 
targeting women. They tended to become permanent because the effects of 
structural adjustment are not short term, and the World Bank has come to 
acknowledge this. There is a serious need for building institutional capacity at 
local government level in South Africa, and especially since local governments 
have been constitutionally mandated to support local economic development. 
However, the idea that Social Funds could in any way be as effective in  
poverty alleviation as the pensions and grants already in existence, in the 
short or the long term, showed a wilful refusal to accept the evidence about 
the penetration and impact of the pensions and grants. At that stage in the 
mid-1990s, they routinely and directly reached between 5 per cent and 10 per 
cent of all South Africans on a monthly basis, and probably five times more 
people than that if the household members who benefit from the presence  
of the grant money in households are included.
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A new cash transfer

The key policy decisions to phase out the SMG and to continue with the more 
limited cash transfer were taken at the Itala Think Tank, towards the end of 
May 1996. Two days of discussion ranged over political, technical and social 
issues, always comparing the potential of different types of intervention. We 
considered such questions as: What are the patterns of poverty and inequality? 
What are the implications of HIv/AIDS for economic and social life, and 
future demands on the health and welfare budgets, and for community care? 
What is the state of the South African economy? What is the RDP and what 
are its programmes of intervention for equity? What is the existing social 
security system and how is it performing? What is the administrative capacity 
of South Africa in terms of delivering on social programmes?

With two important exceptions, which will be noted, we forged a general 
consensus that a new cash transfer would be the preferred option. The major 
steps in making this decision were: 
•	 	The	SMG	was	not	sustainable	or	appropriate.
•	 	The	focus	of	a	new	system	should	be	on	children	–	‘Follow	the	child’.
•	 	A	 cash	 transfer	 was	 the	 preferable	 alternative	 to	 support	 for	 other	

programmes – or to not doing anything at all.
•	 	The	cash	transfer	should	be	paid	via	a	primary	caregiver	–	the	person	who	

actually had primary responsibility for daily care of the child.

The first step in breaking with the past was to accept that the SMG was not 
sustainable or appropriate, not only in terms of affordability, but also in terms 
of its ability to accommodate changed family forms. In budgetary terms, 
it could not be equalised upwards, and neither could it be incrementally 
reformed. Had there been no budgetary constraint, however, it was clear that 
the SMG had been designed to respond to a model of the family which had 
disappeared, if indeed it had ever fully existed. The SMG was imported from 
British social policy and built on the model of a nuclear family with formal 
marriage; where fathers are the main breadwinner; where fathers are employed 
in a labour market with full or nearly full employment; where the income 
from father’s employment is the primary source of income, and sufficient to 
cover family needs; and where the primary roles of wives and mothers are 
homemaker and child-rearer. The SMG was designed to respond to the unlikely 
event of widowhood, divorce, abandonment or single parenthood. Indeed, 
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before 1992, the regulations allowed for the SMG to be awarded for up to four 
children and for one ‘illegitimate’ child (Burman & Barratt 1993: 8).  

Change in family forms and in household structure, in unemployment 
patterns and in women’s labour market participation have fundamentally 
shifted the grounds on which these assumptions were made. Worldwide 
there has been a steep increase in single parenting; many men are in long-
term unemployment; many women move in and out of the formal and 
informal parts of the economy, and are more likely to be breadwinners; and 
households have multiple and often erratic small sources of income. In South 
Africa many men have two households and two families, one rural and one 
urban. Polygamy is common in some regions of the country. There are high 
rates of care of children by grandparents. Kees van der Waal’s presentation 
to the Committee described how children were sent between households in 
response to crises, as well as in response to where children may get access to 
schools (van der Waal 1995). The participatory studies done for the South 
African Participatory Poverty Appraisal gave the impression that households 
coalesce and split around changes in the life cycle, and household boundaries 
are porous and fluid (May et al. 1998).

Jackie loffell, the NCRC’s representative on the Committee, strongly disagreed 
with the decision to phase out the SMG. With her long history of social work 
experience, she felt that the inability to extend the SMG to all women and 
children in need was a betrayal of all the promises and expectations of the new 
democracy. Following the Itala Think Tank, she consulted with the NCRC as 
to whether she and the NCRC should withdraw from the Committee. They 
decided that she should stay, and we agreed that the cogent and impassioned 
position statement of the NCRC should be included in the Report, where it 
appears as Appendix 9. 

Given the need to move away from a family-based design, then, and the need to 
provide some support to children, was there a way to concentrate on children? 
The second major step was to reach the formulation: ‘Follow the child.’ This 
represented a radical move from a family-based benefit to a child-focused 
one. It emerged from a careful listening to all the presentations and evidence 
at Itala, and I have the clearest recollection of the moment of insight. After 
all the ‘Yes, but what if…’ and ‘No, but remember that…’ and ‘No, that idea 
simply does not match the South African reality’, it came so clearly: ‘But look, 
how about if we focus on that young person, moving around, and find a way 
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of following the child, rather than the household?’ This accommodates the 
mobility of children moving between different households, and it anticipates 
that HIv/AIDS brings with it the spectre of hundreds of thousands of 
orphaned children. It says, ‘Keep your eye on the child and find ways to 
support the child,’ rather than having as a barrier what the marital status of 
the child’s parents is, as was the case with the SMG.

Having broken with the idea of family-based support, and having changed to a 
focus on children, a further question was, ‘ “Follow the child” with what?’ The 
Committee decided to continue with a form of cash transfer. As the Report says:

on balance, the Committee felt that the introduction of this 
benefit [i.e. the CSG], in the short term, holds a greater potential 
for the protection of more children over the medium and longer 
term, than the alternatives which were considered. (RSA 1996: 97)

I noted at the beginning of this chapter that the most influential evidence 
in favour of cash transfers over other forms of support was undoubtedly 
the performance of the social security benefits already in existence. The 
Committee had as members, or had access to, most of the key researchers 
on social security in South Africa. In deciding on the cash transfer, I do not 
think that any on the Committee or any of the other advisers would have said 
that other programmes were not important as well. Nor was it meant that 
money is all that counts in care. love, nurturing and cognitive stimulation 
are as important as material support. In a cash-based society, however, cash 
support may help lay the basis for other kinds of security. And when faced 
with a combination of steep inequality, the vulnerable position of children 
and the need to achieve broad coverage (rather than tightly focused small-
scale interventions), the balance of opinion was that monetary support at a 
low level would not be damaging and would be at least as effective, at lower 
cost and at wider scale, than other interventions under consideration.

A further argument for a cash grant was that there was a precedent for it, 
administratively, and this is known to be an important consideration in the 
design of interventions:

History may matter in important ways…The long experience 
which India has had with rural public works projects may make 
such policies attractive even if implementing them de novo in 
another country may not be…A policy which is unsophisticated 
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yet well-administered may be better than a more sophisticated 
policy administered incompetently. (Besley 1989: 2)

In the South African context, I had argued for the protection and expansion 
of the social security system on the grounds that it built on existing 
administrative infrastructure (lund 1993), and that other facilities could be 
grafted onto this indigenous institution. At Itala, South African economist 
Charles Simkins felt that it was inappropriate to extend further support in 
the form of cash transfers, and that mainstream social services should be 
strengthened or more limited assistance given. He was extremely doubtful 
about the capacity of the new government to administer new reforms, 
and advocated for the consolidation of institutional arrangements before 
introducing new programmes.

The final step in breaking through to the new model, and a corollary of the logic 
for following the child rather than looking for its parents, was to recommend 
that the grant be payable via the primary caregiver. Since the cash benefit could 
not literally go into the hands of the young person, we wanted to identify the 
person in the child’s immediate environment who was most likely to have 
the interests of the child at heart, and who was most likely to respect or take 
seriously the need for the additional money to be used, broadly, in the interests 
of the child; in language economists would use, we were after the person who 
had the greatest marginal propensity to act in the interests of the child.

Sending the transfer via the primary caregiver would also be a way of targeting 
women. Many international studies show that women’s intra-household 
bargaining position may be strengthened by having direct access to sources of 
income and assets. In the South African context, my own research (lund 1993) 
and that of Moller and Sotshongaye (1996) quotes pensioners who talk about 
their stronger position in the household as a result of this source of income, 
as well as about the conflicts that arise (discussed also by Breslin et al. 1997). 
Strengthening women’s bargaining position could be an intrinsically desired 
goal. In this case, however, the driving motivation was that women are the main 
carers and would be more likely to spend the money on things that are good for 
children. There is international and South African evidence that women ‘spend 
money better’ than men, in terms of using it to buy things that are deemed 
to be in the best interests of children, such as food, health and education. In 
South Africa, Anne Case’s analysis of the better use by women pensioners of 
the pension money demonstrates this convincingly (Case 2001).
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At the end of the third day at Itala I took on the task of attempting to capture 
the areas of convergence and areas of disagreement, and overnight I produced 
what we dubbed ‘the Itala Agreement’ (see Appendix 3a in this book). It 
was presented to participants the next day. The majority were in agreement 
with it or agreed to go along with the idea of reaching ‘sufficient minimum 
consensus’.4 The main elements in the Itala Agreement were the phasing out 
of the SMG; the introduction of a new child support benefit; the reform of 
private maintenance, leaving the two other grants for children as they were; 
and then a set of recommendations which in a sense say developmental social 
welfare is also very important, but that welfare should draw clear boundaries 
as to what its overall role really is. 

on reflection, only one point in the Itala Agreement strikes me personally as 
a significant compromise, and that is the idea of the voluntary contribution 
to a community fund. It was an unrealistic and ill thought through idea, 
heavily promoted by a small minority in the face of disagreement by a large 
majority. Nevertheless, it is in the nature of ‘sufficient minimum consensus’ 
that compromises are struck and concessions made. 

I find it remarkable that the main agreements made at Itala survived and 
found their way, relatively intact, into the recommendations in the Report 
(see Appendix 3b in this book). The only significant exception, and it is deeply 
significant, is the move from the universal non-means-tested benefit that we 
agreed on at Itala to the compromise on a ‘simple means test’ in the Report. 
This forms one of the major themes of Chapter 5.

It is also remarkable that the Report itself survived in the form in which we 
submitted it, with one exception only. one sentence in the recommendations 
stated that the central government should retain control over setting norms 
and standards (in line with the fourth last bullet in the Itala Agreement), 
because of the danger that provinces could introduce variations that could 
weaken welfare’s resources relative to other important competing needs. It 
was the only sentence in the draft Report that was submitted to the welfare 
MINMEC that I was instructed to change for the final Report – I was told 
there was to be no reference to intergovernmental relations. This seemed then 
to me to be quite extraordinary, given the extent of the controversies that were 
so clearly going to be generated by many of the other recommendations. It is 
a mark of the tension that existed, at that time, over the relative strength and 
autonomy of the different spheres of government.5 
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The recommendation which came first in the Report was the reform of the 
private parental maintenance system. This was not because the reform of 
private parental maintenance was thought to be more potentially effective 
than a cash transfer, but because it was strategically important to use it as a 
preface to the idea of a cash transfer. The second main recommendation was 
that the SMG should be phased out (both the parent and the child portions 
of the grant) and replaced by a cash transfer for young children. The final 
paragraph of the Executive Summary of the Report says:

The Committee is firm in its belief that this cash benefit will be a 
more reliable form of support than the alternatives it considered. 
In a society of such extreme inequalities, social spending of this 
sort is an important contributor to household income. It should 
be seen as part and parcel of a bundle of state and private support 
for the development of vulnerable groups, and the alternatives 
should not be seen as mutually exclusive. It should be seen as a 
minimal basis from which incremental growth can take place. 
(RSA 1996: Executive Summary 6)

The decision for a cash transfer went against the international dismantling of 
elements of the welfare state in industrialised countries and in the ‘transitional 
economies’ of eastern Europe; the moves to convert to private insurance 
systems rather than state pensions schemes; and, in the less industrialised 
countries, the introduction of conditional cash transfers. My sense is that, 
having considered the advantages and disadvantages of alternatives, there was 
a pretty robust confidence in the Committee that this was a sensible decision 
in the South African context.

In the field of policy reform, and especially regarding cash transfers, questions 
regarding incentives are a big issue. What is the relationship between forms 
of social support and human behaviour? Does the provision of cash or 
in-kind assets have an effect on choices about who one lives with, or about 
having children, or about work seeking, or about how one will finance 
one’s retirement?6 The literature on incentives and social security from 
industrialised countries, and especially literature in economics, concentrates 
more on negative incentives and the ‘perverse’ effects of social benefits on 
such things as household structures, fertility rates, labour-seeking behaviour 
and productivity. Much of this literature is strongly economistic, moralistic, 
value-laden and fairly punitive towards women. It worries more that 
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independent sources of income will encourage women to leave relationships 
with men (and thus households), rather than focusing on whether this 
income might strengthen the position of a vulnerable woman, for example  
by enabling her to leave an abusive environment for the better safety of  
herself and her children. It assumes that people do not want to work, and  
will not if given the choice. It assumes, in the face of all international  
evidence to the contrary, that small amounts of cash given to women will 
influence their reproductive choices.

Concern about the incentive effects of cash transfers did not take up much of 
the time of the Committee, or the stellar group of experts at the Itala Think 
Tank, or the task team that later had to operationalise the policy decisions. 
The parameters within which the level of the benefit were going to be set were 
so low that we could simply avoid a number of potential incentive issues. Even 
the most hardened believer would think twice before suggesting that R100 a 
month would influence reproductive choices, for example. With regard to 
work incentives, research by Datadesk (vorster et al. 1996) among coloured 
families receiving the higher level of the SMG showed that manySMG 
beneficiaries did seasonal work to supplement the grant income, as the grant 
itself was not sufficient to see to household needs. 

It is routine practice in policy reform to put forward policy alternatives to 
those (usually politicians) who will make the decisions. Alternatives can be 
posed for different types of programmes, or between different levels or scales 
of the same programme. The Committee made the unusual and potentially 
risky decision of presenting only a Plan A, one strongly preferred policy 
direction. There was no Plan B in the Report about alternatives, despite this 
being a suggestion of some advisers at Itala, in case the idea of the cash benefit 
was turned down. We might, for example, have said that the first choice was 
for a cash benefit but, if this was not accepted, then second priority would be 
support for child-oriented social services in general, and a focus on orphans 
and other vulnerable children in particular. It was a deliberate decision of 
the Committee not to do this. The Committee essentially said, ‘We think a 
cash benefit is the way to go. We present calculations for a cash benefit which 
show the absolute minimum level that would be worth administering. Reform 
private parental maintenance as well, to keep hold of the idea of paternal 
responsibility. If this basic package is not accepted, we’re out of here. Find 
someone else to design something else.’
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Notes
1 While the Committee was sitting, Committee member Ndivhuho Sekhoba brought 

news of an incident witnessed by the MAG of a woman shot dead, in the courtroom, 

by the man against whom she was claiming maintenance.

2 The percentage of children under five whose height for age is below two standard 

deviations of the reference standard in the united States.

3 Philani was later identified as a site for the Western Cape pilot Flagship Programme.

4 This principle was obviously borrowed from the Convention for a Democratic South 

Africa, which formed the main platform for negotiations leading to the political 

settlement.

5 Interestingly, the tension surfaced in the latter half of 1997 when there was a 

threatened constitutional challenge to the Welfare law Amendment Bill, two of 

the main purposes of which were to enable the introduction of the CSG and the  

phasing out of the SMG on the grounds that such aspects of welfare were a provincial 

not national jurisdiction.

6 For a thorough economic review of the incentive effects of the welfare system in the 

united States, current at the time of the Committee’s work, see Moffitt (1992).
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The Child Support Grant

Much can change or get lost in the space between a policy being passed and its 
implementation by government administration. This chapter considers first 
some key aspects of the design of the CSG, followed by an account of some of 
the dynamics of implementation. I then summarise evidence about the take-
up and impact of the CSG between 1998 and 2006.  

Design

Questions which have to be confronted by any social security programme are:
•	 	Should	the	benefit	be	universal?
•	 	If	the	benefit	is	not	to	be	universal,	by	what	means	will	people	be	included	

or	excluded	from	qualifying?	
•	 	For	how	many	years	should	any	individual	be	eligible	for	the	benefit?
•	 	Should	 the	new	benefit	be	available	 to	all	who	qualify,	 from	 the	date	of	

introduction?	How	will	the	date	of	introduction	be	set?
•	 	What	should	the	level	or	value	of	the	benefit	be,	and	how	can	it	be	designed	

to	vary	over	time?
•	 	Should	the	same	level	of	benefit	apply	to	all	beneficiaries,	or	should	it	be	

varied	according	to	particular	criteria?
•	 	By	what	means	and	how	often	will	the	benefit	be	delivered?	
•	 	Is	it	possible	or	desirable	to	design	linkages	with	other	programmes?	

These may appear to be ‘technical issues’ or ‘design issues’, but they are 
deeply	important	politically.	How	each	of	these	questions	is	answered	carries	
consequences for the numbers of people who are included and excluded, 
the ease or difficulty of entry to and exit from the programme, the length of 
access to the programme, and the value of the benefit. All of these in turn 
determine overall patterns of integration and exclusion, how state resources 
are distributed, and the impact on individuals’ well-being. 

Three basic principles of the cash transfer – that it would be age limited, not 
means-tested,	and	would	‘Follow	the	child’	–	were	formulated	at	the	Itala	Think	
Tank. Some discussion of the more technical issues also took place there, but 
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essentially the decision was taken at Itala to see if the idea of the cash transfer 
would float, and to leave some of the design details until later. These were then 
taken up by the task team which was set up in the welfare department to work 
on the implementation of the grant. It was initially called the Child Support 
Benefit	Task	Team	(CSBTT)	but,	when	the	battle	was	lost	to	name	this	support	
a	‘benefit’,	it	became	the	Child	Support	grant	Task	Team	(CSgTT).

The level of the benefit and the link to an objective measure of need

If	 one	 accepts	 a	 budget	 constraint	 (at	 whatever	 level),	 then	 there	 are	 policy	
options about three things: the age of beneficiaries and duration of access 
to the benefit, the numbers who will be reached, and the level of the benefit. 
one	of	these	variables	cannot	be	expanded	without	forcing	the	others	down;	
reducing	one	will	enable	the	others	to	go	up.	How	to	co-vary	these	variables	
reflects	at	a	deep	level	particular	policy	choices.	For	many	years	the	SMg,	for	
example, reached children through to their eighteenth year. It reached relatively 
few women and children, and was paid at a high level relative to other pensions 
and grants, and relative to wage rates, though this does not mean that it was 
easy to live on the grant amount. It thus allowed a few children over a broad 
age range a relatively good level of support. 

The	report	presented	options	regarding	three	variables,	in	order	to	make	this	
point:	 three	different	age	cohorts,	 that	 is,	0	to	4	years,	0	to	6,	and	0	to	9;	 the	
numbers	of	children	to	be	reached;	and	benefit	levels	ranging	from	r70	–	which	
was	the	then	current	level	of	the	Household	Subsistence	level	(HSl)	for	food	
and	clothing	for	a	six-year-old	child	–	to	r125,	which	was	the	then	current	level	
of	the	child	allowance	portion	of	the	SMg.	We	felt	that	an	amount	less	than	
r70	per	month	would	simply	not	be	worth	administering,	not	even	if	used	as	
the basis for incremental reforms. These options were presented to demonstrate 
budgetary estimates at the current level of the SMG, at an amount slightly more 
than that, and at nearly twice the current SMG budget. 

The	 report	 recommended	 linking	 the	 level	 to	 some	 ‘objective	 measure	 of	
need’,	 no	 matter	 how	 unsatisfactory	 the	 measurement	 was.	 The	 HSl	 had	 a	
controversial	 past	 under	 apartheid,	 as	 it	 was	 a	 racially	 biased	 measure.	 We	
knew this, but nevertheless used it to introduce the principle that the grant 
level should not merely be a notional amount, with discretionary annual 
increases set by the ministers of finance and welfare in the budgeting process. 
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We	hoped	that	if	the	principle	of	a	needs-based	measure	was	accepted,	even	
if this was restricted only to the costs of food for children, then once the CSG 
was secured, work could be done on finding a basis for increasing the amount 
of	the	benefit.	an	objective	measure	could	be	used	to	strengthen	the	case	for	
the grant to be linked to the cost of living. As the modelling became more 
refined, and it became clear that the budget would be even more limited than 
had been thought, the amount was motivated in terms of only the food costs 
of children. 

The cost of administering a variation in the amount for the child benefit, 
when it was going to be so low to begin with, meant there was an easy case to 
be made for a uniform amount to be paid to all beneficiaries, in other words, 
for	it	to	be	a	‘flat-rate’	grant.	no	alternative	of	a	sliding	scale	was	ever	seriously	
considered, though the idea of a sliding scale is familiar in South African 
social	security,	as	it	has	been	used	(unevenly)	in	determining	the	amounts	for	
the pensions for elderly and disabled people.

In the pre-Cabinet process in which the recommendations had to be accepted 
by	the	anC’s	executive	committee,	and	pass	the	scrutiny	of	the	Financial	and	
Fiscal	 Commission	 (FFC)	 as	 well	 as	 the	 Financial	 Services	 Board	 (now	 the	
Budget	Council),	the	amount	of	r75	per	month	was	arrived	at.	ngos	then	
embarked on a concerted campaign and won an increase in this amount to 
r100	 per	 month	 at	 introduction.	 The	 budget	 allocation	 was	 again	 further	
increased when the minister decided to extend the coverage to 50 per cent of 
children under seven years old, or rather, to ‘three million children’. She made 
the latter move without, to my knowledge, getting input from the CSGTT or 
from	the	ngos.	

Thus decisions about the level of the grant, and the consequences for the 
budget allocation, were far from linear and orderly. At Itala, the Committee 
and advisers guessed what we could get away with, deciding to keep the 
door open for incremental reforms in line with the idea of the constitutional 
injunction	that	there	should	be	‘progressive	realisation’	of	rights	of	access	to	
social	security.	The	CSgTT	and	advisers	then	saw	that	the	HSl	could	act	as	
a	basis	for	an	objective	level	of	need.	Thereafter	civil	society	acted	to	win	an	
increase in the amount. The minister then further increased the numbers to 
be reached.
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Years of eligibility

If a particular mechanism of support is going to be limited, when do children 
need	support	most?	For	how	many	years	should	an	individual	child	be	eligible	
for	 the	benefit?	and,	 if	welfare	 is	 just	one	 intervention	among	others,	what	
is	its	special	role?	The	Committee	recommended	that	the	benefit	be	paid	for	
children	up	to	nine	years	old;	Cabinet	decided	on	children	through	to	the	end	
of their seventh year. 

Two influences fed into the arguments, first by some Committee members 
and later by civil society organisations, that older age groups should be 
covered.	First	was	the	influence	of	the	SMg.	up	until	the	early	1990s,	children	
up	to	 the	age	of	18	were	eligible	 for	 the	child	grant	portion	of	 the	SMg;	 if	
the young person went on to tertiary education, then the grant could be 
extended. The Social Assistance Act 59 of 1992 reduced the age of eligibility 
to 16 and eliminated the extended benefit. The SMG had, however, established 
the practice of state welfare support being forthcoming for children at least 
through to the end of secondary school. Second, parents – and especially 
mothers – argue that the costs of caring for children go up steeply when the 
child	 goes	 to	 school.	 even	 where	 there	 are	 no	 school	 fees,	 major	 costs	 are	
associated with uniforms, transport and various school funds that require 
contributions	 from	 parents.	 perversely,	 the	 poorer	 the	 area	 in	 which	 the	
school is, and the poorer the population that it serves, the higher the total cost 
of these associated expenses.

In countries where school attendance is a problem, it might make sense to 
consider starting a support programme at the age of six, conditional on the 
child’s attending school. In South Africa, primary school enrolment rates are 
high. I was influenced by the evidence from the field of child development 
that, if children do not get sufficient nourishment and stimulation during the 
earliest years, lasting damage is done and there is a point at which this cannot 
be	remediated	through	later	interventions.	We	were	also	influenced	by	the	fact	
that, while most South African children are born with some interaction with 
the health services, many then have no further contact with state institutions 
such as clinics and pre-schools until they reappear, at between six and nine 
years old, to go to primary school. The Committee was thus led to the position 
that a special role for welfare services could be to provide some support in a 
child’s earliest years.
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How	 long	 should	 the	 support	 extend?	 at	 the	 Itala	 Think	 Tank,	 we	 started	
doing the calculations for children up to 12 years old, and realised that this 
would place us far beyond what we guessed would be any imaginable budget 
concession. A compromise of children from birth to nine years was reached, 
coinciding	as	it	did	with	the	eCd	definition	of	early	childhood	as	up	to	nine	
years. The most important rationale was that by age nine most South African 
children	were	in	school,	after	frequent	early	faltering	in	attendance.	once	they	
were	in	school	then	another	programme	such	as	the	pSnp,	which	was	then	run	
through the health department, could kick in as a form of support. The Cabinet 
accepted the idea of a benefit which would go to ‘children nought to six’ and it 
became accepted that this meant through to the child’s seventh birthday. 

Inclusion of one or all age cohorts at introduction

once	 a	 date	 of	 introduction	 has	 been	 decided,	 the	 next	 policy	 question	
is,	 should	 all	 those	 targeted	 become	 immediately	 eligible?	 or	 should	 only	
those	 born	 each	 year	 become	 eligible,	 in	 an	 age-phased	 introduction?	
The	 report	 notes	 that	 the	 Committee	 was	 ‘seriously	 divided’	 on	 this	 issue 
(rSa	1996:	87),	and	indeed	this	is	the	only	division	recorded	in	the	report.1

A decision to make all children within the age range immediately eligible 
reflects	 a	 strong	 concern	 with	 social	 justice.	 It	 was	 viewed	 by	 some	 as	 the	
minimum compensation for the cruel phasing out of the SMG, and for 
the reduction in age eligibility of children being reached through welfare 
benefits. Most Committee members thus felt that as many children as possible 
should be reached, as soon as possible. The age-phased introduction reflects 
a greater concern with the administrative capacity of the system to deal 
with a new reform involving large numbers of children from the start. An 
added	motivation,	which	I	put	forward,	was	that,	‘Because	the	Benefit	will	be	
organised around the birth of the child, it is likely and it is hoped to work in 
the	direction	of	going	via	the	actual	mother’	(CSgTT	1997:	5).

I was one of the minority – and on reflection perhaps I was the only one – who 
favoured	 the	 age-phased	 introduction.	 We	 could	 not	 reach	 consensus	 and	
simply	noted	this	in	the	report.	as	it	happened,	the	decision	by	the	Cabinet	
was for the immediate eligibility of all children younger than seven.
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The starting date of the benefit

Having	decided	on	the	age	group	to	be	targeted,	and	which	cohorts	to	start	
with,	on	what	basis	does	one	determine	a	starting	date?	any	chosen	date	will	
disadvantage some, ‘those born the day before’. This turned out to be more 
of a symbolic than a substantive matter, but it is an interesting sign of the 
high	salience	of	issues	of	inclusion,	equity	and	justice	at	that	time.	at	the	Itala	
Think	Tank,	development	economist	richard	Morgan	suggested	that	a	date	of	
high symbolic value should be identified, and this resonated with everyone. 
The two chief possibilities suggested were from the date of the democratic 
election	(april	1994),	or	 from	the	date	of	 the	ratification	of	 the	new	South	
african	Constitution.	Whichever	date	was	chosen,	with	each	month	of	delay	
in introduction the cost of the reform would increase, as more children would 
be eligible retrospectively.

As it happened, we need not have deliberated on this, as it was dealt with in 
the legislative process which specified that the benefit would be announced 
on a date to be determined by the president. This came to be 1 April 1998, 
two years after these discussions about options for starting dates took place at 
Itala, and four years after the transition to democracy.

The primary caregiver

at	 the	 Itala	Think	Tank	 the	decision	was	made	 to	‘Follow	the	child’	via	 the	
primary caregiver. This person was in a sense a conduit for getting more 
support	 to	 the	 child.	 yet	 how	 was	 the	 primary	 caregiver	 to	 be	 defined?	
Inevitably and rightly the primary caregiver concept confronted the bundle 
of	 laws	 which	 protect	 family	 life.	 We	 had	 to	 bear	 in	 mind	 that	 different	
interest groups were likely to be concerned about the potential enhancement 
or infringement of different rights. Conservatives might be concerned that 
the switch from biological parent to practical carer would undermine family 
life. The traditional chiefs could see the primary caregiver idea as a challenge 
to patriarchal dominance of men in the household. There are generational 
power dynamics within more traditional African households in which the  
daughter-in-law is in a weak position in relation to her mother-in-law: 
who will or should qualify as the ‘primary caregiver’ here, and with what 
consequences	for	power	relations	between	different	generations	of	women?	
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In	 august	 1997	 legal	 academics	 together	 with	 human	 rights	 advocates	 held	
a workshop which was exceptionally helpful to the work of the CSGTT. It 
was	hosted	by	the	university	of	the	Western	Cape’s	Community	law	Centre,	
and focused on how to operationalise the idea of the primary caregiver. The 
approach that emerged was to take the caregiver as the biological parent, and if 
the parent were not the caregiver, to draw up a specification for kin relations. 
An affidavit would be needed if the caregiver was not the biological parent, and 
appeal mechanisms would be instituted for dealing with conflicting claims.

The design of the means test

once	the	decision	was	made	to	use	income	testing	as	the	basis	for	assessment	
for	the	child	benefit,	designing	a	test	which	would	allow	the	grant	to	‘Follow	
the child’ via the primary caregiver presented potentially difficult problems. 
They were difficult conceptually and technically, because it is here that one 
confronts the deep-level problem of designing social security systems when 
family structures and boundaries are not static. The more technical issues are 
dealt	with	here;	the	controversies	are	covered	in	more	detail	in	Chapter	5.

It was clear that the means test would be more difficult to apply in this instance 
than for the other main social grants, as the children and possibly also their 
caregivers were more likely to be more residentially mobile than elderly people 
and	people	with	disabilities.	However,	the	most	difficult	problem	was	dealing	
with	‘the	family’,	and	the	report	made	this	absolutely	clear:	

The means test must not depend in any way on a definition of the 
family.	The	concept	‘Follow	the	child’	via	the	primary	care-giver	
solves the administrative problem of family definition. It would 
undermine the entire proposal to reintroduce the problem via the 
form	of	the	means	test.	(rSa	1996:	92)

We	specifically	did	not	consider	a	targeting	mechanism	that	depended	on	the	
concept	of	‘female-headed	household’.	First,	this	would	have	re-invoked	in	the	
administration of the benefit the need to define, or put boundaries around, 
a household. Second, the female headedness of a household is not useful, in 
South	africa,	 for	 the	 purposes	 of	 targeting	 poorer	 households.	 Households	
headed by younger women in urban areas perform relatively well compared to 
all	households,	for	example	(ardington	&	lund	1995).	The	variable	of	female	
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headedness has to be combined with spatial and life-cycle variables to identify 
poor households successfully.

For	 the	 first	 major	 workshop	 on	 the	 means	 test	 I	 devised	 a	 set	 of	 four	
guidelines, almost mantras for me, which any design had to comply with: 

Keep	a	steadfast	eye	on	the	equity	goal;	administrative	capacity	
is worst where poverty is greatest, and this constantly holds the 
danger	of	undermining	the	equity	goal;	the	need	for	speed	is	at	
odds	with	the	equity	goal;	accept	that	no	system	will	be	perfect.	
(CSgTT	1997:	5)	

participant	Tim	Steele,	a	consultant	on	social	 security	 in	 the	Western	Cape,	
stressed the need for a system that was simple, accountable, fast and efficient, 
and that could provide rapid feedback for management. I presented a 
three-step framework against which to test or measure up anything getting 
too complicated, called ‘The simplest test of means’:
•	 	The	primary	caregiver	is	asked	to	declare	how	much	income	comes	into	the	

household in an average month – not how much each individual earns.
•	 	If	it	is	less	than	a	specified	amount,	the	grant	is	awarded.
•	 	The	primary	caregiver	is	told	of	the	penalties	attached	to	not	including	all	

income in her/his declaration.

It is evident to me, in retrospect, how the above supposed ‘guidelines’ speak to 
how little I cared about whether the means test was realistic or not. I was more 
concerned about reaching the poor than screening out the better off, who would 
in all likelihood not bother to apply for such a modest amount of money.

Following	the	workshop,	a	task	team	was	constituted	consisting	of	Servaas	van	
der	 Berg	 and	 debbie	 Budlender,	 who	 had	 both	 been	 Committee	 members,	
and	yisgedullish	amde,	a	representative	of	the	World	Bank	working	within	the	
welfare	department	 in	pretoria.	They	based	 their	modelling	on	 income	and	
expenditure data from recent surveys. They used these to assess the accuracy 
of a number of variables for association with poverty levels in households in 
which young children lived, as measured by household income per capita, and 
as outlined in the following extensive quote from their document:

A two-step procedure was eventually derived for targeting:

First,	certain	categories	of	people	were	to	be	included by the use of 
three measures, viz.
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•	 	rural	location
•	 	non-formal	housing	(both	squatter	shacks	and	traditional	

housing)
•	 	Household	(total)	income	below	a	certain	cut-off	point	(for	

present	purposes	set	at	r9	000	per	year	or	r800	per	month	 
in	1995).

Second, of those excluded [this should read ‘included’] those above 
a certain level of means were to be excluded.	(This	level	was	set	at	
r13	200	total	income	per	year	or	r1	100	per	month	in	1995.)

The logic of this combined test is first to identify those who, 
based on certain characteristics, are frequently found amongst the 
poorest, and thereafter to weed out those who, despite sharing 
these characteristics, are not amongst the poorest. The first step 
should thus ensure that those usually found amongst the poor are 
included in the potential target group:
•	 	South	african	poverty	has	a	major	rural	dimension,	so	the	

inclusion of rural households is a natural way of targeting 
many of the poor. 

•	 	In	urban	areas	most	of	the	poor	are	housed	in	squatter	areas,	
thus this part of the first step in targeting also…makes sense. 

•	 	But	there	are	also	some	households	in	formal	urban	housing	
amongst	the	poorest,	and	they	too	need	to	be	included.	(Van	
der	Berg	et	al.	1998:	3)

The effect of the first step in the two-stage procedure in covering those in  
the	bottom	decile	was	‘better	than	could	have	been	hoped	for’	(Van	der	Berg	
et	al.	1998:	4).	

one	suggestion,	vigorously	promoted	by	a	number	of	interest	groups,	was	to	
test only the income of the primary caregiver, rather than including the income 
of spouse, partner or other household members. This would have made far 
larger numbers eligible and was more in keeping with the original idea of a 
universal	benefit.	This	would	have	accorded	with	the	fact	that,	for	example,	70	
per	cent	of	single	mothers	were	unemployed;	of	those	who	were	employed,	the	
majority	earned	less	than	r1	000	per	month.	Some	people	objected	that	this	
would have made numbers of unemployed, married, middle-class housewives 
eligible.	This	seems	to	me	to	be	a	truly	trivial	objection.	The	vast	majority	of	
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such people would not have thought it worthwhile to go through bureaucratic 
procedures to qualify for the relatively small amount of money. 

When	 it	 was	 introduced,	 the	 regulation	 stipulated	 that	 the	 income	 of	 both	
primary	 caregiver	 and	 spouse/partner	 be	 used	 in	 the	 means	 test.	 Because	
of the initially slow take-up of the CSG, the department during 1999 again 
reconsidered testing the income of the primary caregiver only, but the 
regulation remains that the incomes of the primary caregiver and the spouse 
are included.

Birth registration

South Africa has had a weak and inadequate system of registration of births 
and	deaths.	registration	of	births	 is	a	 legal	 requirement	but	 the	 system	has	
worked poorly, and in the apartheid years there were many incentives not 
to register, not least of which was the scarcity of offices at which to do so. 
The Committee thought that it would be impossible to develop a robust 
child	support	system	without	requiring	registration	of	births.	We	felt	that	it	
was	not	unjust	to	expect	this	of	people	seeking	state	assistance,	even	though	
there would be high costs in getting registered in some parts of the country, 
and particularly where limited administrative capacity coincides with deep 
poverty.	It	thus	recommended	that	applicants	would	have	to	have	an	Id	book	
for themselves and a birth certificate for the child.

In retrospect, this now seems like a very normal thing to have expected. At the 
time, though, we anticipated and received substantial criticism because of the 
high	costs	 to	poor	people	of	getting	to	department	of	Home	affairs	offices	
where registration takes place. It remains costly today.

Health: immunisation and the Road to Health Card

There was the potential for interdepartmental collaboration between the CSG 
and primary healthcare. It was an opportunity to set up what could have been 
positive incentives for caregivers to engage in health-related activities, as a 
condition	for	getting	the	grant.	The	report	put	forward	broad	guidelines	that	we	
thought the health department should have no difficulty in accepting: that the 
health	department	itself	should	see	the	activities	as	essential;	that	there	should	
be	 room	 for	 provincial	 variation;	 and	 that	 this	 attempt	 at	 setting	 up	 synergy	
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should not have punitive consequences, in other words, it should not lead to 
the unintended exclusion of the very people we wished to include. The closest 
the	 report	 came	 to	 being	 specific	 was:	 ‘The	 most	 likely	 activities	 are	 growth	
monitoring	and	ensuring	that	the	child	is	fully	immunised’	(rSa	1996:	iv).

growth	monitoring,	through	possession	by	the	primary	caregiver	of	the	road	
to	 Health	 Card,	 is	 a	 core	 part	 of	 the	 primary	 healthcare	 package.	 designed	
for younger children, the card promotes parental or caregiver knowledge of 
and responsibility for the development of the child. If regularly updated, it 
provides	an	early	warning	about	under-nutrition	in	a	child	(and	by	extension	
in	the	household	as	well).	The	card	 is	commonly	known	to	be	widely	used.	
The extent of its use in South Africa was demonstrated in a 1998 national 
survey:	 it	could	be	produced	by	the	mothers	or	caregivers	of	75	per	cent	of	
children aged 12 to 23 months, with little difference between rural and urban 
areas	 (doH	 1999:	 10).	 With	 the	 exception	 of	 the	 northern	 province	 (now	
limpopo),	with	a	high	rate	of	89	per	cent,	poorer	provinces	had	lower	rates,	
for	 example	 68	 per	 cent	 in	 the	 eastern	 Cape	 and	 62	 per	 cent	 in	 KwaZulu-
natal.	The	idea	was	that	attaching	the	award	of	the	CSg	to	the	possession	of	
an updated card could promote and reinforce the regular use and ‘ownership’ 
of the card. 

The second potential synergy with health was to attach continued receipt 
of the CSG to the child having full immunisation. South Africa has high 
average immunisation rates, but the pockets of low or incomplete coverage 
again coincide with pockets of poverty and areas of poor administration. 
It was possible to design the CSG in such a way that, after it was awarded 
at	birth,	the	child	would	have	to	be	brought	just	once	to	the	health	services	
during a six-month window around the age of 30 months, which is a critical 
time for ensuring complete immunisation. Suggestions were also made that 
information about the CSG could be given at the clinic or hospital at the birth 
of a child.

little	 progress	 was	 made	 in	 creating	 links	 with	 the	 health	 services	 in	 any	 of	
these	areas.	nkosazana	Zuma,	then	health	minister,	was	dealing	with	reforms	
of controversial issues, confronting powerful and organised lobby groups. 
These were around the introduction of legislation to broaden substantially the 
conditions	under	which	pregnancy	could	be	legally	terminated;	the	introduction	
of	a	generic	drug	list	which	involved	negotiations	with	major	pharmaceutical	
firms;	and	 taking	on	 the	 tobacco	 industry	and	 the	public	 in	 imposing	health	
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warnings on cigarette advertisements, and in banning smoking in public places. 
The department was dealing with other high-profile controversies concerning 
the	lack	of	a	coherent	state	HIV/aIdS	policy,	the	introduction	of	Cuban	doctors	
to the health services in rural areas, and the introduction of a compulsory 
year of community service for medical school graduates. There were also 
internal conflicts about senior staff appointments and controversies over the 
appointment	 of	 special	 health	 advisers.	 Furthermore,	 the	 transition	 to	 new	
structures for local government had been delayed, which in turn had delayed 
the development of the district health systems.

Facing	all	 these	challenges,	nkosazana	Zuma	was	 supportive	of	 the	CSg	 in	
the Cabinet, but would not allow any formal commitment from the health 
services to cooperation in implementation of the CSG. In other words, she did 
not want any aspect of the CSG to be conditional on actions that had to be 
performed within the health department. The welfare department, of its own 
accord, wrote into the regulations that applicants had to be in possession of 
the	road	to	Health	Card,	but	the	reasons	for	this	were	not	made	at	all	clear,	it	
was not a coherent part of any combined health and welfare policy initiative, 
and it has simply acted as a barrier to many new applicants. 

So, despite the supposed closeness of health to welfare and their involvement 
with	each	other	in	the	‘First	Call	for	Children’	initiative,	what	might	have	been	
a simple exercise in collaboration, with benefits for all parties, was impossible 
to achieve then and under that time constraint. This was disappointing but 
it has not ruled out the possibility for future cooperation. The new district 
health managers are in place, and the pilot sites for district health systems 
development, for example, offer possibilities for piloting integrated health 
and	welfare	programmes.	 In	one	area	of	 the	eastern	Cape	health	managers	
have identified the nutrition of young children as a key intervention, and 
have spotted the opportunity offered by the CSG for drawing people into the 
health services. 

The agent for delivery of the benefit

An issue which caused controversy in the Committee was whether the new 
benefit should be piggybacked onto the existing system of delivery of pensions 
and grants by the government and by private firms, or whether the new benefit 
presented an opportunity to explore a different payment option. The question 
is important because it addresses the underlying question of how to draw 
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poorer people into formal financial institutions, and how to encourage these 
institutions to offer services that are useful for and accessible to poorer people. 

In the past, while white and to a lesser extent coloured and Indian people could 
get pensions and grants paid through post offices and banks, most African  
people, especially those in rural areas, had to travel long distances, wait in long  
queues and suffer many other inconveniences in order to get their cash 
from the government’s delivery service. Towards the end of the 1980s, the 
government started the process of privatising the delivery in large parts of the 
country.	different	private	firms	are	involved	and,	though	there	are	differences	
between the firms, the basic method is the same. Mobile four-wheel drive 
vehicles, usually accompanied by armed guards, have built-in automatic teller 
machines, with a system of fingerprinting for identification and an electrical 
generator.	each	month	a	payment	route	is	worked	out,	and	on	any	one	day	a	
vehicle containing the pension money will stop at, say, five different points for 
between one and two hours at a time. The pensioners queue up and then enter 
their	thumbprint	or	their	Id	number	on	to	a	pad.	The	machine	confirms	the	
identity of the pensioner and the monthly cash award is released. A member 
of the provincial social security department is supposed always to be on hand 
to deal with any problems.

This new technology has led to an increased number of pay points and 
reduced queues for pensioners and disabled people. It has also vastly improved 
the ability to reconcile the pension accounts monthly, a process that used to 
take	up	to	 four	months	 to	do.	However,	 there	are	significant	disadvantages.	
Some of the provincial governments have shown limited ability to regulate 
the relationship with the private-sector firms properly. There are large 
variations between provinces as to unit costs, which are not based on the cost 
of	delivery	and	a	consistent	profit	margin.	While	 the	outsourcing	may	have	
reduced corruption, it has not eliminated it. And when the system fails, there 
is now a greater distance between the state and the individual pensioner, as the 
government personnel frequently do not go to delivery points. 

A further disadvantage was the most worrying with regard to the new child 
benefit. An essential part of the overall development of an area, and the 
efficient working of markets, is the presence of financial institutions. The 
privatised mobile system has solved a short-term problem of delivery of 
pension	monies.	However,	what	is	required	are	fixed	and	permanent	financial	
intermediaries that can be used by all people, for a variety of financial needs. 
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The profits being made by the mobile firms are so high that there is scope 
for the government to make the award of tenders conditional on the gradual 
introduction of fixed facilities offering a greater array of services. A recent 
development, however, has been the location of permanent automated teller 
machines inside a variety of supermarkets, and beneficiaries use smart cards to 
get access to their monthly benefits in this way. It simultaneously increases the 
distance between the recipients and the state, and boosts shop sales.

The	report	recommended	that	the	CSg	should	not be piggybacked on to the 
existing mobile system. It reasoned that it would be unwise to add another 
little amount of cash per individual to the already overloaded pensions 
delivery	 system;	 that	 the	 transactions	 costs	 to	 poor	 caregivers	 of	 monthly	
collection	would	be	high,	relative	to	the	size	of	the	grant;	that	the	development	
of	fixed	financial	institutions	should	be	encouraged;	and	that	this	CSg	offered	
the opportunity of drawing poorer people into formal financial institutions. 
The	 report	 recommended	 that	 beneficiaries	 should	 be	 required	 to	 open	 a	
bank or post office savings account into which three months’ worth of the 
grant would be deposited on a quarterly basis. The caregiver would be free to 
draw this out as frequently as she or he chose.

The problem with this proposal will be apparent to anyone familiar with poor 
people’s	financial	behaviour	and	needs.	people	need	smaller	amounts	of	money	
more regularly. I drove the recommendation through in the face of scepticism 
or opposition from a number of Committee members and other colleagues 
with whom I floated the idea, and despite my own knowledge of the problems 
it	would	entail.	With	hindsight	I	can	see	I	was	trying	to	use	the	 introduction	
of the CSG to solve a broader concern that I had developed through watching 
the private payment system since its introduction, which was how to encourage 
the spread of financial institutions to poorer areas, and how to encourage 
these institutions to offer a diversity of flexible services to poorer people. The 
recommendation generated heated controversy, then rapidly disappeared.

Implementation

What	 was	 to	 have	 been	 a	 simple	 and	 accessible	 grant	 became	 much	 more	
complex. The application procedure became exceptionally complicated. 
In March 1999 a notice appeared in post offices and other public places 
informing the public about review and re-registration for all pensions and 
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grants, which the department had ordered in its ‘clean-up campaign’ for the 
social assistance system. The notice listed the different types of pensions and 
grants, as well as the information that was needed to apply for each type.2	For	
the CSG, which had been intended to be the most simple, more separate items 
of information were needed from applicants than for any of the other grants. 
I have categorised these items into groups, ranging from those which were in 
accord with the original policy intent, to those which went completely against 
policy	objectives,	and	which	would	work	 to	exclude	numbers	of	applicants,	
especially poorer people in rural areas. 

First,	the	requirements	which	accorded	with	the	policy	were:
•	 	the	Id	of	the	applicant;
•	 	a	photo	of	the	applicant;
•	 	a	form	in	which	the	consent	of	the	natural	parent	was	given	as	to	who	the	

caregiver	would	be;
•	 	a	birth	certificate	for	all	children	under	the	age	of	seven	in	the	household;
•	 	a	clinic	card	or	a	road	to	Health	Card.	

The birth certificate for all children under seven was not strictly in policy and 
could be inconvenient for applicants, although it was in line with the overall 
tendency of the policy to support the registration of all citizens. The following 
year a new requirement was introduced, whereby caregivers had to produce 
birth	certificates	or	Ids	for	everyone	in	the	household	under	18	years	of	age!	
The inclusion of the health-related requirements indicated that some in the 
welfare department grasped the intention of the policy and agreed with it, 
even though the minister of health had distanced her department from it. 

Second, a number of items were required for the means test, but were far 
removed from the ‘simple test of means’ described earlier: 
•	 	wage	certificate	of	applicant	and	spouse;	
•	 	documentary	proof	of	a	private	pension;
•	 	proof	of	cash	investments,	with	a	history	of	bank	statements	of	the	last	six	

months;
•	 	affidavits	for	household	with	proof	of	income.

As can be seen, these items were mostly to do with income reporting, and were 
a long distance from simply asking for a declaration from the caregiver about 
what cash comes into the household each month. 
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Third, many of the required items worked completely against the policy 
intentions of the CSG, especially those around marital status and those 
which re-linked this poverty alleviation programme to the system of private 
maintenance.	requirements	insisting	on	spousal	relationships	were:
•	 	marriage	certificate	or	divorce	order	or	proof	of	customary	marriage	(this	

is	irrelevant	for	the	‘Follow	the	child’	framework);
•	 	death	certificate	of	spouse	(this	is	likewise	irrelevant);
•	 	a	police	report	if	the	spouse	was	deserted	or	missing.	

Two further requirements forced a link with the system of private maintenance, 
having been conditions for applications for the SMG:
•	 	show	confirmation	of	court	maintenance/letter	of	a	maintenance	officer;
•	 	if	 primary	 caregiver	 was	 not	 the	 parent,	 proof	 of	 maintenance	 from	

natural parent.

The policy intention had been to de-link the CSG from the maintenance 
system completely, but this was not successful. In workshops with national 
and provincial social security staff, during the CSGTT, it was clear that there 
was	deep	resistance	to	the	de-linking.	personnel	clearly	had	a	firm	belief	that	
fathers should be made to pay for the maintenance of their children, and 
many	welcomed	the	fact	that	the	report	recommended	the	reform	of	private	
maintenance. They were slow, though, to welcome the introduction of the 
new and different system.

Fourth	 and	 finally,	 one	 requirement	 was	 simply	 absurd:	 the	 caregiver	 must	
prove that she or he has registered with or participated in a community 
development	project.

leaving	 aside	 the	 difficulty	 of	 defining	 a	‘community	 development	 project’,	
this requirement shows no understanding of the fundamental problem of 
poverty that the CSG was trying to address, that is, the strong association 
between rurality, poverty and the absence of development activities and 
programmes in which people might participate.

of	 all	 these	 complicated	 requirements,	 those	 which	 re-linked	 the	 CSg	 to	
private maintenance were the most pernicious and would have disadvantaged 
poor rural women in particular. This could have been stopped immediately 
with a word from the minister. After some lobbying, new regulations 
appeared in June 1999 that removed this linking of the CSG with applying for 
private maintenance. It is still a requirement, though, in many districts and 
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provinces	(goldblatt	2005).	The	requirements	of	participation	in	community	
development	 projects	 and	 that	 everyone	 under	 18	 years	 of	 age	 in	 the	
caregiver’s	household	should	have	an	Id,	were	also	dropped.	The	regulations	
introduced a limit of six grants per caregiver, which echoes the foster care 
legislation which limits the number of foster children per foster parent to six 
(Mpungose	2000).

Thus, what was to have been the simplest and most easily accessible grant 
became a thing of huge complexity before the procedures were again simplified 
later. It is possible that there were some intransigent bureaucrats who wished 
to	bring	the	new	government	down,	and	thus	acted	obstructively;	there	may	
have been some who really disagreed with the programme, which was to give 
poor	people	some	money;	there	may	have	been	some	who	especially	did	not	
agree with giving women and children money. It is probable that there is 
something about being a bureaucrat dealing with regulations which makes 
him or her default to existing practices, with a tendency not to want to deal 
with	change.	However,	some	of	the	procedures	which	were	put	in	place	may	
not have been wilfully intended as barriers to the public. Many officials were 
exhausted and demoralised by all the restructuring and transformation in the 
‘new’	 South	 africa:	 there	 had	 been	 changes	 in	 minister;	 overcoming	 racial	
distances	was	difficult	for	many;	and	the	move	to	developmental	social	welfare	
had	few	guidelines	for	concrete	action.	on	top	of	this,	the	new	CSg	was	put	
in	front	of	officials	as	if	by	a	whirlwind.	people	who	were	already	concerned	
with delays in the implementation of the Social Assistance Act 59 of 1992 
were now faced both with an altogether new grant and with the need to be 
the ‘hatchet men’ for phasing out the SMG, on which so many beneficiaries 
depended. There was no time to forge an understanding, at a deep level, of 
why the change in policy was needed, or of what the policy intention was and 
how it fitted with other welfare programmes. 

Performance

The introduction of any new programme offers possibilities for monitoring 
and evaluation. It would be usual in other situations to have had pilot 
programmes,	and	this	is	dealt	with	as	a	theme	of	Chapter	6.	With	regard	to	
programme performance, a number of studies have tracked the take-up rate 
of the CSG, in other words, how many people have received it and over what 
period. There is fairly reliable data about this aspect of the CSG, and also  
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fairly reliable data on the targeting, in other words, whether it is reaching those 
at whom it was targeted. More difficult to capture early on in a programme 
such as this is its impact, that is, whether it makes a difference. 

Take-up

When	 new	 services	 are	 introduced	 as	 a	 result	 of	 a	 policy	 reform,	 it	 can	 be	
anticipated that the take-up rate will resemble a forward-leaning S-shaped 
curve. In stylised form, there will be a slow period of introduction as the 
administration learns new procedures and as the public gets to know about 
conditions for receiving the service. This is followed by a steep increase in 
uptake, which should start flattening out as saturation is reached. The actual 
rate of take-up will depend, among other things, on the extent of public 
knowledge	 about	 and	 understanding	 of	 the	 benefit;	 public	 access	 to	 the	
administrative	centres;	administrative	will	and	capacity	at	central	management	
level	and	in	the	field;	and	feedback	loops	between	the	field	and	the	centre,	so	
that amendments can be made to procedures for implementation.

The	 CSgTT	 modelled	 the	 projected	 take-up	 of	 the	 new	 grant	 based	 on	
numbers of children in provinces, poverty rates in provinces, as well as the 
presence of administrative infrastructure, including the numbers of welfare 
offices	and	personnel.	projections	were	done	for	a	 five-year	phase-in	period,	
to reach three million children up to seven years old. The team had to attempt 
to reconcile the tension between the state’s drive for speedy take-up, and the 
management mandate which was to build administrative capacity by working 
at	 the	 pace	 of	 the	 department	 and	 its	 personnel.	 politically,	 the	 team	 was	
driven to devise a plan to reach goals which seemed to be simply unachievable, 
regardless of how many people might be seconded or redeployed, of whether 
staff in the bureaucracy would be fully cooperative or not, and of how much 
assistance	might	have	been	obtained	from	ngos	and	CBos.

There was a good deal of dissatisfaction among the public and in parts of the 
welfare department about the ‘slow take-up rate’. Applications and awards 
initially went more slowly than expected, either in terms of the minister’s 
expectations	or	the	initial	projections	of	the	CSgTT.	However,	from	about	the	
third year of implementation, the applications for and processing of grants 
took off and the rapid rate of take-up has been nothing short of remarkable. 
By	January	1999,	nine	months	after	its	introduction,	18	200	CSg	awards	had	
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been	made.	By	december	2005,	this	number	had	increased	to	6.9	million.	By	
april	2007,	more	than	8	million	children	were	being	reached.

as	anticipated,	 the	wealthier	and	more	urban	provinces,	Western	Cape	and	
Gauteng, early on received a disproportionate share of the CSGs, given their 
levels	 of	 poverty	 and	 numbers	 of	 children.	 The	 northern	 Cape	 similarly	
had a high early take-up rate, probably owing to the particular settlement 
patterns	and	organisation	of	welfare	 in	 that	province.	overall,	much	of	 the	
monitoring research has shown that main barriers were delays in the home 
affairs	offices	where	applicants	had	to	get	Id	documents	and	birth	certificates 
(goldblatt	2005;	leatt	2004).

The CSG was introduced for children under seven years old, and has been 
extended in different stages to the present situation where children are eligible 
up to their fourteenth birthday. If the age extension had not taken place, this 
earlier loading in the better resourced and more urbanised provinces would 
not have been a significant problem over the medium term. As the system 
matures, procedures are properly applied and monitoring takes place, those 
children who were not in fact eligible but who received grants would have 
rolled off the system as they reached seven, while only those who were truly 
eligible would have been taken on, in the poorer provinces. There would have 
been a self-correcting mechanism in the system over a relatively short period 
of time. The age extension has meant that this could not happen. 

Who	 are	 the	 primary	 caregivers?	 data	 collected	 on	 the	 CSg	 in	 2002	 (the	
fourth	year	in	which	the	grant	was	available)	in	umkhanyakude,	in	northern	
KwaZulu-natal,	show	that	87	per	cent	of	the	primary	caregivers	were	mothers,	
10 per cent grandmothers, 1 per cent aunts and a negligible 0.02 per cent were 
fathers	(Case	et	al.	2005:	472).	Mothers	of	children	for	whom	application	for	
the CSG was made were older than mothers of children for whom application 
was not made. 

an	analysis	of	SoCpen	data	in	March	2004	showed	that	92.5	per	cent	of	all	
primary caregivers were recorded as claiming on behalf of their own child 
or	children;	there	was	provincial	variation,	with	13	per	cent	in	the	northern	
Cape saying they were not the parent of the CSG child, compared to less than 
5	 per	 cent	 in	 limpopo,	 gauteng	 and	 the	 Western	 Cape	 (leatt	 2004:	 26).	
However,	 anomalies	 in	 the	 SoCpen	 national	 data	 on	 the	 relationship	 of	
the primary caregiver to the children receiving the CSG suggest that some 
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applicants	who	say	they	are	mothers,	are	in	fact	grandmothers	(for	example,	
they	could	be	the	45-year-old	mother	of	a	daughter	of	20	who	had	the	child).	
Also, in the last five years larger numbers of men have applied to be primary 
caregiver, still a tiny fraction of the total but nevertheless numbering some  
30	000	men,	nearly	all	of	whom	are	the	fathers.	With	regard	to	the	sex	of	CSg-
receiving children, the CSG goes to about the same number of girls as boys.

Targeting

The CSG was designed specifically to shift racially biased welfare spending 
towards children in very poor households, and towards rural areas. If we take 
race group and rurality as proxies for poverty, then the CSG is well targeted. 
an	analysis	of	the	national	2004	general	Household	Survey	(gHS)	data	set	
showed that 95 per cent of beneficiaries were African and that the grants went 
to	more	rural	than	urban	areas	(Budlender	&	Woolard	2006),	this	despite	the	
fact	 that	 populous	 urban	 gauteng	 was	 consuming	 more	 than	 its	 projected	
share	of	CSg.	The	data	collected	in	the	11	000	households	in	umkhanyakude	
has allowed a comparison of CSG-receiving with non-receiving households. 
parents’	level	of	education,	employment	status	and	households’	ownership	of	
a range of essential and luxury items were used to proxy for income, and the 
CSg	was	shown	to	be	very	well	targeted	to	poor	households	(Case	et	al.	2005).	
nearly	all	those	who	applied	for	the	CSg	got	it,	but	they	were	from	the	poorer	
households.	Wealthier	applicants,	who	might	be	expected	to	have	better	access	
to information about the grant and be better able to find the time and money 
to go and apply for it, were not bothering to apply.

Impact

It is too early to measure with any confidence what the lasting impact of 
the CSG will be. There have been other significant changes going on in 
CSG-receiving and other households that make it difficult to isolate the  
impact of the small CSG amount of money in the midst of the overall  
changing composition and fortunes of the poor households into which it  
goes. Some CSG children live in households where members receive other 
grants, and the levels of these have increased much more than the increase 
in	 the	CSg	since	 its	 introduction.	other	 sources	of	household	 income	may	
have changed, such as the numbers of people with employment. There is 
more	aIdS-related	ill	health,	with	consequences	for	the	amount	of	household	
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income	that	has	to	be	spent	on	health	services	and	funerals.	aIdS	is	also	likely	
to be affecting household membership itself. 

early	 studies	 have	 found	 a	 relationship	 between	 CSg	 receipt	 and	 school	
attendance	 rates.	 In	 umkhanyakude	 CSg	 receipt	 was	 associated	 with	 an 
8.1 percentage increase in school enrolment for six-year-olds, and a 
1.8	per	cent	increase	among	seven-year-olds	(Case	et	al.	2005:	479).	gHS	data	
show	that	 the	CSg	has	a	positive	effect	on	school	enrolment	(Budlender	&	
Woolard	2006).	Both	studies	note	 that	 this	 finding	 is	remarkable	given	that	
the CSG households are poorer and school attendance rates are already high. 

For	children	up	to	seven	years	old,	the	presence	of	the	biological	mother	was	
found	 to	 be	 the	 major	 and	 significant	 predictor	 of	 whether	 a	 child	 would	
receive	a	CSg	(Case	et	al.	2005).	using	the	same	data	set,	a	separate	analysis	
found that children’s school attendance was significantly negatively affected 
by	the	death	of	the	biological	mother	(Case	&	ardington	2004).	The	trend	in	
South Africa is that the older children are, the less likely they are to reside with 
one or both parents. It may be, then, that older cohorts of children may come 
to find it more difficult to get access to the CSG.

As described earlier, the CSG was somewhat notionally set at a level linked 
to the costs of feeding a child, and remained there for a number of years. 
It subsequently increased by at least inflation rates each year. The formula 
for setting the means-test threshold has not changed, however, so not only 
has the value eroded but larger numbers of poorer people are also excluded 
(Budlender	et	al.	2005).	There	is	an	urgent	need	for	research	about	the	actual	
costs of supporting children of different ages.

Notes
1	 The	divisive	 issue	of	 the	size	of	 the	‘fiscal	constraint’,	not	recorded	 in	the	report,	 is	

dealt with in Chapter 5.

2 The posting, in public places, of this information is an improvement on the past. 

previously,	applicants	would	go	to	social	security	offices	and	often	find	them	closed	at	

irregular	times.	only	after	waiting	in	a	queue	for	hours	could	one	get	the	information	

about what documentation one should have brought along in order to apply.
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Compromises and controversies

It is the nature of policy work that hard choices have to be made. In the best 
situation, policy developers would present a clear and comprehensive vision, 
and know there were sufficient budget and other resources to translate the 
vision over time into reality, unconstrained by competing needs from within 
the same or other sectors. The reality is constraints of time and of room to 
manoeuvre, and fierce competition with other needs. The vision gets modified 
in light of anticipation of what will get passed.

The Committee’s work contained compromises and the outcome of its work 
generated controversy. In this chapter I single out a few issues for special 
attention, issues that are at the heart of social policy. They are about losers 
and gainers, exclusion and inclusion, assessment of the likely budgetary room  
there is to move in, the role of the keepers of the purse relative to the role of 
those in sectors, and about consultation and negotiation with interest groups.

The phasing out of the State Maintenance Grant

Bringing a form of income maintenance to an end, and not replacing it with 
any concrete alternative, is bound to have negative consequences for recipients. 
This is especially so when unemployment rates are so high, when standards 
of education and training are relatively low, and when wages for the kinds of 
work which may be available to some SMG recipients are likewise very low.  
At that time the maximum amount of the SMG – the parent allocation and 
the child allocation for two children – was R700 a month, which was well 
above the wage rate for farm labour in the Western Cape, for example. The 
Report argued, in sociological and anthropological terms, that a benefit based 
on an outmoded model of family life, in the way that the SMG was based on 
the model of the nuclear family, had become inappropriate.

It was quite another matter, and one felt strongly and painfully by those 
Committee members who were familiar with the SMG system, to translate 
this into a policy recommendation that would directly disadvantage the 
group of some 400 000 vulnerable women and children receiving the grant. 
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In redistributive reforms, the usual assumption is that the distribution will go 
from the rich to the poor, or from the relatively well off to the poor. In South 
Africa, most sectors were being faced with the ‘width versus depth’ choice: 
how to switch from a few better-off people getting very good services, to many 
more poorer people getting at least some services. In this reform, a relatively 
few poor coloured and Indian people who had been racial minority groups, 
but who had been advantaged relative to the vast majority of Africans, would 
lose a direct benefit, while many more poorer people would receive a benefit. 
The recommendations fed into the racial insecurity being experienced by 
non-African black groups. They also dealt a severe blow to the group of poor 
women receiving the SMG who were already vulnerable, and who were meant 
to be included in new measures of protection. I battled with it at the time and 
have done ever since.

We had commissioned research to investigate what would happen if the 
maintenance grants were removed from coloured households. Even though 
the 1993 Project for Statistics on Living Standards and Development (PSLSD) 
survey had not captured adequate information on maintenance grants, it was 
estimated that about 64 000 SMGs were then being awarded in the Western 
Cape, representing about R40 million annually going to mostly coloured 
households. A calculation that ‘removed’ R40 million from the bottom five per 
capita income deciles meant that those in the very poorest households would 
receive negative incomes, and income would be seriously lowered in other 
poor households as well.

The research firm Datadesk was commissioned to do three studies in the 
Western Cape: in Ida’s Valley and Cloeteville in urban Stellenbosch; in 
Goedverwacht, which is rural but within commuting distance from a town; and 
in deep rural Zoar. There were very high income inequalities in all the areas, 
with 30 per cent of the Zoar households being below the HSL. In Zoar, SMG 
income was largely pooled and income was mostly handled by the maternal 
grandmother. The maintenance grants and other state transfers played an 
important role in keeping households above the HSL. About 45 per cent of 
households not receiving grants fell below the HSL, while the corresponding 
percentage for households receiving grants was 25 per cent. The dependence 
on state transfer income was clear:

By subtracting per capita transfer income from total per capita 
income, all the households without a salary income drop far below 
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the subsistence level, while 60% of households with at least one 
salary drops below the HSL. (Vorster et al. 1996: 14)

A number of human rights advocates put forward the view that taking away 
the SMG from existing beneficiaries could be unconstitutional. The welfare 
department took two legal opinions on this matter and were presented with 
two opposing views. The one legal firm sat on the fence, saying that it might 
be unconstitutional but that it was difficult to say. The other said that it was 
indeed difficult to say, but that it was likely that the Constitutional Court 
would support the spirit implicit in the Constitution of redressing apartheid’s 
inequalities, and that the court could be expected to support a position where 
a few might have to lose in order that far more, far poorer people would gain. 
Presumably the human rights groups were getting their own separate legal 
advice which accorded with this latter view, as the issue was not challenged 
in the Constitutional Court. A strategic choice of the Committee was to 
make the dire financial and social implications of the phase-out clear in the 
Report, and not to camouflage them with the rhetoric of self-help or social 
development. This point was misunderstood by many critics, who argued that 
the Committee’s failure to expand on the potential of developmental social 
welfare was due to its lack of appreciation of how important developmental 
social welfare was. 

A number of options for how to phase out the SMG were considered, 
though the modelling was severely constrained by the department’s lack of 
demographic data for beneficiaries, for example the ages of the mothers and 
children. A route which would have combined an element of mercy with the 
greatest administrative efficiency would have been to let recipients simply 
roll off the register as their children attained the 18-year age limit. We were 
informed that it would be politically unacceptable to let a measure which 
would continue to exclude African people survive for so long. 

The Report recommended a five-year phasing out, to coincide with the 
five-year phasing in of the new child benefit. once the Committee had 
dissolved and the recommendation went through the political process, it 
was alarming to witness the way in which the phasing out was handled, 
despite the fierce advocacy by Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi of the need for a 
gradualist approach. Some politicians at the highest levels wanted the SMG 
cut off immediately, in its entirety. A compromise was reached for a three-year 
phase-out, and this was later modified to four years. The amount received by 
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each beneficiary started being reduced by one-third in April 1998. By 2001 
the SMG, which had been part of the social security system for more than 
60 years, had disappeared.

one interesting option was considered briefly as an alternative to gradually 
decreasing the amount of the grant. This would have involved giving SMG 
beneficiaries the option of withdrawing all or part of the projected amount 
of their entitlement over three years, in payments of larger amounts. 
In other words, a person drawing an SMG of R500 a month would be due 
R18 000 over, say, three years. She would be able to receive all or part of this in 
a lump sum. This would either enable her to buy some form of security (such 
as a mortgage on a house), or it could be redeemed against some training 
or skills development of her choice. It was hoped that this might give some 
beneficiaries more of a chance of finding or creating their own employment. 
Administratively this would not have been too difficult to arrange. It may 
also have found some public acceptance, training being seen as an investment 
rather than a handout.

Leila Patel was enthusiastic, but others had reservations. With regard to the 
buying of training skills, the success of training schemes for employment 
hinges on their being directly and practically associated with the intended 
workplace. Many SMG mothers lived in rural areas where employment was 
scarce, or where they worked on commercial farms in semi-feudal conditions. 
Some thought there would be public concerns that giving large amounts of 
money at one time would be tantamount to ‘throwing it away’. others were 
concerned about the political risk attached to giving a substantial amount of 
money only to those relatively few who had benefited in the past. The idea of 
a lump-sum payment disappeared soon after it was raised. 

Research was commissioned early on by the welfare department to assess 
the effects of the phasing out of the SMG in the four provinces in which 
most were awarded. It showed, unsurprisingly, that many beneficiaries had 
not been well informed about the timing and extent of the phase-out, that 
many reported immediate financial hardship, and most said there had been 
no referral to other programmes (Vorster et al. 2000). I do not know of any 
other significant studies done on the effects of the demise of the SMG, and in 
particular its effects on patterns of childcare and what strategies beneficiaries 
used to replace the lost income.
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A universal benefit or a means-tested grant

Measures of social provision may be designed to go to all people in a certain 
category (all children, for example, or all elderly people), in which case they 
are called categorical or universal benefits, or they can be intended for only 
a certain fraction of that group. Targeting signifies the prioritising of certain 
groups or individuals to receive or to be excluded from certain interventions, 
and is supposed to ensure that, within a fixed budget, those most in need are 
likely to be served. It is driven by the idea of scarce resources, and underpinned 
by a mindset about ‘the deserving poor’.

There are two major concerns with targeting: one is to reach only a particular 
group, such as the poor, without leakage to others; the second is to reach all of 
the particular group. Cornia and Stewart (1995) point out that more energy 
is generally spent worrying about leakage to the better off, with not enough 
attention being paid to not reaching those who should be included. They 
suggest that there is a link between the two: that reducing leakage can raise 
the problem of exclusion of those who should be eligible. In societies of high 
income inequality this error is very serious and can be solved through more 
broadly based schemes, rather than narrowly targeted ones. 

Targeting obviously carries administrative costs. Grosh’s study of targeted 
programmes in developing countries was concerned mostly with the transfer 
of goods closely linked with the thing judged to be ‘deficient’ in beneficiaries, 
such as milk for the hungry, school for those without education, and iodine to 
people who are iodine deficient (Grosh 1994). At the time of the Committee 
few developing country studies on targeting dealt with cash transfers, probably 
simply because they were so rare. There has been a proliferation of studies 
since then evaluating the Latin American conditional cash transfer schemes. 

South Africa has had considerable and diverse experience with targeting of 
programmes:
•	 	In	 the	 most	 general	 way,	 many	 of	 the	 apartheid	 policies	 of	 health	 and	 

welfare and housing targeted, in a gross way, according to racial classification.
•	 	Geographic or regional targeting was integrated into the formula of the FFC 

for distribution of central government funds between the provinces – ‘the 
horizontal allocation’ – with the express intention of redressing the severe 
poverty found in some provinces, especially those which contained the 
former bantustans.
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•	 	Self-selection has been used in the design of some public works programmes, 
where the wage level is set so low that only the very poor participate, or the 
work is so menial that only women participate.

•	 	Age targeting has been used in primary school nutrition schemes.
•	 	Gender targeting has been integrated into a number of policies in an attempt 

to ensure that women are given access to programmes or opportunities. The 
KwaZulu-natal public works programme Zibambele, run by the provincial 
Department of Transport, is a good example of this. 

•	 	The	mechanism	for	ensuring	that	social	grants	in	South	Africa	reach	the	
poor has been to impose a means test on income and assets.

At the Itala Think Tank where the child support benefit decision was taken, 
the Itala Agreement (see Appendix 3a) reflects the fact that the Committee 
wanted a universal benefit that should not be means-tested but should go 
to all children within specified age limits. The arguments contributing to 
the decision for a universal benefit were logical and clear. The previous 
chapter gave evidence for the effectiveness of the other cash transfers, such 
as the pensions for elderly people. There were additional factors to do with 
solidarity and with administration. A universal benefit could contribute to  
the ‘First Call for Children’ campaign and to the national project for unity 
in ‘the rainbow nation’, sending out the message that all of South Africa’s 
children are important. It was this sentiment that led us to call the proposed 
scheme a ‘benefit’ rather than a ‘grant’. Very many South African children 
live in poverty. Trying to impose a means test would mean concentrating 
on excluding a few rather than on including as many as possible. Patterns 
of income distribution are such that one could reasonably conclude that for 
about 20 per cent or 30 per cent of caregivers, the amount of the benefit would 
be so low that they would not bother going through the application process. 
Those few benefits which were anticipated to be claimed by wealthier people 
could in principle be reclaimed through the revenue system.

A means test would severely tax the administrative capacity of the state and 
be very difficult to apply. Possibly the strongest argument against a means-
tested benefit was the difficulty of applying a test of means to households in 
which there are such fluid family arrangements. Whose means were going to 
be tested when one was trying to reach the child? Where a society combines 
high income inequality with poor administrative capacity, the problem of 
targeting through means testing is compounded. What test can be designed 
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to discriminate between those just below and just above the threshold? Sandy 
Liebenberg from the university of the Western Cape’s Community Law 
Centre summarised it well, at a later stage when it was thought that only 30 
per cent of children would be reached:  

…any attempt to design a mechanism to select only 30% of poor 
children is bound to encounter a number of insurmountable 
problems…(it) is destined to be arbitrary, unfair, and 
administratively impractical. The test developed should not 
artificially divide the poor. (Liebenberg 1997: 2)

There were limited discussions at the Itala Think Tank about what would 
happen if the benefit had to be means-tested. There was enough technical 
expertise present to know how difficult it would be to design a means test to 
include, say, only two-thirds or a half of children, when so many people are 
almost equally poor. We felt we should rather worry about the exclusion of  
the poorest and let a self-selection process take place. 

The apparent consensus at Itala about the universality of the benefit was 
weak and tenuous. As one participant said afterwards, ‘That part of the Itala 
Agreement didn’t even hold out until we got on the buses to leave Itala.’ An 
influential participant had felt that universality would not fly politically; it was 
too soon into the post-apartheid era to gain acceptance of a new benefit that 
would include white people. My approach, after some discussion, was that we 
should see if the idea of a new child benefit would float at all. We should try to 
win the battle to preserve the R1.2 billion allocation to welfare and then tackle 
the means testing later. In this way, the idea of universality could possibly 
be preserved and a benefit, no matter how small to begin with, could be the 
bridgehead to a more adequate system in future. 

A number of events happened which affected this decision. The South African 
rand started sliding dramatically in February of 1996. The government then 
formally announced its GEAR macroeconomic policy, which included the 
intention to cut government spending. Following Itala, we were advised 
that until the new Census results were announced, all new national policy 
proposals should be based on a population figure of 44 million, rather than 
the figure of 38 to 40 million with which we had been working. A large portion 
of this extra population would be young children in the age cohorts which we 
were concerned to reach. All of these factors tightened the constraints we were 
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working with, and the Report recommended that there would have to be some 
simple means testing. once again, the disposition of the Committee was to 
keep the budget allocation alive, even if it meant retreating one step further 
back again into a diminished scale of provision. 

The end of the battle for a universal rather than a means-tested scheme played 
itself out in the offices of the state legal advisers. I had tried to insist on the 
survival of the term ‘benefit’ in the new legislation, explaining that it was the 
result of a considered and purposeful policy choice. one of the legal advisers 
said, ‘I don’t know why you are insisting on the word “benefit”. This is just 
going to be another handout.’ I think that was my lowest moment in the entire 
policy process.

The resistance to universal benefits clearly has its roots in something other 
than arguments of logic or efficiency and, in this case, of affordability. 
Means testing stands for something deeply felt, about distinguishing between 
the different categories of people in poverty, the ‘deserving’ and the ‘non-
deserving’. on two occasions in the previous few years, two commissions of 
enquiry had explored retirement provision in South Africa. Both the Mouton 
Commission of 1993 and the Smith Committee of 1996, as well as researchers 
such as Van der Berg and Kruger (1995), argued strongly, on the basis of hard 
data, that it is inefficient to continue means testing the pension for elderly 
people, as so many elderly South Africans are so poor that they qualify, and 
those who aren’t have sufficient private provision and will exclude themselves. 
yet the means test, wasteful of the time and money of beneficiaries and of the 
administrative capacity of the government, has continued.

Alternatives to income testing

The Committee, aided by representatives from various nGos and international 
agencies, considered forms of means testing other than an income-based 
measure. Servaas van der Berg outlined in a memo (Van der Berg 1997), when 
the means test was first being planned, how difficult income and expenditure 
were to assess among the poor. The fiscal constraint was such that the focus 
was on the poorest quintile of households, plus on some towards the bottom 
of the second poorest quintile. In these households the regular wage makes 
up less than one-quarter of all income, and less than one-fifth of households 
have a regular wage as main income source. More than three-quarters of the 
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households in the bottom quintile are rural, and rural income sources are very 
difficult to determine. Remittances are one important component of many 
rural households’ incomes, but are difficult to assess reliably. Finally, measuring 
expenditure rather than income is known to give a more dependable estimate 
of a household’s economic status, but it is tedious and time consuming to do 
this accurately and comprehensively in a household interview.

What other options were there? Some countries use social workers to do 
home visits to assess poverty levels. The difficulties with this method are clear, 
however: 

The most obvious, intrusive, and expensive way to target programs 
is to use social workers to classify households by their per capita 
incomes or to identify other characteristics that might qualify 
them for assistance. (Pfefferman & Griffin 1989: 4)

South Africa’s size, the uneven settlement patterns, and the lack of social service 
personnel, moreover, make the use of such a method especially unrealistic. 
Some who attended the Itala Think Tank and subsequent workshops on 
targeting, and some people in the Department of Finance, wished to pursue 
the idea of geographic targeting. In its broadest form, this would have meant 
targeting by province; at its narrowest, it would have meant by magisterial 
district. I argued that one cannot impose geographic targeting on something 
defined in legislation as an individual entitlement. Some magisterial districts 
are consistently poorer than others on a variety of indicators of wealth and 
well-being. There is steep income differentiation within rural areas, with 
wealthier households interspersed with very poor ones. Access to public 
works programmes, in comparison, is not an entitlement in South Africa 
(such as it is in India’s national Rural Employment Guarantee Act of 2005). 
A programme may be intentionally located in particularly poor areas, with 
targeting mechanisms such as wage rates or gender quotas being set in order 
to attract particular vulnerable groups. In so far as the right of access to 
social security is guaranteed in the Constitution, however, one should not be 
excluded because of where one lives. 

In a further attempt to avoid income testing, the CSGTT investigated using 
health indicators to identify CSG beneficiaries. A workshop held as part of 
this process included local and international practitioners and academics who 
combined health knowledge with an interest in child support. I put forward 
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a ‘minimalist position’ to start out with: would it be possible to target based 
on a few easily measurable health indicators and nothing else, and then build 
levels of complexity from there? At the beginning of the workshop I noted:

We must make the distinction between what would be a good 
predictor of vulnerability, and what would be a feasible indicator 
to be used in deciding on the award of a cash or other type of 
benefit. (CSGTT 1997: 9)

We knew that stunting in young children was related to wealth levels 
(RDP 1995). The health experts were concerned about the most vulnerable 
30 per cent or even 20 per cent of children, well in line with the 30 per cent 
coverage being considered for the CSG at that time. nutritional indicators 
would be good for identifying children at risk. Low birth weight is a good 
predictor that a child will be at risk later on. It is useful as a monitoring 
device and is easily and routinely collected at clinics. There was the suggestion 
that the vulnerable status of a younger child might be a good indicator for 
vulnerability of older children as well. However, concern was expressed on a 
number of grounds. Many children born with adequate weights are poor and 
about 5 per cent of the ‘normal’ population are low weight at birth, as low 
birth weight can be caused by factors other than poverty, such as a mother 
smoking during pregnancy. Further, using nutritional indicators would be a 
remedial rather than a preventive mechanism; it would reach children who 
were already nutritionally compromised. Also, health personnel would want a 
behaviour-related intervention, not necessarily a cash transfer. Some expressed 
concerns about the incentive effects of the grants. Workshop proceedings 
reflect a participant noting the inconsistency between ‘taking responsibility 
for your child’ and ‘getting a grant’: 

our health messages are going out saying, ‘Take responsibility 
for your child’, and then the child is awarded a grant. Is there 
an incentive issue which requires resolution, if there is an 
empirical likelihood of there being a behavioural change, which is 
inconsistent with the objectives of the grant? (CSGTT 1997: 17)

The most serious disadvantages of using nutritional indicators, however, were 
first that the very poorest children are those most likely not to get to clinics at all, 
and may therefore be excluded. Second, and perhaps most seriously, a unICEF 
participant pointed out that many caregivers work very hard to keep a child 
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above the norm of height for age. Though poor, they take children to clinics, get 
them immunised, keep Road to Health Cards, and do what they can to ensure 
that younger children get access to scarce household food. By being excluded 
from the CSG, they would then in effect be penalised for this behaviour.

one of the important lessons of this workshop was about not using an 
indicator of vulnerability as a targeting mechanism. Simply put, if the logic of 
a cash transfer is that cash is a binding constraint to the well-being of the child, 
and if the transfer is to be means tested, then test for the presence of cash. 

Accepting a ‘fiscal constraint’ 

The AnC government came to power with a vast majority, on a platform 
which promised much in the way of provision of basic services and with a 
commitment to overcoming the racial inequalities which shot through every 
aspect of life in South Africa. The redistributive rhetoric of the RDP rapidly 
sank below the surface, reappearing in diluted form in the austere GEAR 
macroeconomic policy. In an early meeting (April 1996) with Alec Erwin, 
then deputy minister of finance, I was advised to take the existence of the 
fiscal constraint seriously and to ‘redistribute within the existing envelope’. 
He warned that any recommendation for policy reform that did not take this 
seriously would itself not be taken seriously.

Why did the Committee choose to work more or less within this constraint? 
As mentioned before, the Report was a document that had to travel a political 
road. It deftly sidesteps a direct answer to this question, simply stating: ‘There 
was little fiscal room for manoeuvre’ (RSA 1996: 3).

In the Committee, we were divided in perceptions as to the size of the fiscal 
constraint, and as to how much more we could expect in addition to the 
R1.2 billion already going to the SMG. Some, moreover, felt that more 
resources should be diverted to the social services in general, rather than 
specifically to social assistance. Some were opposed to the proposed level of 
the CSG at introduction, and to the limited ages of eligible children, and felt 
that we should not behave so conservatively. Where one pegged the likely fiscal 
constraint which would be imposed depended in part on how far one thought 
the government would be able to deliver on its promises in other areas, and on 
how optimistic one was about the prospects for the future rate of economic 
growth. I was alarmed at the rapid reneging by the new government on 
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commitments and sceptical about the likelihood of success of other poverty 
eradication programmes (perhaps especially those administered by the 
welfare department). A combination of factors led the Committee to take the 
position of saying, ‘Let us get something through, more or less “within the 
existing envelope”, and then argue for progressive increases from there.’

Campaigning and protest from nGos, CBos and trade unions started as soon 
as the recommendations of the Report were made public. The controversy  
in welfare and human rights organisations first focused on what existing 
SMG beneficiaries would lose. The newsletters and journals of human rights  
organisations had headlines such as ‘Redistributing poverty is no way to 
equality’, ‘Minister dashes hopes of children’, ‘Child welfare reforms: equity  
with a vengeance’ and the cynical head in an IDASA newsletter, ‘Lund 
Committee uses race card to justify cuts in entitlements’.

CoSATu, in its oral submission to the hearings called by the portfolio 
committee, focused on the narrow interpretation of the fiscal constraint, and 
its point of view came to be shared by many other civil society organisations:

The Lund Committee’s recommendations are over-zealous in their 
attempt to squeeze the new system of child and family support to 
fit into the constrained fiscal environment. (CoSATu 1997: 2)

My personal view of accepting working within tight budget limits was an 
appreciation that the government was juggling with objectively important 
competitors for fiscal allocations which would impact on poverty, such as 
attempting to reduce backlogs in housing and introducing free primary 
healthcare. I think that the Committee was keeping a steady eye on competing 
needs in other fields, and on other services that would make a difference to 
the health, welfare and security of women and children. The social assistance 
budget had increased rapidly in the years prior to 1994. We were not yet 
fighting narrowly for a specific sector and rather wanted to see, and respond 
to, the development challenge holistically. Depending on one’s perspective, 
one could see this either as a sign of naivety or of insisting on a broader 
development vision.

There is an echo here for me of a meeting held early in the 1990s in Mexico, 
designed for the likely future AnC leaders in the health sector to learn about 
how to effect major transformations in the health system in South Africa. 
Specially invited mentors were the present or former ministers of health from 
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the Philippines, Mexico and nigeria, all of whom had been responsible for 
delivering affordable primary healthcare by new governments at times of 
political crisis or transition. I was invited to be part of the South African group 
and was tagged as ‘independent, multidisciplinary and cross-sectoral’, a truly 
useful handle! Some of the South African health leaders were holding out for 
a balanced view about which of the many competing services might best have 
an impact on the health of rural people: was it water, or electrification, or a 
primary healthcare service itself? This position was quite incomprehensible 
to the international experts and advisers whom we were there to learn from, 
including people from the World Health organisation, the World Bank, and 
the health ministers and their advisers. They were all – had the experience of 
politics made them thus? – seasoned advocates and competitors for resources 
for their sector only. 

Following Cabinet acceptance of the idea of the CSG, there were protracted 
debates within and around the parliamentary portfolio committee about how 
to peg the level of the grant. What was ‘affordable’ depended partly on how 
much economic growth was anticipated over the five-to-eight-year period. 
I advanced the position, strongly, that we should not build the design of a 
long-term entitlement on a present hope about future growth. A person of 
the opposing view despairingly said, ‘But we have to believe that something 
will change for the better.’

In retrospect, I can see that it was not apparent at that early stage just how 
conservative GEAR would come to be. When introduced, it differed in 
some fairly fundamental respects from the typical structural adjustment 
programmes: the policy for redistribution of land was intact (though slow 
in implementation); social spending was not substantially cut in the first or 
even later GEAR budgets; no user fees were introduced to the free primary 
healthcare service; and no attempt was made immediately to cut the size of the 
civil service. The overall inadequacy of GEAR, especially its complete inability 
to create employment and forecast job loss, soon became clear. However, I 
feel that it is too simplistic to suggest, as some have done, that GEAR ‘caused’ 
the problem faced by the Committee, or that the phasing out of the SMG 
and the introduction of the CSG were the first ‘neo-liberal case study’ of a 
GEAR-influenced social policy. Certainly, GEAR influenced the level at which 
the new grant was set, but my view is that it only made an already difficult 
problem somewhat worse. Even a progressive macroeconomic policy would 
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not have made the equalising upwards of the SMG an affordable proposition, 
nor solved the embedded problem of changed family structures. In a different 
climate, the SMG may have been phased out in a more merciful way – this 
would need a gendered analysis and interpretation of how the senior (and 
mainly male) politicians took such a harsh approach, rather than making 
GEAR itself the main culprit behind this particular policy reform. 

A serious issue concerning the relationship between social policy on the one 
hand, and fiscal and economic policy on the other, has to do with the arrogant 
and indeed high-handed manner in which some within the Department of 
Finance and State Expenditure (now the Treasury) acted. Two incidents reflect 
this and were possibly warning signals about how conservative dispositions 
were deeply wired into the fiscal bureaucracy early on, and how GEAR 
formalised into official policy a disposition that was already in government. 
In 1997, while the CSGTT was doing its work of designing implementation 
of the CSG, I went to a workshop held by Finance and State Expenditure and 
attended by about 150 officials from and advisers to national and provincial 
departments. The objective of the workshop was to teach participants about 
the purpose and procedures of the Medium Term Expenditure Framework 
(MTEF), a signally important post-apartheid intervention in trying to achieve 
fiscally accountable government. A chief director from Finance and State 
Expenditure opened the meeting with that morning’s news: preliminary 
Census results revealed that there were now 3 million fewer South Africans 
than the 44 million whom policy-makers had been basing their policies and 
planning on. My response and that of others was, ‘What a relief! now we can 
work out how to do more with the budgets we have already asked for.’ The 
chief director’s words were, ‘That means you can all start working out how 
to cut back on the resources you have asked for.’ This was, for me, a shocking 
re-vision of what the ‘new’ South Africa was supposed to stand for.

In a second incident, the CSGTT had to go through the CSG budget 
projections with officials from Finance and State Expenditure, to confirm 
that we were working with accurate demographic and fiscal projections. 
This is a normal and entirely proper procedure. In the meeting, however, 
a senior official expressed his view that the Committee had come up with, 
and by implication therefore that Cabinet had accepted, the wrong welfare 
policy. He said that rather than the idea of a cash benefit, we should have 
recommended a food voucher programme, and that he was seeking to delay 
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the implementation of the CSG. Is my view entirely antiquated, that after 
Parliament passes policies, the job of the Treasury should be a technical one, 
to see that the policy is within reasonable financial bounds? This dominance 
of Treasury was clear in an earlier MInMEC meeting. A policy item was being 
discussed which had major political and budgetary implications. The then 
minister Abe Williams said, ‘I will have to go and discuss this with my boss.’ 
I naively thought he was referring to President Mandela, whereas he meant the 
finance minister. As an experienced politician, he clearly understood the rules 
of ‘the business of government’.

Alternative sources of finance

At various stages, suggestions were put forward as to possible additional 
sources of financing. They are worth recording because they repeatedly arise 
in policy discussions, in welfare and in other sectors. They were: redistributing 
within the existing budget allocation, in this case diverting some part of 
the old Age Pension (oAP) towards child support; savings from better 
management of existing social assistance; advocating for proceeds from the 
new state lottery to go to the new benefit; and reviewing the system of or 
increasing Value Added Tax (VAT).

First, with regard to diverting some of the pension for elderly people, Table 1.2 
in Chapter 1 indicates how at that time the elderly received the major portion 
of state social assistance (about two-thirds), followed by people with disabilities 
(about a quarter), with the remainder being awarded to children and families. 
It may seem anomalous that a country which has so many younger people, 
and relatively few older people, should apportion its priorities in this way. 
In a policy climate of fiscal constraint, if one is trying to identify additional 
resources to make a reform worthwhile, why not consider shifting part of the 
budget which goes to elderly people towards child support?1 Why does the state 
not follow its ‘First Call for Children’ with an action that could fairly easily, in 
an administrative sense, redistribute income over the life cycle of households?

It may have been reasonable to consider diverting some part of the oAP to 
child support if it were a trade-off for either of two things: if it meant dropping 
the means test for the CSG, or if it meant being able to raise the proportion 
of children reached to, say, 60 per cent and then letting a combination of 
self-selection and taxation take care of the rest. However, Finance and State 
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Expenditure were giving messages which provoked a defensive reaction about 
the whole of social security. My fear was that if they got any signal that there 
was room to reduce the oAP for any reason, they may have bitten into this 
safety net with sharp teeth and not agreed to divert these savings to the CSG. 

Second, there were possible sources of finance within social assistance. 
It was clear that some savings could be made through better accounting, 
management and budgeting; through efforts to stem the fraud and corruption; 
and, of course, through the savings which would come through phasing out 
the SMG. All of these would be once-off savings, not recurrent, but would 
have enabled the new reform to start with a higher amount and with a more 
positive outlook. It could have bought time until GEAR delivered the hoped-
for economic growth. once again, the signals being sent out by Finance and 
State Expenditure were wrong: they were stingy and punitive. on the one 
hand, they were trying to encourage better management practice through, 
especially, the training going into the MTEF, which was extremely important 
work. on the other, they offered no incentives to those who tried to save.  
A crucial incentive to better management is discretion or authority over how 
to use dividends from better performance. yet something as simple and direct 
as a request to isolate (‘ring-fence’) the unspent amount of the SMG being 
phased out, for specific CSG or child support purposes, was refused. 

Third, in the policy work about transition, once people realised that the defence 
budget was not going to be ‘the magic bullet’, the seemingly limitless source of 
funds for redistributive programmes, many hoped that the lottery introduced 
by the new government would be an alternative source of substantial funds for 
new social programmes. The apartheid government had never allowed lotteries, 
based on a Calvinist aversion to gambling and other games of luck. The new 
government moved fast to introduce lotteries, but these were never taken 
seriously by the Committee as a way of funding social assistance. I personally 
thought there was something distasteful about using a game of chance as the 
appropriate source of funding for a continuous programme striving to assist 
households to care for children better and more securely. one should not run 
entitlements off lotteries, I thought. This of course may sound a bit prim, and 
not too far from the Calvinist position itself! 

Finally, VAT was introduced in 1991, replacing the General Sales Tax, amid 
fierce opposition from civil society and from the unions particularly, as VAT 
would be so regressive. The government said explicitly that VAT’s negative 
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effects on the poor should be compensated for by improved allocations 
through state pensions and grants and through targeted subsidies. Certain 
essential foodstuffs were indeed zero-rated for VAT, and the revenue lost 
through this zero rating was estimated at R2.56 billion in the 1994/95 
financial year. The zero rating had a fairly minimal impact on poverty, 
however (Alderman & nino 1997).

The Katz Commission on taxation, and a nutrition committee of the 
Department of Health, concurred that poverty relief was not being addressed 
sufficiently through the tax system, that social grants and pensions should be 
extended to include households missed by present grants, and that the list of 
zero-rated items should be reviewed. The nutrition committee specifically 
wanted a shift away from VAT exemptions to nutrition and poverty alleviation 
programmes. A nutritionist who had been centrally involved in the formulation 
of nutrition policy suggested to the CSGTT in July 1997: 

Government has made substantial progress in strengthening 
the social security system. The proposed child support benefit 
represents a significant opportunity to reach vulnerable children 
with a targeted benefit. Highly restrictive targeting will however be 
counter-productive, since it will be administratively cumbersome 
and difficult to implement, and therefore less likely to reach those 
in greatest need. Extending this benefit to…approximately 60% 
of children, rather than the current proposal of 30%…is being 
proposed. one way of obtaining the additional revenue required 
would be to phase out the zero rating on certain foods over time 
as the child support benefit is phased in. (McLachlan 1997: 3)

She recommended that an analysis should be conducted of the economic 
implications of this suggestion, as well as a process of public consultation 
about this trade-off. The CSGTT was never able to take this suggestion up, 
given the pace at which the CSG was being prepared for implementation.

Thus the Committee worked within ‘the fiscal constraint’. I imagine that all 
Committee members have, like myself, questioned first, as a personal ethical 
issue, whether we should have accepted working within or imposing on 
ourselves such strict fiscal limits, and second, as a strategic issue, how much 
further we could have gone in placing higher demands on the size of welfare’s 
fiscal envelope. 
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As it happened, a number of events then served to increase the CSG budget 
allocation. First, in the process of going through the preliminary rounds of 
modelling with the FFC, the R70 per month was increased to R75. Second, 
also through the FFC channel, the ambiguity around what ‘0–6’ meant was 
resolved. Cabinet had decided on the ages 0–6, and through the FFC this 
came to mean through to the child’s seventh birthday. Third, and critically 
important in terms of the amount involved, nGos and some academics 
worked actively with the parliamentary portfolio welfare committee to try 
and develop options which would increase the level of the grant, as well as 
coverage. After a serious confrontation with the minister, she agreed to raise 
the level of the CSG to R100 per month; an account of this process is given 
in Camay and Gordon (2000). Fourth, the CSGTT was modelling projected 
take-up rates closely within the limits set by Finance. Fairly late in the process 
a directive was received from Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi: the team had to 
increase the numbers of children to be reached to three million and speed up 
the take-up rate.

The outcome of all these events together was that the CSG was introduced with 
a budget projection of R5 billion at maturity, more than four times the size 
of the R1.2-billion allocation that was being made to the SMG at the time the 
Committee did its work. Conceptually and strategically, the process also kept 
alive the idea of a direct role for the state in poverty alleviation. The South African 
CSG has increasingly come to be used as a case study in the new international 
campaigns for cash transfers to be introduced in poorer countries.

The participation of civil society in policy reform

The building and consolidation of democracy is a time-consuming process. 
Participation in policy reform, where interest groups can learn about and bring 
their expertise to bear on the design of programmes and participate in the hard 
choices about the allocation of resources, is curtailed when time is limited. For 
the Committee it meant making short cuts in consultation and negotiation.

Scholars of countries undergoing dual transitions, that is, attempting both 
political and economic reforms simultaneously, hold that a central tension 
in the management of reform is achieving the balance between driving 
reforms through, and allowing new interest groups to have their voices heard 
and to be included in policy formation (see for example Pereira et al. 1993).  
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As tensions deepen, there may be a tendency for powers over decision-
making to be centralised in the executive, marginalising the more general 
parliamentary assembly. This tendency must surely be exacerbated when 
a new government, with so little experience in governing, tries both to 
consolidate its power and to effect reforms which will be to the disadvantage 
of one fraction of the already dissatisfied population. In this case study, the 
tension played itself out within the government, between the Cabinet and the 
lower house of Parliament (the House of Assembly), and within the organised 
extra-parliamentary arena. 

In order to understand the extent of the outraged response to the lack of 
consultation, we need to step back a bit to the overall context of changing 
welfare policy. During the 1980s the former government had twice attempted 
to introduce a ‘new welfare policy’, in both instances completely out of 
step with the sector itself and with the overall intensification of political 
struggle. Developed with no consultation with those in the sector, the policies 
intended to continue with racially separated services, wanted to introduce an 
unthought-through policy of privatisation, and were oblivious to how state 
repression was impacting on the welfare field. opposition resulted in the 
formation and strengthening of new pacts and alliances in different regions, 
one outcome of which was the formation of the national Welfare, Social 
Service and Development Forum (‘the welfare forum’). It was launched at a 
Welfare Summit in September 1994 and held its first meeting in october 1994. 
It comprised delegates from the 14 (soon to be restructured into 9) regional 
welfare forums, as well as religious, professional and civics groupings, trade 
unions and consumer organisations, and the welfare department. Most other 
sectors had their forums in place before the 1994 elections, and the forums 
had been used primarily to put a brake on unilateral restructuring by the 
government in the years leading up to the election, and to start formulating 
new policy directions. The welfare forum was relatively late in emerging, but 
it was critically important in the White Paper process and in connecting the 
government with civil society organisations.

Different ministries chose different processes for developing their new 
policies. The aspect of interest here is the extent to which interest groups are 
involved, and at which stages in the process. Ministries had to manage the 
tension between getting a policy through speedily so that delivery of new 
services could start to happen, and enabling participation, which necessarily 
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slowed things down. They had to do this at the same time as restructuring the 
bureaucracy, managing the old guard, recruiting for new appointments and 
attempting not to interrupt existing service delivery.

A useful comparison can be made between the Department of Water Affairs 
and Forestry (DWAF) and that of welfare. The DWAF ministry appears to 
have engaged in little consultation, though it worked in collaboration with 
one major water sector nGo, Mvula Trust. Minister Kader Asmal used his 
advisers and consultants to formulate the White Paper, one of the first to 
be tabled and publicised. It stood out, relative to other White Papers, for 
its commitment to concrete targets and time frames for delivery. It also 
committed to a direction that would require community participation in 
delivery. The leadership of DWAF was in effect saying, ‘The broad national 
project leads us to say confidently that this is the way to go for a policy that is 
equitable and affordable. We will override interest groups (such as commercial 
farmers) who may disagree.’ 

The welfare White Paper process was very different. Following the elections, 
most provinces had set up Strategic Management Teams (SMTs) to restructure 
welfare services. SMTs included people from the private sector and from 
civil society organisations such as the forums. For a while they were a good 
example of Schmitter’s idea of concertation, where interest groups:

…become incorporated within the policy process as recognised, 
indispensable negotiators…and are made co-responsible for the 
implementation of policy decisions…(Schmitter 1982: 263) 

Informed by the provincial SMT experiences, the national welfare department 
established a national Strategic Management Committee (nSMC) to oversee 
restructuring. The development of the White Paper began in January 1995, 
and was officially launched with a discussion paper in February 1995. It 
strongly emphasised the participation of interest groups. The welfare forum 
had representatives on all of the 32 technical committees and the chair of 
the forum was on the nSMC itself. Submissions were called for publicly 
and the process for consultation advertised extensively (though, as always, 
at short notice). Based on the work of the technical committees and on the 
submissions, a draft discussion document was drawn up and circulated. 
A national Consultative Conference was held in Bloemfontein in June 1995, 
attended by some 500 delegates from national and provincial departments and 
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from nearly 200 welfare organisations.2 Delegates went to the conference with 
specific mandates from their constituencies, and the conference in turn gave 
the mandate to the department to accept the discussion document, ‘Towards 
a new welfare policy and strategy for South Africa’, as constituting the basis 
for a White Paper. After the discussion paper was gazetted in november 1995, 
further submissions were received and a Green Paper was developed. Towards 
the end of 1996, the parliamentary portfolio committee for welfare held public 
hearings for two days. The White Paper was finally published early in 1997. 

This welfare policy process has been feted as having been broadly inclusive 
(though part of the organised youth sector felt excluded). It must have been 
assumed that even by inviting all stakeholders into the process, consensus 
could be managed and conflicts resolved. It has been criticised, however, 
for being strong on rhetoric and principle, but weak on concrete targets for 
restructuring and delivery compared, say, to the DWAF water policy described 
earlier. The absence of specific strategies and targets can at least in part be 
explained by the fact that minister Abe Williams disallowed specific targets 
to be set. 

The welfare White Paper process thus created the expectation that participation 
would be taken seriously, and that there would be consultation over further 
major policy decisions. The initial proposal (see Appendix 1 in this book) for 
the work of the Lund Committee had been for a one-year consultative process, 
involving extensive work at the provincial level, with the participation of 
organisations of civil society. The Committee accepted MInMEC’s instruction 
to work within a six-month time frame and, in so doing, accepted that there 
would not be effective consultation processes, let alone time to build the 
national consensus suggested in the initial proposal. Why was this time frame 
imposed on the work? Why did we accept it? And what were the consequences, 
for participatory policy development, of accepting it?

At the simplest level was the constitutional requirement for equality. When the 
Committee was established there was a general commitment to implementing 
policies that were in line with the Constitution, and this set the basis for equitable 
provision of South Africa’s resources. The racial maldistribution of the SMG 
was unacceptable and there was a sense of urgency about introducing reforms 
rapidly. I noted earlier that most of the nine provincial MECs were medical 
doctors, holding a joint health and welfare portfolio. They had to introduce free 
healthcare with very limited additional resources. The health department was 
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confronting difficult and controversial policy issues: anti-tobacco legislation, 
reform of medical aids, abortion legislation and HIV/AIDS, to name the most 
pressing. A few MECs were sympathetic to the SMG and to the issue of support 
for women and children. The majority, however, wanted to get rid of the 
SMG altogether, and rapidly. one can imagine that, compared with the other 
problems they faced, they thought it reasonable to expect a committee such as 
ours to come up with a reformed policy in half a year, though they too would 
have known that this would not allow for broad participation.

There was a political and administrative reason for the short time given to 
the Committee. The SMG was either not being administered in most of the 
welfare administrations serving African people, especially in the bantustan 
administrations, or it was going to very few people in those areas. With the 
passing of time, increasing numbers of people would make application and 
the state would get locked into long-term commitments. Already, delays in the 
amendments to the Social Assistance Act 59 of 1992 had resulted in thousands 
of unprocessed applications. one can easily enough imagine the extent of 
the political problem being faced by the AnC and the welfare minister, who 
was from the nP. In the Western Cape the coloured population provided a 
large and critically important part of the support base of the majority nP. 
Coloured women in the Western Cape would be most seriously affected by the 
phasing out of the SMG, followed by Indian women in KwaZulu-natal. It is 
probable that the AnC at senior level decided to weather the storm and drive a 
reform through. 

I took a clear position that, given that the idea of a fully consultative process 
had been rejected, the Report should go into the public domain as soon as 
possible after completion, so that it could be discussed at that stage. The 
Committee accepted the time constraint and, furthermore, did not resort to 
the well-known tactic of asking for more time once the work was halfway 
through. The minor delay in presenting recommendations was caused by 
the Cabinet reshuffle following the collapse of the Gnu, which also caused 
postponements of MInMEC meetings. We were given a one-month extension, 
to the end of July 1996.

Inevitably, there were casualties from working at this pace and in this manner, 
and I think that the legitimacy of the government was the main loser. As 
described elsewhere, during the course of our work visits to each province were 
undertaken and meetings were held with provincial officials and with nGos.  
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These were whirlwind affairs, where my main purpose was to convey what 
policy recommendations were likely to be, to gauge the climate for change 
within provincial departments, and to let nGo and CBo organisations 
know about possibilities for participation later in the process. These meetings 
were of value for sharing information. However, in so far as meaningful 
consultation should offer an opportunity for different parties to engage in 
authentic debate, with the possibility of altering substantially the direction of 
policy reform, these provincial visits were obviously wholly inadequate. 

When the Report was made public, the initial protests from extra-parliamentary 
groups focused on the proposed phase-out of the SMG. The groups opposed 
to the dismantling of the old system correctly pointed out, as did the Report, 
the disruption that would be caused as thousands of women lost a main 
source of household income. over the months the protest turned to rage at 
the process of the reform, in particular the lack of consultation during the 
Committee’s work, and thereafter the unwillingness of the welfare minister 
to negotiate about the recommendations. Many felt a sense of bitter betrayal. 
The welfare White Paper process had drawn private welfare and civil society 
organisations into a relationship with the government in policy formulation 
where the climate (if not the reality) was that it was an equal partnership. 
Poorly resourced organisations had committed valuable and scarce time 
and energy to this process. now, within months, they felt they were being 
discounted and ignored.

A phase of participation took place when, through the parliamentary portfolio 
committee for welfare, public hearings to discuss the recommendations were 
called in national Parliament, in the northern Province (now Limpopo) and in 
the Eastern Cape, where numbers of organisations made their concerns known. 
An analysis of the organisations that made submissions, and that steered the 
publicity campaign in the media, shows that the majority of the agencies were 
urban, though there were significant submissions from organisations working 
with farm workers. This is unsurprising because other parts of the country, 
especially the deep rural areas which the new CSG was designed to reach, were 
not having anything taken away – very few SMGs had been administered there, 
which was precisely the problem. There were complaints from all these areas 
that the level of the new CSG was not high enough.

A specific grievance of the nGos was that the minister had made them an 
undertaking that further proposals about the size of the benefit, and about 
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means testing, would be placed before the welfare portfolio committee, 
to which the nGos have access (Black Sash 1996). However, the portfolio 
committee was marginalised in the decision-making about this policy. Despite 
reports to the contrary in the media and in other policy analyses, this was 
not because it was consciously ignored by the Lund Committee itself. The 
portfolio committee was informed in March 1996, within three weeks of the 
Lund Committee’s first meeting, about the enquiry, and two presentations 
were made to the portfolio committee and to caucuses. However, by the 
time the Report was presented to the portfolio committee, with its final and 
concrete recommendations, the Cabinet social cluster had already made its 
major decisions.

The turbulent parliamentary environment at the time must be taken into 
account. The first planned presentation to the portfolio committee had to be 
postponed in the week of 23 April 1996, as all parliamentary meetings were 
cancelled in order to allow full attendance at the Constitutional Assembly for 
the finalisation of the new Constitution. Then, at the later presentation, key 
members of the portfolio committee, and specifically women with extensive 
welfare experience, were absent because of an important visit of solidarity 
from a political delegation from the Philippines, including that country’s 
president, Corrie Aquino. In the absence of these members, the majority 
of responses to the idea of opting for a new cash transfer for children were 
extremely conservative, so much so that I was seriously taken aback. Some 
strong leaders in the AnC, mostly older women with long political histories, 
were concerned that giving cash transfers would detract from the building of 
voluntary organisations; others expressed the fear that this form of support 
might contribute to teenage pregnancy and higher fertility rates. one person 
from the nP felt that we should rather promote cottage industries and sewing 
groups. There was little support for, and some strongly expressed resistance 
against, the idea of a cash transfer at this early meeting. 

The portfolio committee strengthened in the period between our first and last 
presentations. Agendas were tighter and better prepared, proper procedures 
were in place, and it came to be ably chaired by Cas Saloojee, MP. Decisions 
about the child support and maintenance reforms, however, were being made 
at the level of Cabinet Executive, and were presented to this committee of the 
House of Assembly more or less as an accomplished fact. This was discomfiting 
to parliamentarians themselves, as well as to the extra-parliamentary groups 
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that worked through the portfolio committee as one site for advocacy.  
A spokesperson for the Black Sash, Alison Tilley, was actively involved in 
debates around the CSG. In a Black Sash document she reflects on her 
organisation’s experience in trying to assist the portfolio committee to engage 
with the Lund Committee recommendations. She compares the situation 
in 1994, immediately after the election when the Sash had been constantly 
called on to make submissions to committees, with her experience in trying 
to engage on the child support reform in mid-1997:

our experience is that opportunities for advancing social justice in 
the context of Parliament are no longer frequent. Parliament is no 
longer the only place, and perhaps not even the most important 
place, at which to target advocacy. (Tilley 1997: 11)

A further critical statement came from IDASA’s Conrad Barberton, who 
captures the point that it was crucially important to develop appropriate 
patterns of consultation in this early policy period; this reform process was 
a test case of the government’s new approach to both the content and the 
process of policy reform. Regarding the process, he states:

The debate around the Lund proposals is a watershed. Civil society 
is currently engaging government vigorously in ensuring that it 
prioritises social security for children properly. In doing so it is 
seeking to establish suitable channels to influence the real content 
of policies, which will be useful both now and in future when 
other issues arise. At present, consultation is being treated by the 
welfare minister, and by government generally, as a sop to legitimise 
predetermined policies. This is contrary to the spirit of participatory 
democracy we are seeking to establish. (IDASA 1997: 2)

Thus significant damage was done, soon after the democratic election, to the 
belief of civil society organisations in the merit of working in partnership 
with the new government. At the same time, the campaign organised by 
nGos against the low level of the grant did result in a substantial increase 
in the amount of the CSG, and this has been interpreted as an early victory 
for civic organisation (Camay & Gordon 2000). Later there were renewed 
constructive links between nGos and the government. As noted in Chapter 4,  
the Community Law Centre at the university of the Western Cape staged a 
workshop to clarify the implications of the concept of ‘primary caregiver’, 
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which was enormously helpful to the CSGTT. It directly strengthened the task 
team’s hand in their meetings with the state legal advisers who were taking 
a narrow and conservative view of family life. nGos participated also in 
workshops on targeting, on means testing, on possibilities for their own role 
in assisting with the delivery of the CSG, including developing administrative 
benchmarks for fair implementation of the CSG.

Many of the research units and advocacy organisations have subsequently 
developed strength in their position as independent watchdogs over the 
government. organisations such as the Centre for Applied Legal Studies at 
the university of the Witwatersrand, the Children’s Institute at the university 
of Cape Town, the Community Agency for Social Enquiry, the Black Sash, 
and the Alliance for Children’s Entitlement to Social Security, which is the 
network for the protection of children’s rights, have taken responsibility for 
monitoring the take-up of the CSG (see for example Goldblatt et al. 2006; 
Leatt 2004, 2006; Rosa et al. 2005), the effects of the age extension (Rosa & 
Mpokotho 2004), and the costs of applying the means test (Budlender et al. 
2005; Leatt & Rosa 2005). They do good research, identify good practice, 
give praise where it is due, but pull no punches in identifying administrative 
incompetence, as well as practices which are frankly ultra vires. They then 
provide the government with detailed recommendations for change. This has 
contributed markedly to the improved amendments to regulations that have 
taken place since the hasty introduction of the CSG.

Notes
1 This is informally dubbed ‘the munchkins versus the wrinklies debate’.

2 Welfare Update August 1995, 1(3): 1
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The road from policy to practice 

After the final meeting of the Committee and the finalisation of the Report, 
the Report was handed in and the work simply stopped. On 18 September 
1996 there was a press conference in Cape Town to mark the handing over of 
the document. There were no real goodbyes, however, and no closure. Once 
the main recommendations were passed through Cabinet, in March 1997, the 
implementation task team (the CSBTT and later the CSGTT) was set up and 
I worked part-time with that. My part-time status means that I don’t have a 
comprehensive understanding of some of the most critical parts of the work 
done by the task team in its approximately year-long work. The task team’s 
story still needs to be told. 

In this chapter I suggest that the task team’s structure and way of working was 
a potentially sensible way of addressing lack of capacity in the civil service, and 
I draw attention to the need for communications strategies when introducing 
new policies. Both issues are of paramount importance yet are frequently 
neglected. I then provide my own view of some of the reasons why this policy 
reform was accepted, and conclude with some personal reflections. 

The implementation task team

The structure and resourcing of the implementation task team was an 
interesting innovation in public–private partnerships set up by the new 
government. Under the oversight of the deputy finance minister, an amount 
of money – said to be sourced from the RDP – could be used by national 
departments which wanted to introduce new reforms but which lacked the 
capacity to do so. This facility was called Programme Management Services 
(PMS) and it enabled departments to buy in skills, on a temporary basis, from 
the private sector. A condition of getting PMS resources was that initiatives 
had to be structured and managed in such a way that sustainable institutional 
capacity was built in the government department. The intention was that 
civil servants could learn from the private sector managers, and eventually 
take over. This reflected an acknowledgement both of the critical lack of 
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change management and planning skills within the government, and of the 
disadvantages of disembedded one-off consultancies, which usually do little 
to build institutional capacity within the government, and at worst effectively 
disempower civil servants. The task team stood a better chance of doing good 
institution building than more temporary consultancies would have done.

Rod McKinnon, a town planner in private practice, led the team. He managed 
the perpetually turbulent white waters within which the team worked like the 
skilled oarsman that he in fact was. He was assisted by former civil servant 
Adriaan Schoemann and a secretariat. The team could draw on the services 
of part-time outsiders. I played a very active role in the task team at first, 
especially writing the frameworks for the work of the sub-committees, helping 
prepare for portfolio committee and MINMEC meetings, and dealing with 
legal advisers, but then gradually withdrew as the managers became familiar 
with the work.

Six sub-programmes were set up to deal with legislation, finance, delivery 
systems, phasing out of the SMG, linkages with developmental social welfare, 
and communications. Each was headed by a civil servant but this internal 
leadership was largely only nominal, with external consultants taking the lead 
on much of the work. The consultants were at first not familiar with the policy 
arena of social security. Some of the senior officials in the provinces had a 
more advanced understanding, conceptually, technically and administratively, 
of social security and the challenge presented by the CSG. The CSGTT 
designed its work to integrate their expertise as far as possible, but there was 
some subversion from within. 

An example of this was how those within the department and their legal 
advisers re-linked the procedures for the CSG to procedures for the old SMG. 
During the Committee’s meetings with officials in the provinces in 1996, 
and during MINMEC meetings while the Committee was working, many 
officials assumed that a new child-oriented grant would be linked to marital 
status and to seeking out private maintenance. This was despite the clearest 
explanations being given that it was exactly changed forms of family life that 
had led to the idea of the primary caregiver, and there was to be no link to 
private maintenance. Debbie Budlender confirmed this: when working on the 
means test sub-programme, she persistently said to the welfare officials that 
they should not be linking marital status to application for the new grant, and 
was met with the response, ‘We have always had this on our forms.’ 
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I had earlier sought advice on a legal matter from Alan Thompson, a 
consultant in the World Bank who had been pivotally involved in the technical 
redesign of social security systems in post-communist soviet republics. He 
gave wise counsel: ‘Don’t go to the legal advisers (responsible for writing  
the regulations) until you can give very clear instructions as to what the 
policy is, and how you want it to translate into action.’ Unfortunately, the new  
policy did in fact go without sufficient specifications to the legal department, 
and this resulted in the inclusion of some of the irrelevant measures which 
appeared in the regulations, such as the need to prove marital status or 
registration as unemployed (see Chapter 4). These are still only gradually 
being corrected.

Nevertheless, the externally led CSGTT held a steady course right through 
the process of legislative reform, design of the means test, and civil society 
protest and negotiation. There was a potential major obstacle in October 
1997 with a challenge to the constitutionality of the legislation (the Welfare 
laws Amendment Bill) that sought to enable a raft of measures of welfare  
reform, including the introduction of the CSG and phasing out of the  
SMG. This delayed the start of both these measures from August 1997 to  
April 1998.

Piloting new reforms 

The idea of fast-tracking a major reform, and implementing it nationally 
and at one time across all provinces, flies in the face of much contemporary 
policy thinking, which is for a more cautious and incremental experimental 
approach involving pilot programmes. In principle, pilots allow time to test 
out innovations, institute monitoring and management procedures, test out 
the fit between institutional capacity and goals for delivery, and assess the 
impact of the innovation. They allow space to say, ‘let’s try something new. 
let’s see how to manage it and at what pace. Then let’s see if it is actually 
effective before introducing it on a larger scale.’ 

There was a widely held perception in the Committee, MINMEC and the 
extra-parliamentary groups that pilots would not be constitutional or fair. 
Access to social security is guaranteed in the Constitution, and this was taken 
to mean that there had to be uniformity in implementation. In addition to 
this, there was a great sensitivity in the government as a whole, and within 
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the MINMEC, about ‘intergovernmental relations’ in the emerging power 
relationship between the central state and the provinces, with all the provinces 
wanting to be treated exactly the same.

The CSGTT did propose using the management and implementation of the 
CSG as a pilot for the broader reform of social security. The relatively small 
amount of money which the CSG was allocated to begin with was embedded 
in the much larger social security budget, with its poor information 
system, and poor coordination between the central and provincial welfare 
administrations. A pilot could be used to learn how to institute a short 
feedback loop between information showing the match between poverty and 
eligibility rates, and application and take-up rates. If the take-up patterns were 
wrong (that is, if the better-off provinces such as the Western Cape, which 
would bear the brunt of the phase out of the SMG, captured more than their 
share of the CSG in the first stages), this would not fiscally be a serious or a 
long-term problem. Those children would soon (in five or six years) roll off 
the system, while the correctly targeted children were signed up.

The CSGTT also submitted a management-oriented proposal that the amount 
being ‘saved’ from the phasing out of the SMG should be ring-fenced and kept 
visible, so that officials and the public knew what was happening to it and 
could understand what it was being diverted towards. A well-managed pilot, 
properly planned according to provincial demographic patterns and poverty 
rates and shares, could have contributed to and built on the important work 
being done on the MTEf. The welfare MINMEC, through which the proposal 
had to be routed in order for it to be considered by State Expenditure, rejected 
this, so one potentially valuable opportunity was lost.

Communicating about new reforms 

Others working in policy reform had stressed the importance of developing 
a good communications strategy from the outset. During the Committee’s 
work we tried to get the department’s communications division to attend 
meetings so that there would be people who were really well informed 
about whatever policy changes would be recommended, and who could thus 
develop communications materials accurately and timeously. However, there 
were many empty posts in the division, and much of the energy of those 
who were there was committed to the design of a new logo for the renamed 
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department (at the time, developmental social welfare, rather than welfare), 
and accompanying posters about visions and missions. Capturing appropriate 
symbolic expressions for new policy directions was a central part of the 
process of transformation and of reconstituting the national project for the 
‘new’ South Africa. This process did, however, take time. 

I was told of an incident, which may be purely anecdotal, which relates to the 
communication gap between the government and the public. My cousin Sue 
lund was in a senior position in land reform policy. The story is told that at 
one of the provincial meetings among civil society organisations related to 
the lund Committee, there was a picket line with the poster ‘We Want land, 
Not lund’. There is no certainty as to whether participants thought this was a 
meeting about land reform and were protesting at the slow process of reform, 
or whether they were indeed there because they wanted land reform rather 
than state cash transfers!

A structural problem with a committee such as ours was that its work was over 
the moment the Report was handed to the welfare MINMEC and thereafter 
to the public. When the Report was handed in, we disappeared, though I 
worked with the communications division to get the document onto the 
internet immediately. The communications division had limited capacity 
and policy knowledge, but it was also simply technically difficult to develop 
ways of letting the public know what was going on, as some of the policy 
decisions about the numbers of children to be reached, and about means 
testing, were being changed as the sub-committees settled in to their work and 
modelling improved. The communications team would spend hours working 
on materials, then a new set of instructions would be given to them. This led 
to some public feeling that the ministry was being deliberately misleading, 
but I think it was more to do with the continually changing decisions and the 
shortage of staff. 

An assertive communications strategy was then belatedly developed under  
the strong direction first of the minister, and then of the task team managers. 
This included radio campaigns, outreach teams, accessible posters and fliers. 
When the legislation for the new grant was passed in December 1997, media 
headlines reflected a very different tone and message to the earlier ones: ‘New 
grant due to reach millions of children’ and ‘Hope for South Africa’s poorest 
children’.
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Accounting for the passage of the reforms

What enabled the Committee to operate effectively, calling down the reservoirs 
of goodwill and cooperation that it did? Why did the reforms go through 
despite the growing protests? I attempt here to identify what I think some 
of the factors were, and of course this will be a very partial view. Chapter 1  
gave an account of the way in which the general context was one of wide open 
spaces for policy reform, because of the transition to democracy. Here I will 
focus on issues more specific to the welfare field. 

Basing the Committee’s work on research was a conscious decision, and it was 
important both in guiding the work and in steering it through the political 
process. I thought there was a high likelihood that we would not run the whole 
course, perhaps because of political changes or because another committee or 
initiative would be set up somewhere else. Our fragile status, described in 
Chapter 2, made the central role of research particularly clear, as there would 
be something of value left behind if the Committee was dissolved as a result 
of the turbulent political context, or if a policy document ‘disappeared’ or got 
dismantled, as happens sometimes.

The 1993 PSlSD had provided a much better understanding of South African 
poverty at a national level: where it was, what it looked like, the position of 
women and children, and the real extent of the unemployment problem. It also 
gave a clearer indication of the extent of regional disparities in levels and shares 
of poverty, and in resource allocation, between the nine new provinces. The 
growing body of research about state social security, about both the trends in 
spending and the effects on levels of living, was fundamentally important as an 
underpinning to the promotion of the idea of cash benefits. The task was to get 
the politicians to understand this. The chances of this happening were improved 
by the fact that influential scholars, including national and international 
economists, had been engaged in research on social security for the first time 
and were brought in as advisers at the Itala Think Tank.

We had relatively good information about the efficacy of the state pension 
system and about poverty patterns. We had little information, however, 
about crucially important issues: existing models of childcare; the role and 
extent of women’s unpaid work in providing health and welfare services; how 
households form and re-form in response to the life cycle, and in response 
to different types of social provision; the links between social spending 
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and educational outcomes; the life-cycle effects of different types of social 
spending; and the match between poorer people’s skills and what is needed 
to set up small enterprises. furthermore, the HSl which was used to set 
the parameters for the CSG level was a lumpy, racially-based and outdated 
measure, yet no alternative was immediately available.

I learned important lessons about the importance of accurate information 
and not using it opportunistically. In the days of struggle and activism, 
on the one side the apartheid government and its research agencies were 
secretive and sinister in controlling information. On the other side, many 
using research as an organising tool, as I was, were at times cavalier and 
opportunistic with the use of data, though one did not have to make anything 
up in terms of the severity of poverty, inequality and the maldistribution of 
resources. Now, with a democratically elected government and with the sense 
of being part of an inclusively national project, legitimate structures such 
as the ffC and the Budget Council were in place, and there was no way of 
getting shoddy or opportunistic data past them. I think, then, that one key to 
the successful passage of the policy was that we drew on some good research, 
commissioned more, and then used it responsibly, though some would use the 
term ‘overcautiously’ rather than ‘responsibly’. 

The Committee was well informed about the HIV/AIDS epidemic and the way 
this would impact on demands made in health and welfare. The anticipated 
crisis of care, and stress on family life, were taken into account when deciding 
on the cash transfers. Our accommodation of HIV/AIDS as a key policy issue 
would have spoken to the provincial and national health and welfare leaders, 
amongst others. 

A further factor which assisted indirectly in the reform process was the concern 
within the welfare department about the administration of social assistance. 
for many years human rights organisations had publicised the extreme 
inconveniences suffered by pensioners because of the way the pensions were 
administered. The extent of abuse of the system had become more widely 
known, as was the fact that the abuse was primarily driven by officials and not 
by individual pensioners or members of the public. Many in the department 
wanted to improve the administration, though there was a critical lack of 
human resource capacity. The system for the delivery of pensions was already 
in place, however, and the CSG could be grafted onto it without the need for 
too many new procedures.
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Most policy reforms are done with the engagement of, or have to consult 
with, professional associations in the field, be they town planners, health 
professionals, teachers, lawyers or social workers. Social workers are few in 
number compared, for example, to teachers and nurses, are not a strong 
professional group, and in the past were organised mainly along racially 
separate lines (as were most of the professions). In the years leading 
to the political transition some alternatives to the racially segregated 
professional associations had developed (letsebe 1997). The Committee had 
a representative of the newly formed welfare forum, Marilyn Setlalentoa, as 
well as Jean Triegaardt, the Joint University Committee for Schools of Social 
Work’s nomination, to represent academic social work interests. Our repeated 
efforts to meet with the forum succeeded only as the Committee was about 
to finish its work.

The strength of the Committee resided in a combination of factors. It was 
interdisciplinary and, as described in Chapter 1, had some on it who had 
been identified as ‘experts’ in the field of social policy, and others who 
were representative of different interest groups. So we had economists and 
grassroots activists; voices for rural and urban constituencies; advisers to 
the government and seasoned campaigners for a better pension system; 
women and men. There was immense enthusiasm for doing the required 
work well, and many worked very long hours at particular tasks. I have no 
doubt that I was a forceful and directive chairperson, actively driving the 
Committee’s work and sometimes overriding others’ views. Binding most of  
the Committee itself, however, and most of those with whom we were dealing, 
was familiarity and trust. I had worked as researcher, activist and organiser 
in the welfare and primary healthcare sectors over a number of years, so 
knew some of the official and political leaders personally, as did many on the 
Committee. leila Patel knew and had worked with many of the Committee 
members. Our joint work in the North West province on relatively large-scale 
transformation had brought a mutual understanding of the possibilities for 
and limitations of systemic change – and also of how, in the face of seemingly 
insurmountable obstacles, irreverence and laughter help. 

If I had to single out the most important factor in enabling the Committee 
and then the implementation team to work, however, it was the combination 
of supportive minister and director-general. A pattern of South African 
politics since 1994 has been that a change in minister is usually accompanied 
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by a change in the senior manager, and continuity on both the political and 
executive fronts is thus lost at the same time. In this case, both acted in concert 
with each other for most of the way.

leila Patel had been acting director-general under welfare minister Abe 
Williams. She framed the ToRs for our Committee, provided the space in 
which it could work, and found out how in fact such a committee should 
work. Geraldine fraser-Moleketi was then promoted to minister, coinciding 
approximately with leila Patel’s confirmation as director-general. The new 
minister was open about the fact that welfare was a new domain for her, and 
she worked hard and read widely to understand the significance of the social 
security system. That she became the political champion for this reform was 
vital in its successful passage. Her political endorsement of the Committee’s 
work and intentions was underpinned by the administrative and technical 
space given by leila Patel to the Committee. It would have made the work of 
the Committee difficult, if not impossible, had someone else come in with 
the new minister, someone with no prior knowledge of welfare, or of the 
importance of social security, or of the intent of this work on child support. 
When leila Patel resigned in November 1997, the CSGTT had become firmly 
lodged within the welfare department. There were four different directors-
general in the five years that followed. 

Looking back

In order to write this account I went back three times over seven years to 
the Committee documentation, as well as to literature about development 
interventions, addressing to myself the question: ‘Knowing what you do now, 
and given the record of government since 1995 when the Committee was 
established, would you have made the same decision about focusing on a cash 
transfer again?’ The answer is an unqualified yes. The recommendations of the 
Committee stand out, internationally, for having endorsed the importance of 
this form of assistance from the state. 

I am clearer now that, if we had been pushed to cut back even further on the 
CSG budget, I would have chosen to reduce the age of eligibility, even back 
to the first four or five years of age, rather than to have a higher grant for 
fewer children, or a lower grant covering fewer children of higher ages, as 
has happened with the age extension to 14 years old. for the protection of 
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children at their most vulnerable, the first few years are critically important 
and other institutions such as health and education do not generally reach 
them in any comprehensive way. Political mobilisation has taken the CSG in a 
different direction, with the numbers of years of eligibility increasing while the 
level of the grant has eroded in real terms. Part of the momentum for the age 
extension has been that people have wanted a return to the years of eligibility 
that previously held for the SMG, 16 or 18 years. Partly it has been motivated 
in terms of children’s rights – that it should be available for all the years of a 
child’s life as defined in legal terms. Though this may well be justified in terms 
of children’s rights, it is not necessarily an appropriate argument in terms of 
their vulnerability. The cash transfer could simply have been called a Support 
Benefit for Children Under Seven (or Nine or Eleven).

The age extension has been seen by some as a tactical stepping stone to a 
universal income benefit, the Basic Income Grant (BIG). This was proposed by 
the Taylor Committee (DoSD 2002) and has been advocated by a wide variety of 
civil society groups and the main trade union formation, COSATU, in the BIG 
Alliance. In my view the Alliance has missed a central point in welfare reform: 
for the BIG to be successful as a universal measure, the means test would have 
to be dropped. Both the apartheid government and the present one have been 
unyielding in their refusal to do this for other grants, despite evidence that this 
would be a rational thing to do. As noted in Chapter 5, the means test is about 
something bigger than ‘just money’; it stands for deeply rooted beliefs about the 
‘deserving poor’. Those for whom a BIG is the policy goal may have been more 
strategically astute had they concentrated on getting the means test on the CSG 
dropped prior to extending the age eligibility. This could have introduced the 
idea of a universal grant and presented a means of proving that universal grants 
do not bring the world as a whole, or fiscal responsibility in particular, to an end. 
The rationale for the CSG is quite different to that for a BIG; they are different 
policies with different purposes. The idea of the special vulnerability of children 
in their earliest years, and especially their need for adequate nutrition, has been 
diluted through the age extension of the CSG, and needs to be kept alive in this 
and in other programmes.

lawyer Beth Goldblatt has argued that the phasing out of the SMG represented 
the removal of the one entitlement that women received on the basis of their 
roles as wives and mothers (Goldblatt 2005). This is the case, and I think that at 
that time so soon after the election, race and poverty trumped gender in terms of 
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what was driving the policy. Having said that, the design of the CSG around the 
‘primary caregiver’ was very clearly a gendered strategy in favour of women. 

Probably the most serious failure of the Report was that it did not spell 
out and actively communicate what the Committee’s big vision was, a 
comprehensive and holistic programme for children in South Africa, and 
how social and economic policies are interrelated. This problem was then 
compounded because the minister, the department and, early on, the CSGTT 
failed in getting the clear message across to the public about the narrower 
policy purpose: a modest contribution, from the welfare department, to the 
partial costs of caring for young children, which would take its place alongside 
other measures such as free primary healthcare, better reproductive health 
services, the nutrition and ECD programmes, and the housing subsidy. It took 
the programme manager of the CSGTT, Rod McKinnon, to force this clarity, 
and it was as late as July 1997 that Debbie Budlender suggested focusing even 
more clearly on the food component of child costs in the HSl, as this was all 
that the CSG would start out by covering.

Chapter 4 described the serious thought that went into attempting to 
set up intra- and interdepartmental synergies between welfare and other 
departments, around both the introduction of the CSG and the phasing out of 
the SMG. An intractable development problem seems to be that, while there is 
a consensus on the importance of integrated and holistic work, working inter-
sectorally is in fact very difficult to achieve. This is the case in a ‘normal’ policy 
development environment; it was a real problem in the tough time frame 
within which the Committee and then the CSGTT worked. The important 
policy lesson, for me, about attempting to build inter-sectoral synergies was: 
do not design a policy which is contingent on the involvement of another 
department, unless you are co-responsible for, and have some authority over, 
the joint work. While it is important to design for synergy, do it in such a way 
that the component parts can stand on their own; that the whole will not fail 
if one component does; and that each component does not work counter to a 
potential synergistic relationship in the future.

There were moments of real despair and sadness when the compromises 
seemed too severe to live with. Being co-responsible for a Report which, because 
strategically it kept alive the constitutional hope for ‘progressive realisation’, said 
that a level of R70 per child per month was a reasonable thing to recommend, 
was acutely embarrassing. losing the idea of a universal to a means-tested 
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measure of assistance was deeply disappointing, for reasons already explained, 
as was losing the word ‘benefit’ to the word ‘grant’. The latter battle was lost to 
the lawyers but the war itself needs to continue – the one against that part of 
mainstream economics that assumes that people would rather be lazy than have 
a decent job; that worries about ‘perverse incentives’, ‘dependency creation’ and 
‘public spending crowding out private savings’, rather than about how many 
people are unable to access their entitlements; and that seeks always to cut back 
on social spending rather than recognise the proven efficacy of social spending 
as a long-term investment in human development. The choice of ‘benefit’ 
rather than ‘grant’ is about so much more than ‘just a word’. It symbolises at the 
deepest level what I think social security should be about. 

A decade on, I retain a disquiet about collaborating in – indeed leading – an 
intervention that had as an inevitable outcome the cutting short of participatory 
consultation processes, both inside and outside Parliament. The Committee 
probably could have gained a bit more time to enable a more inclusive process. 
However, there was a delicate strategic balance: we were letting people know 
what we were doing through the formal provincial meetings and meetings with 
others, and we were in fact informing those meetings of the opportunities for 
consultation and hearings further down the line. My judgement (and I don’t 
recall this being discussed formally at Committee level) was that, had there been 
further consultation but with limited time, the ensuing debate could not have 
been contained politically, and the focus on a cash transfer might well have got 
lost within the differing priorities within the children’s and welfare movement. 
My judgement and that of the majority of the Committee was, rather go with 
the limited time frame, get the report into the public sooner rather than later, 
and let civil society take it up then.

There was great controversy in the first two or three years, while the SMG was 
being phased out and the CSG was getting off to its inevitably slow start. I 
was able to finalise this narrative only once the CSG became as institutionally 
embedded as it seems to be now – eight million children and their caregivers 
finally feels safe enough. Also, distance between 1994 and the present has 
brought with it the ability to be more critical, both of the government and of 
myself and some of the stands I took. Other Committee members, civil society 
participants, civil servants and the external CSGTT members would all have 
different tales to tell. 
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It was incredible to have been given the opportunity to participate in such 
a social and economic intervention, and since then to have had the time 
to reflect on the gains and the losses. The naivety and lack of technical 
sophistication of the Committee was matched by our willingness to take risks, 
our eagerness to learn from the best internationally but then to design our 
own, and our commitment to finding a form of support which would bring 
something enduring to very poor children. 
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Appendix 1  Proposal for an investigation 
into family-related social security measures

1 Background

A meeting of the Ministers’ Committee for Welfare and Population 
Development held in Bloemfontein on 26 June 1995 approved the following 
proposal:

4.3.1 (2). . . A committee is to be instructed to consider the details 
of a family grant as well as the financial implications and the Act 
is to be amended accordingly.

A committee comprising the following met in Cape Town on 28 July 1995:
Cecile Geringer, Department of National Welfare and Population Development
John Kruger, University of Stellenbosch
Pieter le Roux, University of the Western Cape
Frances Lund, University of Natal
Vivienne Taylor, University of the Western Cape
Servaas van der Berg, University of Stellenbosch
Paula Venter, Department of National Welfare and Population Development.

The committee was aware of the urgent need to get a uniform set of 
regulations passed, so that rationalised social security procedures can be 
applied by officials, who are working under difficult conditions.

For reasons outlined below, the committee felt unable to consider the details 
of a family grant, and submits, to the next meeting of the Ministers’ Council 
for Welfare and Population Development, this alternative proposal.

2 The problem

Economically, there is a concern that the social security benefits in the field of 
child and family care will place a rapidly growing demand on the budget.

At the same time, attempts to move away from the status quo i.e. to cut back on 
the level or types of benefits, carry a high political cost. It goes against the spirit 
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of the consultative process of the white paper on welfare; it will justifiably 
cause deep unhappiness at grassroots level.

The child and family benefits, though presently inadequately targeted, do get 
to vulnerable women and children who are the focus of the RDP. The tension 
between economic affordability and political expectations is taking attention 
away from the most important question for the Department of Welfare: 
what kind of family-related social security system is most appropriate for the 
promotion and protection of family life in South Africa?

It is possible that the attempt to save on social security benefits will lead 
to greater costs elsewhere in the welfare budget – for example on alternative 
institutional care for children who will be left destitute. It is certain that partial 
attempts to overhaul the system will not be good for family life as a whole: 
there will be a relationship, for example, between the decreases in family grants 
and the numbers of street children – and street children have been targeted as 
a particular area of concern by the government.

The past maintenance grants and family allowances were designed initially 
to protect white people in an emerging industrial world, to enable families 
to live in a nuclear form, or for women to protect their children if widowed 
or deserted, or if the husband lost the ability to earn through for example 
disability, or through an extended prison sentence.

The realities of family life are different from the model on which the past system 
was built. Many South Africans live in three-generation households; the migrant 
labour system among other policies of the past led to a situation where grandparents 
play important caring roles; there are different forms of marriage, including  
some polygamy; there are high rates of divorce; there are increasing numbers of 
people who choose to have children outside of a legal marriage relationship.

The concern of the committee was that not enough is known about the 
role played presently by maintenance grants, nor about the possible role 
of alternative models of provision. By making piece-meal amendments to 
existing regulations, the danger exists of:
•	 	losing	economically	–	because	well-founded	projections	of	costs	can	only	be	

made once there is more clarity about who would apply
•	 	losing	politically	–	within	the	community	at	 large,	and	within	the	under-

resourced social services part of the welfare sector
•	 	having	a	negative	impact	on	family	life.
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Not to act, however, will further demoralise the social security officials who 
wish to implement uniform regulations.

The committee submits the proposal in the belief that it will be possible to 
build a new national consensus around the issue, through an action-oriented 
programme which will be co-ordinated by a body such as a Committee of 
enquiry or Commission. The outcome will be a model of appropriate and 
affordable social security in the field of child and family care.

3 The proposal

3.1 The approach

The approach adopted should be built on the following principles:
•	 	it	 will	 be	 multi-level	 intervention	 comprising	 public	 hearings,	 an	

investigation of the private maintenance grant system, research, practical 
model-building, and public awareness;

•	 	while	 there	 is	 a	 need	 for	 a	 central	 committee	 or	 commission	 to	 provide	
direction and coherence, much of the work will be done at provincial and 
local level;

•	 	wherever	 possible,	 and	 especially	 at	 provincial	 levels,	 the	 work	 will	 be	
done by partnerships of government and non-governmental organisations. 
Indeed, it could be seen as a vehicle for the promotion of joint work, as well 
as for inter-sectoral work;

•	 	the	 initiative	 will	 make	 particular	 attempts	 to	 include	 black	 social	
and community workers who operate at grassroots level; they are the 
stakeholders working with the biggest potential client group of family 
benefits; they will be best-placed to contribute ideas about alternative 
models of delivery.

•	 	it	will	operate	within	a	tightly	defined	time	frame.

3.2 The structure and elements of the programme

3.2.1  There will be a small and efficient central committee or commission.
Its chief functions will be, among other things, to:
•	 	launch	and	co-ordinate	the	initiative
•	 	hold	hearings	for	national	organisations
•	 	commission	research
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•	 	do	related	media	work
•	 	monitor	the	provinces’	keeping	to	objectives	and	within	allocated	time

3.2.2   There will be provincial teams comprising inter-sectoral government and 
non-government agencies.

Their functions will be, among other things, to:
•	 	hold	provincial-level	hearings
•	 	co-ordinate	the	pilot	projects	described	in	3.2.5
•	 	assist	with	the	identification	of	provincially	specific	problems	and	research	

need.

3.2.3  There will be an intensive investigation of the private maintenance 
grant system.

This will be done by a task force in collaboration with the Departments 
of Justice and Labour. The main objective will be to increase the levels of 
individual parental – especially paternal – financial support for children.

3.2.4 Research programme
All recent investigations of the child and family care benefits (by, inter alia, 
Kruger, Ardington and Lund, van der Berg) have pointed to the urgent need for 
more knowledge about the workings and effects of the present system. Some of 
the information lies in social workers’ and departmental files, and needs to be 
collated and interpreted; other work needs to be done from scratch.

This does not need to be ‘over-academic’ research. however it is imperative to 
find answers to such basic questions as:

Who are the present recipients of grants? In what kinds of 
households do they live? What are the patterns of duration of grants?

What is the contribution of the present grants to overall household 
income? What is the relationship between grants, household 
structure, and income levels? how well-targeted are present grants 
to poorer households?

What is the relationship between job-seeking behaviour and the 
grants, where jobs are/are not available?

What is the effect of marital status on grants/the kinds of 
households into which benefits are paid?
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Where beneficiaries have had their grants discontinued, for any 
reason, what have the effects been on the household? What are 
household survival strategies?

Research studies will be commissioned according to clear objectives, specific 
policy-oriented questions, and tight time frames.

3.2.5  Pilot schemes to link receipt of grants to community service and/or 
public works programmes

The idea of linking grant receipt to doing some kind of community service, or 
to public works involvement, is often suggested, but has not been tested out in 
reality. There are welfare organisations which are willing to try out new models, 
and who believe it is feasible to do so. This is a good example of the potential 
practical involvement of local level welfare structures in the initiative.

3.2.6 International think tank
There is no one country’s experience from which South Africa could derive 
a ‘blueprint’ in this field of child and family care, and particularly regarding 
the link to programmes of development and reconstruction. however much 
would be gained from inviting to South Africa, at their own governments’ 
expense, people with extensive social security experience in both developed 
and developing countries, presenting them with the problem in this country, 
and having them think through the problem, conceptually and practically, 
with us.

4 Time frame
The Commission would have a year in which to do its work.

5 Financing the commission/committee
5.1  The RDP should be considered as a source of funding. It has unspent 

money, and this Commission has two elements which are of central 
concern to the RDP: practical models of inclusiveness of vulnerable target 
groups, and seeking for forward linkages from welfare expenditure to the 
development of infrastructure.

5.2  A number of foreign foundations already concerned with health, welfare, 
and social security in South Africa may find this initiative interesting and 
supportable.
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Appendix 2  Schedule of key events in the 
Committee’s work

1995  Events

February 28  MINMeC meeting, Pretoria. First suggestion of intervening 
in the SMG; provincial welfare leaders instructed to consider 
whether the parent allowance portion of the SMG should be 
lowered or abolished.

March 16–17  Pretoria meeting of national and provincial welfare officials on 
safety nets in welfare departments. Concern again expressed 
about rising number of SMG applications. Discussion of 
draft chapter on social security for White Paper.

June 26–28  National Welfare Summit, Bloemfontein, on discussion 
paper which will form basis for welfare White Paper. 
Policy commitment to the idea of social security as a basic 
constitutional right.

June 26   MINMeC meeting, Bloemfontein. Minutes: ‘4.3.1 (2) A 
committee is to be instructed to consider the details of 
a family grant to replace the present maintenance grants 
as well as the financial implications and the Act is to be 
amended accordingly.’

July 28   Cape Town meeting on reforming child support. 
Participants: Cecile Geringer and Paula Venter from the 
welfare department, and John Kruger, Pieter le Roux, Francie 
Lund, Vivienne Taylor, Servaas van der Berg. Decision not 
to consider the details of a family grant, but to send my 
alternative written proposal (see Appendix 1) to MINMeC. 

August 25  MINMeC meeting, Pretoria. Minutes: ‘5.3.4 …a committee 
has been appointed to address the maintenance issue.’ 

December 1   Meeting in Pretoria to convene the Lund Committee on 
Child and Family Support. Agenda included terms of 
background, ToRs, resources and time frame.
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1996

February 9  First Lund Committee meeting, Pretoria. Scope of work, 
identification and delegation of tasks, identification of 
research to be done, identification of overlapping work of 
parallel commissions, committees and initiatives. Welfare 
forum, SACCAWU, Rural Women’s Movement not yet 
there; NCRC expressed itself satisfied with composition of 
Committee and would not send representative at this point.

February 23  Second Lund Committee meeting, Pretoria. Informal 
meeting covering mainly administration and logistics. 

March 9–10  Personal contact in Cape Town with Barbara hogan, MP, Cas 
Saloojee, MP, and Alec erwin, deputy minister of finance. 
Determined the status of MINMeC and its committees; 
learned about the portfolio committee (and asked to present 
on 23 April); told about extent of budget constraint.

March 29  Third Lund Committee meeting, Pretoria. First full 
complement of Committee representatives. Report back 
on concurrent events, committees and research in progress; 
reports on Beijing Conference (Laura Khanyago), MAG 
(Ndivhuho Sekhoba), Flagship (Marion Stewart); advocacy 
for maintenance grants (John Kruger); design of Itala 
Think Tank and identification of participants; allocation of 
resources for research; Debbie Budlender agreed to take on 
the work on the private judicial maintenance system.

April    Welfare minister Abe Williams resigned; replaced briefly by 
Patrick Mackenzie. GNU fell apart. Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi 
promoted from deputy minister to minister of welfare.

Week of  Finalisation of the South African Constitution; as a result,  
23 April   welfare MINMeC meeting and welfare portfolio committee 

meetings were postponed. 

April 26   Fourth Lund Committee Meeting, Pretoria. Progress and 
planning on research and strategic meetings; presentation 
on Flagship Programme for Unemployed Women with 
Children 0–5; design of and planning for Itala Think Tank.  
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May    MINMeC meeting restricted to minister and MeCs only 
because of Cabinet reshuffle – cancellation of presentation 
by Lund Committee.

May 21–25  Itala Think Tank, Itala Game Reserve. Committee, Leila 
Patel, five South African and five international experts. 
Welfare forum and portfolio committee invited but not 
present. Presentations on situation of poverty and inequality 
in South Africa, status of children and family life, South 
African economy. Main policy decisions reached – the Itala 
Agreement (see Appendix 3a). 

May 25   Fifth Lund Committee meeting, Itala Game Reserve. Planned 
provincial meetings with welfare departments and NGos; 
agreed on major judicial maintenance workshop. Meeting 
marked by frustration – further delays with tender procedure 
for research, securing meeting with welfare forum, meetings 
with MINMeC.

May 28   First presentation, parliamentary portfolio committee on 
welfare.

June 12   Free State provincial meetings* with welfare officials and 
NGos. 

June 13   Northern Cape provincial meetings with welfare officials 
and NGos.

June 16   GeAR formally tabled. Messages to cut back social spending. 
Central Statistical Services advises departments to use 
population size of 44 million (not 39 million) in all service and 
fiscal planning, pending outcome of 1996 Census results.

June 18  Mpumalanga provincial meeting with NGos.

June 19  Mpumalanga provincial meeting with welfare officials.

June 20   Northern Province (now Limpopo) provincial meeting with 
welfare officials.
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June 21  Northern Province provincial meeting with NGos. 

June 27   Sixth Lund Committee meeting, Pretoria. Laura Khanyago 
and Ndivhuho Sekhoba convey concern of SACCAWU and 
CoSATU that there is insufficient consultation; presentation 
by FFC on population and financial modelling; Debbie 
Budlender’s work on judicial maintenance tabled; further 
problems with tender procedures for research.

June 29   Meeting with management committee of welfare forum. 
Attended by Marilyn Setlalentoa, Jackie Loffell and me. 
Presentation on Lund Committee’s work and likely 
recommendations.

July 2    MINMeC meeting, Pretoria. I presented overview of 
Committee’s work, outlines of Itala Agreement. MINMeC 
agreed to extension of three weeks (to end August) for 
submission of Report, and to request for dedicated half 
a day of next MINMeC meeting for fuller discussion of 
implications of policy recommendations.

July 4   Gauteng provincial meeting with welfare officials. 

July 9   North West provincial meeting with officials.

July 10  North West provincial meeting with NGos. 

July 11  Gauteng provincial meeting with NGos.

July 11–13  ANC’s National executive Committee meeting decision to 
support the introduction of a Child Support Benefit.

July 26   Workshop on parental maintenance, hosted by Law, Race 
and Gender Research Unit, University of Cape Town. 
Thirty-five participants from community organisations, 
magistrates’ courts, maintenance officers and clerks, legal 
and human rights organisations, academics, South African 
Law Commission, MAG. Consensus on main priorities for 
reform to go to minister of justice.
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August 1  Seventh and final Lund Committee meeting. Reports on 
meetings in provinces and with other organisations (welfare 
forum, NALeDI [an NGo undertaking labour and economic 
research]); comments on first draft of Report; planning 
for finalisation and submission of Report; protocols for 
publicity and release of Report.

September 2  MINMeC meeting and workshop, Pretoria. Shared major 
recommendations; suggestions from MINMeC to delay 
the Report.

September 18  Report handed to minister, Parliament and MINMeC. Press 
conference in Cape Town.

october 28  Recommendations presented to workshop for welfare 
portfolio committee.

1997

February 2  Presentation to KwaZulu-Natal parliamentary portfolio 
committee on welfare, Pietermaritzburg.

March 3   Clive Pintusewitz of FFC met with Financial Services Board 
to scrutinise fiscal implications of policy reforms. The 
scientific basis of Pintusewitz’s financial model for CSG was 
judged to be a ‘not unreasonable basis for moving ahead on 
the matter’ (letter to me from Financial Services Board).

March 5   Cabinet meeting, Tuynhuys, Cape Town: recommendations 
presented to and accepted by Cabinet. 

March 14  Presentation at parliamentary portfolio committee; Lund 
Committee Report circulated to members.

April/May  establishment of CSBTT (later CSGTT), with six 
sub-programmes.

April 4   Workshop on targeting, Midrand, held by welfare department, 
and calling on wide range of experts in demography, 
nutrition, child health, household surveys, measurement of 
income and expenditure. 
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August 27  The South African National NGo Coalition and Black Sash 
targeting workshop, Cape Town.

August 29  ‘Concept of the primary caregiver in the new Child Support 
Benefit Scheme’ – workshop hosted by Community Law 
Centre, University of the Western Cape.

August   Publication of welfare White Paper, issued by the Ministry 
for Welfare and Population Development.  

November Leila Patel resigned as director-general of welfare.

December 19   Welfare Laws Amendment Act 106 of 1997 passed. enables 
introduction of CSG and abolishment and phasing out of 
SMG.

1998

April 1   First applications taken for CSG. First decrease in amount 
of SMG.

* Note: a round of limited provincial meetings was held, with officials and with NGos (the latter arranged where 
possible through the welfare forum), to inform participants of progress in the Lund Committee and the likely 
recommendations; to inform of possibilities for further participation later in the process; and to identify welfare and 
development projects which held potential for referral of those coming off the SMG. 
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Appendix 3a  The Itala Agreement: 
‘minimum consensus’

•	 	Young	child’s	(support)	benefit	to	all	of	defined	ages:
 – strong arguments for 0–9 years;
 – age extension/restriction used as mechanism for cost containment.
•	 	No	means	testing	because	all	the	logic	goes	the	other	way.
•	 	Primary	caregiver	will	receive	the	benefit.
•	 	Delivered	in	association	with	participation	in	some	form	of	health	activity:
 – because it’s a positive good;
 – as an exclusion mechanism for the rich (not exclusion of the poor).
•	 	Synergies	with	other	sectors	will	be	further	explored,	especially:
 – educare; – housing;
 – health; – public works
 with a view to promoting developmental social welfare.
•	 	The	 young	 child	 (support)	 benefit	 will	 be	 based	 on	 and	 require	 proper	

registration of births so it can be administered easily.
•	 	The	 overhaul	 of	 the	 private	 maintenance	 system	 will	 be	 vigorously	

pursued (which will supplement urban women’s income) and there will 
be a programme to promote parental responsibility.

•	 	A	voluntary	option	to	contribute	to	a	community	fund	–	the	department	
undertakes to let people know of the positive possibilities.

•	 	The	Care	Dependency	Grant	remains.
•	 	The	Foster	Care	Grant	remains.
•	 	The	social	services	programme	must	not	be	negatively	affected	–	attach	a	

percentage annual growth rate.
•	 	The	central	government	should	retain	control	of	the	levels	and	standards	

for pensions and grants.
•	 	The	 level	 to	 be	 decided	 on	 will	 be	 the	 minimum	 at	 which	 it	 could	 be	

implemented.
•	 	Benchmarks	 will	 be	 set	 at	 five-year	 periods	 for	 progressive	 increases	 in 

the level.
•	 	The	Committee	will	clearly	articulate	the	concern	about	the	welfare	budget	

absorbing hIV/AIDS-related costs of care.
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Appendix 3b  Summary of Committee 
recommendations

Parental financial responsibility for children should be promoted through the 
reform of the private maintenance system.

A flat-rate child support benefit should be introduced:
•	 	It	should	be	paid	to	the	primary	care-giver	of	a	child	according	to	a	simple	

means test.
•	 	It	 should	be	payable	 from	birth	 for	a	 limited	number	of	years,	with	 the	

number of years used as a cost containment mechanism.
•	 	The	level	of	the	grant	would	be	derived	from	the	Household	Subsistence	

Level for food and clothing for children.
•	 	A	condition	for	receiving	the	benefit	should	be	the	proper	registration	of	

the birth of the child, as well positive health-related activities.
•	 	The	money	should	be	transferred	on	a	quarterly	basis	into	a	bank	or	post	

office account; it can then be drawn in any amount at any time by the 
primary care-giver. 

•	 	The	benefit	should	be	financed	by	the	phasing	out	over	a	five	year	period	
of the existing parent allowance part of the State Maintenance Grant, and 
by not accepting new applicants for the child allowance part of the State 
Maintenance Grant (except those who would qualify for the new benefit).

•	 	Welfare	 staff	 should	 attempt	 to	 divert	 women	 who	 will	 be	 affected	 by	
the phasing out of the parent allowance to training opportunities; other 
departments should be asked to give such people special consideration 
when offering training and employment. 

The Care Dependency Grant should remain in place.

The Foster Care Grant should remain in place.

The Department of Welfare should develop a strong strategic position on 
HIV/AIDS, defining what it will do best at, and also defining the limits to its 
responsibilities.

Practical links should be forged between professional welfare staff and social 
security staff in provincial departments and in the national department 
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in order to divert as many applicants for social security as possible to 
opportunities which could increase their independence. 

The welfare sector should lend its active support to the development of 
appropriate reproductive health services, and life skills education in schools.

There should be bold changes in social work and community development 
curricula, recognising that the demand for primary welfare continues at the 
same time as social workers need to be better equipped for the demands of 
developmental social welfare.

Research in the field of social security, social policy and inequality should be 
encouraged.

(Source: RSA 1996: executive Summary 7)
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